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About Dimension Data 

Founded in 1983, Dimension Data plc is an ICT services and solutions provider that  
uses its technology expertise, global service delivery capability, and entrepreneurial spirit 
to accelerate the business ambitions of its clients. Dimension Data is a member of the 
NTT Group. 

Dimension Data’s communications services range from strategic consulting, professional 
services, managed services, and cloud services, to outsourcing and offshoring operations. 
We have world-leading capability in delivering end-to-end communications portfolios, 
including collaboration and contact centre solutions that enable your people and 
customers to connect, engage, and collaborate. Our focus on customer and user 
experience ensures that we remove the complexity of technology and operations, 
leaving you to focus on growing the value of your organisation.

about us

About Customer Interactive Solutions

Customer Interactive Solutions forms part of Dimension Data’s Communications 
Business Unit and enables over 7 billion customer interactions a year. We have 
over 25 years’ experience in planning, designing, integrating, and managing 
contact centres for our clients globally.

Our consulting, professional, managed, and cloud contact centre services make 
complex customer engagement environments simple and effective, enabling 
organisations to differentiate and grow the value of their customer base.

Our omnichannel, self-service, workforce optimisation, and analytics solutions 
integrate the physical, digital, and contact centre worlds, enabling a seamless 
customer experience which creates organisational engagement and value.

For more information, please visit www.dimensiondata.com

About Merchants 

Merchants – a Dimension Data company – is a leading customer management 
outsourcing solution provider specialising in business process outsourcing (BPO) 
that delivers customer experience and customer interactions. We focus on people, 
process, and technology to create exceptional customer experiences. 

We’re pioneers in the contact centre industry, with over 30 years of experience in 
creating and managing contact centre operations around the world for blue chip 
clients. Our services and solutions are built on tried and trusted models, systems, 
and processes which are based on best practice standards. 

We’re passionate about people. Our ability to attract the best talent, coupled with 
our rich history of success and innovation across different industries around the 
world, is what differentiates us from our competitors.

For more information, please visit www.merchants.co.za 

www.dimensiondata.com
www.merchants.co.za
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Our 2015 results indicate an industry in transformation. Customer demands for channel choice will see contact centres manage 

more digital interactions than telephone/voice calls within the next two years. The digital revolution is real, and represents 

the most radical change in the contact centre business in the last 30 years. It has profound implications for the way in which 

organisations source new skills, and how they deploy technology to deliver and manage connected customer experiences.

It’s important to note, however, that the telephone channel is in no way obsolete. In reality, the interactions handled by 

phone have become far more complex and critical. As voice is the channel of last resort, this is the real moment of truth for 

organisations – it’s when they either lose customers for good, or win their lasting loyalty.

The telephone will remain, but as part of a much broader mix of options. It will be used more as an escalation channel, as 

contact centres evolve from being telephone-centric stereotypes into customer resolution centres. Agents will increasingly face 

transactions unresolved by digital and, if anything, their roles will become even more important and require greater skill.

Dimension Data and Merchants have been using the Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report, since it was first published in 

1997, to strengthen our position as world leaders in the contact centre industry. The research broadens our own understanding 

of emerging industry trends and challenges. It helps us drive our product strategy and develop innovative solutions and services 

for our clients. We believe the Report is the most comprehensive of its type and provides a single point of reference for the state 

of customer management across the world.

I hope that it provides your business with the same value.

Adam Foster

Group Executive, Communications

I’m delighted to bring you the results of the 2015 Global Contact Centre 
Benchmarking Report.  

The research on which our study is based wouldn’t have been possible without the contributions of 

our benchmark participants and the support of some fantastic industry associations. On behalf of 

Dimension Data, thank you all very much for helping us produce this edition of the Report, which is 

aimed at keeping the industry informed about the latest contact centre trends, evolving approaches, 

and best practice performances.

foreword
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editor’s note
Welcome to the 2015 Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report.

Contact centres have evolved irreversibly over the last decade. As evidence of that, the results 

of the 2015 Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report confirm a continued, dramatic 

change. Digital contact – in the form of email, web chat, social media, and self-service 

channels – continues to expand prolifically as a popular engagement method. 

This change strikes at the heart of tradition. It means that more and more contact centre customers around the world no longer 

want to use the telephone to communicate with organisations. In fact, should the evolution continue at its current pace, our 

research shows that digital will overtake voice-based contact within two years. Why? Because customers demand it. The new 

generation of tech-savvy consumers entering the market – mostly Generation Y – use the phone only as a last resort for queries 

that couldn’t be solved in any other way. Customers younger than 40 would much rather use social media and web chat than 

any other method of achieving their desired service outcomes.

So, for contact centres, the message is clear: incorporate digital channels into your overall engagement strategy as soon as 

possible. Evolving engagement models are forcing them to go digital or die. That’s why our 2015 Report investigates the 

industry impact of the move to digital, as well as the marked effect it has on the contact centre’s DNA. 

In addition, we analyse the current state, development gaps, business impacts, and emerging trends driven by the growing 

need for an integrated experience in an omnichannel environment. Customers want not only access to multiple engagement 

methods, but also a frictionless, easy, and immediate journey across channels. 

This is the 18th year since Dimension Data started publishing the Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report and it marks 

the most important industry change we’ve seen in the last 30 years: the growing irrelevance of the telephone-centric model. 

Our findings are based on responses from 901 participants, covering 12 sectors in 72 countries. The Report itself comprises six 

chapters, 400 data points, and over 90 charts.

Through the Report, we provide you with insights into the emerging challenges that affect contact centres as they advance to 

a new age of digital contact. What sets our approach apart is that we don’t just observe; we also give answers. Rest assured 

that our advice is sound. Dimension Data has leading abilities and experience in delivering communications, collaboration, and 

contact centre solutions to organisations around the world. Our portfolio of solutions and services combines the expertise of our 

Customer Interactive Solutions business with Merchants’ 30-year history of customer management consulting and delivery. 

Finally, I’d like to express my gratitude and appreciation to each and every one of our research participants. I also extend a 

sincere thank you to the 30 industry association partners that have helped to broaden the reach of our research, improve access 

and awareness, and facilitate best practice learning for their own membership base.

Enjoy the Report!

Andrew McNair

Head of Global Benchmarking

Dimension Data
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about the global 
contact centre 
benchmarking report

A comprehensive, global overview …

Frequently cited by industry analysts and quoted by the media, the Dimension Data Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report 

is widely acknowledged as the most useful, authoritative, and comprehensive report of its kind. It’s designed to provide a single 

point of reference on key aspects affecting customer management within today’s contact centres. We believe it’s the most 

extensive global overview of its type.

... based on relevant research

Our Report is based on research conducted via a comprehensive survey. We refresh the survey each year to ensure we’re 

capturing the information that’s most relevant to our industry and its future.

... offering analysis and recommendations

Each chapter comprises four elements to provide thought leadership insights from subject matter experts, hot topic quick tips, 

an infographic overview, and the findings of our research. Result data is provided via chart or table content, each supplemented 

by structured commentary. In each chapter, we:

• identify and then qualify the research trend results

•  present recommendations on how you can plan, optimise, and differentiate your contact centre solutions for   

tomorrow’s needs

• summarise the highlights and main points 

… supported by an online portal

Our online Benchmark Comparison Portal complements the Report and allows you to filter data at eight levels (including region 

and sector), export content, and build your own presentations. 

You can access the portal here: http://portal2015.ccbmsurvey.com/launch.asp?t=ccbr
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executive summary

Contact centres – going digital …

The 2015 Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report highlights a dramatic evolution in the industry, as digital interaction 

continues its explosive growth as a contact method. The graph below provides a more detailed breakdown of this shift.

Going digital – the industry is massively unprepared:

•  Customers want a frictionless, easy, and immediate journey on channels of their choice. They want a connected 

omnichannel journey across channels.

• Complexity levels are intensifying as contact centres evolve into channel resolution hubs. 

•  Resource models need a broader approach – cost and effort measures are frequently ignored, with digital   

the worst affected.

• Analytics are neglected and information systems aren’t integrated.

• Customer experience levels are cited as key, yet satisfaction levels are dropping year on year.

•  Rising IT dependency is driving cloud and hybrid ownership: technology dependencies will force improved integration 

across hybrid architecture models (of hosted and owned IT).

Organisations have started to recognise that, out of all the changes in 
the market, increased digital interaction offers the greatest opportunity.

Figure i: The shift from voice to digital interactions

2015

2013

2006

Ten years ago there 
was no web chat, 
smart phone apps, 
social media, and 
very little email. 
Today, digital 
interactions account 
for over 35% of all 
interactions and, at 
the current rate, 
will overtake voice 
in two year’s time.

IVR touchtone

Telephone

IVR speech

Email

Web chat

Smartphone application

SMS text/Instant messaging

Video chat

Internet website (peer-to-peer systems)

Social media – Facebook, Twitter, etc.
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Strategy and innovation: not long before digital will dominate

A major change is occurring, not just in the structure of contact centres, but also across the broader service industry.  

The digital revolution is forcing us to adapt or die. It’s time to help your contact centre face the change and take the  

first steps towards a dawning future.

The telephone-centric contact centre stereotype is no longer valid. In some areas, digital interactions are starting to exceed 

voice contacts. Strategically, there’s a shift in mindset from mass service to mass personalisation. Organisations have started to 

recognise that, out of all the changes in the market, increased digital interaction offers the greatest opportunity.

Big data and analytics tools are predicted to be the strongest trend to shape the contact centre industry over the next five 

years. Understanding the intricacies of individual transactions, as well as the context of customer behaviour over multiple 

contacts and channels, is paramount. It will help the organisation address customers’ issues, shape their experiences, and 

enrich the engagement, creating greater value for both parties.  

The combination of technology that’s creating an omnichannel environment and the ability to analyse and act in real-time 

provides powerful resources to create a productive, digital customer engagement model.

Customer engagement models are going digital. Can your organisation keep up? In the short term, it may not have a choice. 

Overall, 41.8% of contact centres forecast a reduction in voice contacts, while 87.0% expect an increase in non-voice 

interactions. Digital convenience will drive additional contacts, as acknowledged by 73.8% of contact centres that anticipate 

this increase within two years. This will change the shape of contact centres forever.

Key findings
2015 Benchmark Report

75% of companies recognise 
service as a competitive 
differentiator: up 18% in   
2 years. 
But c-sat levels down 4th year 
in succession

23% drop in direct 
ownership models
34% of contact centres 
are planning for a 
hosted solution

Social media is already a 1st 
choice for Gen Y (globally)
Yet 6 in 10 contact centres 
have no capacity

Analytics, will be key 
in the next 5 years, 
But 40% have no 
capability

Omnichannel will 
become a necessity. 
It needs a joined-up 
approach

Up to 40% say IT doesn’t 
meet current needs 
And nearly 80% say 
current systems won’t  
meet future needs

74% see overall 
interactions 
increasing in 2 years 

42% say voice 
traffic will decrease 

Non-voice to  
rise in 87%

Figure ii: Highlights of the 2015 Report
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Customer interaction management: analytics holds the answer to creating emotional triggers

The role of the contact centre has changed. Today, traditional call centres are most often used to support assisted-service 

channels, or when accessible channels aren’t available or have failed. Customers want resolutions. This is where the contact 

centre can use emotional triggers to create brand differentiation.

Every customer contact is an opportunity to create an emotional trigger. It occurs not necessarily when a customer’s issue is 

resolved, but when the customer is made to feel special and wanted. Customers then connect with the services and perceive the 

brand’s value emotionally. 

These triggers also help to maintain the organisation’s reputation by improving a customer’s perception of the engagement. Ease 

of resolution is a primary concern that will influence the customer’s view of the organisation’s services, but it’s not where the 

desired experience should end. Contact centres can either recover, or lose a customer’s loyalty. By better personalising offerings, 

organisations can create more opportunities for emotional triggers.

Beyond multichannel, contact centres want to create a structured omnichannel strategy. They have to determine not just what 

works for the consumer, but also the impact that each new interaction path may have on the business, and its positive and 

negative consequences. For example, are sales conversion rates stronger over the telephone, or can an assisted online interaction 

provide the same value? 

A shift in focus is required from the success or failure of isolated customer interactions, to the success or failure of personalised, 

integrated customer journeys. The goal should be creating genuine business value. Enhance that focus by understanding your 

customers’ emotional triggers, to which analytics holds the key.

The goal should be creating genuine business value. Enhance that 
focus by understanding your customers’ emotional triggers, to which 
analytics holds the key.

Multichannel management: omnichannel – frictionless by design

While digital is fast becoming a preference, the reality is that consumers want outcomes. A continuous and effortless transition 

between channels will be a crucial competitive differentiator in the age of the consumer. In fact, it’s this frictionless switching 

between channels that defines the omnichannel experience. And while it’s now expected by consumers, the industry is still slow 

to catch up.  

To date, digital channels have strengthened through either a rush to establish a presence, or for the single purpose of cost 

reduction through call deflection to self-service. Obviously, these are important operational considerations and a significant 

change of focus is now required. A user-centric and channel-agnostic approach to customer service design has much to offer 

towards creating a cohesive and continuous customer experience across the organisation. 

Operationally, the need for cost reduction as the primary driver for implementing self-/assisted-service channels has almost 

doubled in the last year. Yet, less than 40% of organisations review self-service and assisted-service channel performance on 

a regular basis. This means that the return on investment (ROI) for channel implementation is difficult to demonstrate, which 

impacts future investment decisions.

Organisations that can’t measure the experience within digital channels are in danger of losing touch with customer sentiment. 

This will become a more critical issue with the continuing trend towards digital engagement. 

This lack of focus on the customer experience inhibits the adoption of those channels, ironically diluting the realisation of the 

cost-reduction business case. At the same time, the trend is towards more digital engagement and significant strategic emphasis 

is placed on customer experience. Tighter management controls, improved analytics, and more active marketing of the digital 

capability to customers will quickly have positive results. The growth in digital has fallen below targets to date, but is set for 

significant acceleration.
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Operations: ease of resolution is the key to customer satisfaction

For service-based contact centres, ease of resolution is ranked the top factor affecting customer satisfaction. Customers   

say channel choice is good, but they mainly want their issues resolved. They expect agents to have all the tools to help,  

should self-/assisted-service channels fail. First aptitude, then attitude will meet their needs and, if paired, they’ll form a 

significant differentiator. 

More proactive management of the causes of caller propensity will improve customers’ perception of ease of resolution and, at 

the same time, improve cost-to-serve.

Unfortunately, quality of service is still out of sync with both traditional voice and, importantly, today’s tech-savvy consumer.  

This is accentuated by a lack of quality measurement in non-voice channels, despite an improvement on previous years. 

As a result, customer satisfaction has fallen to its lowest level since 2011 and it’s the fourth consecutive year in which we’ve seen 

a drop. During this period, customer experience was consistently ranked high as an important, board-level strategic performance 

concern. Using more robust metrics such as Net Promotor Score (NPS), which go beyond simple satisfaction scores, is also 

impacting this trend. Improved customer experience is a moving target: the requirements vary per customer, by interaction, and 

with time. It’s encouraging to see that consumer feedback is used to calibrate internal quality measures, and help organisations 

keep their aim. 

Another positive result is the sustained high levels of efficiency within contact centre operations. We may have reached a 

productivity ‘sweet spot’ for voice, as major changes are neither required, nor desired. Digital interactions haven’t reached the 

same standard yet, but pressure is mounting as 87.0% of contact centres forecast growth in digital traffic, while telephone will 

continue to drop. 

Workforce optimisation: it’s time to learn from the telephone-centric legacy

Operational management is formed around an increasingly complex mix of challenges. Customers and organisations require 

contact centres to broaden their scope of services, and with the introduction of digital, move out of their comfort zones. 

Resources and skills levels are being stretched like never before, and in new ways.  

Just 56.7% of contact centres remain voice-only, and it will continue to fall further. There’s been a significant move to upskill 

agents across different types of voice-only contacts, with 26.2% now doing so. In addition, we’re seeing a 31.6% increase in 

multichannel contact centres, which are asking agents to handle voice and non-voice transactions.

At the same time, the number of days spent on training has reduced, and the recruitment and training budget allocation has 

been cut by 39.7% compared with the past two years’ allowance. To compound the issue, 26.0% of organisations aren’t 

regularly reviewing the required skills and competency levels for new role profiles.

All of this is an indication that there’s more pressure on front-line staff, agents, and team leaders today. The result is consistently 

high absence levels and attrition across roles. 

Contact centres want front-line staff to do more, because it’s the right thing to do from the customer’s perspective. But they 

need to do more for themselves and their people by applying tools and methodologies, which are common in traditional 

telephone channels, across the full spectrum of engagement methods now being handled. 

Customer satisfaction has fallen to its lowest level since 2011 and  
it’s the fourth consecutive year in which we’ve seen a drop. 
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Technology: new buying options make new technology possible

Today’s customers are always online, and are increasingly impatient. Despite clear indications of growing consumer appetite 

for the use of social channels as a contact medium, contact centres are slow to react. In fact, our results for new media, in 

conjunction with customer preferences for digital channels, suggest that organisations are massively underprepared for the 

new digital age.

The biggest blockages to contact centres’ advancement of their technology capabilities revolve around flexibility, the ability 

to integrate, and the costs linked to creating the required architecture. However, the speed at which the digital revolution is 

affecting contact centres can no longer be ignored. Worryingly, up to 88% of operations point out that their current, often 

telephone-centric systems won’t meet their future needs, and many are already failing. Add omnichannel aspirations to the 

mix, and the situation could get worse.

This is forcing vendors and consumers alike to explore new buying options and design innovative technology frameworks. 

The emergence of cloud technology platforms offers new choices to contact centre providers. We’re starting to notice 

significant changes in how organisations are both provisioning and maintaining their technology systems. 

In the last 12 months, contact centres choosing pure ownership models have reduced by 22.6%. Of contact centres that 

aren’t using hosted/cloud solutions yet, 34.2% are considering a hosted technology model in the near future. Add this to the 

existing user base, and it’s apparent that hybrid solutions blending cloud architectures with legacy technologies are gaining 

popularity across the industry, particularly as case study evidence validates the significant benefits enabled by cloud solutions.

These solutions will require integration, and the ability to deliver optimal functionality will greatly depend on the quality of 

the implementation as you journey towards a connected omnichannel experience. You may need multiple applications to get 

the result that you want with your customers. But don’t get left behind. 

The biggest blockages to contact centres’ advancement of their 
technology capabilities revolve around flexibility, the ability to 
integrate, and the costs linked to creating the required architecture. 
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strategy and innovation

Table i: Explaining the benefits of benchmarking

Why benchmarking?

Benchmarking provides a vitally important reference point. It helps organisations gain insight into future trends, the 

ways in which their customers are likely to behave, and the performance levels they need to attain or aspire to. But 

it’s also more than that …

Here are five ways in which contact centre benchmarking can help transform your performance and improve your 

customer and employee experience:

Benchmarking Report research and insights

Solutions

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business 
planning

The 
Benchmarking 
Report provides 
a single point of 
reference on the 
core elements 
that form the 
contact centre 
strategy. It acts 

as a catalyst 
for business 

improvement.

Strategy build

Pinpoint 
problems

By using data 
insights on 
operational 
metrics, it’s 

possible to spot 
areas that are 

falling above or 
below regional 

or industry sector 
averages.

Close a gap

Identify best 
practices
Access to 

benchmarked 
data provides an 
excellent way of 

identifying whether 
you conform 

to top quartile 
performance in 

over 50 key metrics. 
It helps establish 
a vision for your 

performance 
strategy.

Set targets

Validate 
performance

Comparing 
your operations 

regularly to 
benchmark 

data ensures 
that there’s 
an objective 
yardstick for 

tracking ongoing 
performance.

It indicates trends 
and directions 
taken by peers.

Compare results

Get buy-in for 
change

Using externally 
referenced 

data such as 
benchmarking 
helps validate a 
business case, 
new spend, 

and/or justify a 
contact centre 
initiative (for 
example, a 

new product or 
channel offering). 

Support change
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01

The carrier pigeon 1150
Messenger pigeons were used as early as 1150 in Baghdad and have long played an important 
role in communication. 

Due to their homing ability, speed, and altitude, they were often used as military messengers. 
Although the advent of more modern communication meant that the use of pigeons became 
less prolific, you can still find substantial pigeon units in France and China.

strategy and 
innovation
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chapter 01 

strategy and innovation

If the customer is king, data is the sovereign currency
Multichannel and omnichannel – what’s the difference?

Beyond the tipping point

Into the cloud

Big data and the social customer

Measure for measure

Customers take centre stage

Start your own revolution

Results and recommendations
Video-enabled contact centres – we’re only ready now
Summary

Principal Director, Contact Centres, Dimension Data 
Communications

Part of the Dimension Data group since 1994, Robert was recently appointed Principal 
Director for Communications, overseeing contact centre and other customer interactive 
solutions. He has more than 20 years’ experience in the contact centre and ICT industries. 
Prior to joining the Dimension Data Global team, Robert was General Manager for 
the Communications Business Unit in Australia and Customer Interactive Solutions for 
Dimension Data in both South Africa and Australia, and worked for The Merchants Group 
– Dimension Data’s contact centre subsidiary. He holds an Honours degree in Social Science.

about the author – Robert Allman  
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strategy and innovationstrategy and development

Customer experience is king 

Expected evolution of the contact centre – next 2 years 

% of contact centres planning channel development in 2015

Top 5 industry shapers in 2015

say customer experience = revenue growth

Decision to 
outsource  
still driven by:

evolution evolution

Companies view the contact centre/customer care as a competitive differentiator 

say faster resolution  
=  better customer experience  

71.6% agree 63.3% agree

say choice of channels  
=  better customer experience

1.  Customer analytics  
Helps manage increased 
complexity

2.  Customer demands  
force new strategies  

4.  Technology solutions  
will enable process 
optimisation and automation

5.  Social media 
evolution into a service channel 

strategy and innovation

Customer experience is #1 measure of strategic performance in  
contact centres. Yet, customer experience levels drop for 4th consecutive year

57.0%
72.8% 54.5%

3. Changing user behaviour – mobility

2015

37.0%
Web chat

28.5% 
Smart phone apps

24.5% 
Social media

15.2%
  Video chat

agree
74.6%

2013 
2014 2012

41.8%
say voice 
traffic will

87.0%
say non-voice 
traffic will     

say overall 
interactions will      

73.8%
say employee 
headcount will

41.2%

25.5%
say outsource  
needs will   

17.7%
say offshore  
needs will   

8.4%
say reshore 
needs will   
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If the customer is king, data is the   
sovereign currency

Our 2015 findings show that a major change is occurring in the structure of contact  
centres, as well as across the broader service industry. This revolution will continue to   
gather momentum. We’ve reached a seminal point, as modern contact centres embrace  
the digital era.   

The telephone-centric stereotype associated with contact centres is no longer valid. In some areas, digital interactions are 

starting to exceed voice contacts. Contact centres now need to go digital or die.

The value of customer acquisition, retention, and growth is front and centre in organisational thinking, and is driven by 

the power of the consumer. Customers are digitally enabled, mobile, social, and expect to engage on their own terms and 

with minimal effort. Therefore, customer experience across telephonic as well as digital contact is increasingly important for 

organisations, with 74.6% recognising service as a proven market differentiator. 

While our 2013/14 Report described multichannel’s coming of age, the 2015 research suggests a tipping point in the 

adoption of new channels that provide customers with ease, choice, relevance, and productive and integrated  

omnichannel experiences.

Strategically, there’s a shift in mindset from mass service to 
mass personalisation. 

How is this impacting contact centres’ approach and strategy? Strategically, there’s a shift in mindset from mass service to mass 

personalisation. We’re also expecting to see more convergence of digital, contact centre, and physical environments in 2015. 

Organisations have started to recognise that all of the changes in the market, which they need to respond to, also offer 

opportunities. These changes include technology innovations such as real-time chat, video, as-a-service models, and automation. 

Will customer analytics and the improved use of hybrid technology to better personalise customer experiences provide a clearer 

path to success? 

The new age of the modern contact centre has arrived. We provide firm guidance in this Report on how to remain relevant in an 

industry that’s in the process of reshaping itself.

Multichannel and omnichannel – what’s the difference?

In a multichannel environment customers are able to interact via a range of channels, but typically with only one 

channel at a time and in isolation from other channels. 

In an omnichannel contact centre environment, multiple channels operate in an integrated way, so that customers   

can move seamlessly from one channel to another using a whole range of devices, from phones and smart devices,  

to tablets and desktop computers. 

The central objective of an omnichannel approach is connectedness. If your channels are connected in such a way that 

conversations and interactions started on one channel can be continued, without friction, on another, you’re operating 

in an omnichannel world.
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The revolution will continue at pace and contact centres 
must adapt.

Cloud solutions can offer seamless integration with current 
applications, instant scale, and easier regulatory compliance.

Beyond the tipping point

The popular 1980s film Back to the Future predicted flying cars and hoverboards by 2015. While we may not see these 

technologies in our streets yet, 2015 does bring a revolution in the contact centre industry, some of which was almost as 

unthinkable a few years ago as flying cars. The revolution will continue at pace and contact centres must adapt.   

Engagement models are already going digital and no organisation can afford to get stuck in the past.

Our 2013/14 Report documented that the trends of consumerism, enterprise mobility, and social media had taken a central 

position in organisations’ thinking about customer contact.  In the 2015 Report, we see these trends consolidating and  

growing exponentially.  

We’ve reached a tipping point. Over 50% of organisations will soon be managing a multichannel contact centre, featuring at 

least eight different forms of contact methods. Seven of these are digital. The mix is malleable and growing. Visual engagement 

has appeared on organisations’ agendas, and 23.5% of contact centres now plan video chat deployments within the next year. 

We’re also seeing the establishment of transformational technologies, such as web real-time communications (RTC), which 

blend video and data. The application of these technologies will accelerate the change in the way organisations engage with 

their customers productively over new, existing, and emerging channels.  

Into the cloud

The requirement for integrated technologies across multiple channels causes organisations to review their strategic roadmap, 

given the increasing urgency to introduce digital channels. Cloud-based, or as-a-service, technology offerings are presenting 

organisations with an opportunity to reassess how they provision outcomes-based solutions from the perspective of business, 

commercial, technical, and operating architectures. 

The opportunity to leverage flexible commercial models, combined with the ability to outsource increasingly specialised 

capability, is a growing interest. Cloud solutions can offer seamless integration with current applications, instant scale, and easier 

regulatory compliance. Hybrid solutions, as a mixture of legacy infrastructure and cloud, will help organisations to leverage 

existing infrastructure better and accelerate change.  

Big data and the social customer

Our research shows that the explosion of big data and analytics tools is predicted to be the strongest trend to shape the contact 

centre industry over the next five years. The ability to understand the intricacies of individual transactions, as well as the context 

of customer behaviour over multiple contacts and channels, is paramount. It will help the organisation address customers’ 

issues, shape their experiences, and enrich the engagement, creating greater value for both parties.  
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Figure 1.1: Factors changing the shape of contact centres

The contact centre is now helping to assess service levels 
across the entire enterprise, largely driven by the high-profile 
adoption of NPS. 

The advent of the social customer presents a shift in the way that traditional contact centres have operated. Previously, they 

reactively fielded one-to-one enquiries; now contact centres need to proactively monitor, engage, and understand appropriate 

intervention in communities that are beyond the organisation’s direct control. Social media is powerful because it’s immediate 

and public. It influences customer behaviour. It can make or break brand reputation by changing customers’ perception of 

the organisation at the drop of a hat. If left unchecked, there’s a risk that social media activity can also create avalanches of 

unexpected contacts that are expensive and disruptive to handle.

Measure for measure

The new directions in which customers and organisations are moving also stimulate a transformation in performance 

management. Increasingly, strategic and outcomes-based metrics are replacing traditional productivity-focused measurements. 

The use of NPS has risen 48.0% (to 37.3%) and Customer Effort Score (CES) is up 173.7% (to 20.8%). Improving customer 

service is a competitive differentiator for most, and 57.0% also link it directly to raising company revenues and profits. 

The customer experience focus has broadened. The contact centre is now helping to assess service levels across the entire 

enterprise, largely driven by the high-profile adoption of NPS. 

The scope of functions fulfilled by the contact centre has expanded, increasing the need for contact centre experts to have 

greater product knowledge.

The combination of technology creating an omnichannel environment and the ability to analyse and act in real-time, provides 

powerful resources to create a highly productive, digital customer engagement model.
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Figure 1.2: The digital customer experience

These factors all contribute to the evolution of the contact centre 
in which the telephone is now a last choice for Generation Y, with 
web chat and social media chosen first.

These factors all contribute to the evolution of the contact centre in which the telephone is now a last choice for Generation 

Y, with web chat and social media chosen first. It won’t be long before Generation X and all other demographics prioritise 

similarly. It’s undeniable that customer engagement models have gone digital. The only question is, can your organisation keep 

up? The short-term outlook is that it will have to. Overall, 41.8% of contact centres forecast a drop in voice interactions, while 

87.0% forecast an increase in non-voice interactions. Digital convenience will drive additional contacts, as acknowledged by 

73.8% of contact centres that anticipate an increase in total interactions within the next two years. The impact of this will 

change the shape of contact centres forever.

Customers take centre stage

Better analytics will create an ability to design channel management strategies that align every customer experience to the 

value it has for the organisation. It will guarantee success for those whose competitive strategy is differentiation through 

service. Just as crucial is understanding how customers’ experience is shaped by their interactions across sales, marketing,  

and service engagements.  

The isolated, traditional, telephone-based contact centre has run its course strategically. The ability to source and manage 

information, to create insights and knowledge for experts or applications, is central to an effective strategy, particularly in 

today’s hypercompetitive markets.
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Figure 1.3: Strategic capability execution

The ability to source and manage information, to create insights 
and knowledge for experts or applications, is central to an effective 
strategy, particularly in today’s hypercompetitive markets.

Your vision and strategy should determine your desired engagement model. Once understood, it will be a vital proof point in 

bringing about the cultural, operational, and organisational change you require. The complexity, range, and depth of issues are 

too great to continue backing a stagnant approach. Customers have moved on. The contact centre must do likewise.

Fundamental business challenges are still being addressed in the contact centre. There’s been a change in the lens through 

which cost reduction is viewed, and there’s a greater focus on productivity. Assisted digital service and automation’s continued 

prominence reflects a desire to create a win-win solution for the customer and the organisation. The emergence of the Chief 

Customer Officer shows board-level sponsorship of customer experience and productivity transformation programmes.   

In spite of this, customer satisfaction scores have declined for the fourth year running. An organisation-wide focus on improving 

the customer’s experience depends on the removal of unproductive, frustrating silos and cross-channel process failures.   

The customer needs to enjoy ease and integration to remain loyal or become an advocate. 

Start your own revolution

Remaining relevant requires a revolution in some organisations. A transformation journey can’t be approached as a series of 

isolated initiatives. Customer experience is a moving target. You need to provide constant thought leadership and follow a 

dynamic operating model to ensure a return on investment you can count on. Integrate your improvements and innovations 

cost-effectively and make sure the entire organisation is able to leverage their benefits. You can start by creating a closed-loop 

execution framework as shown in the diagram below. 

Don’t be the ostrich with its head in the sand. The digital revolution is happening all around us, and now it’s adapt or die.   

It’s time to help your contact centre to face the change and take the first steps towards a future that’s already dawning.
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Results and recommendations

Results

The customer is proven king yet again, and data is the sovereign currency. 

Successful customer engagement has been revolutionised. 

In a hypercompetitive world, organisations recognise that an integrated 

approach isn’t negotiable in delivering a service that’s personalised, 

effective, and provides a great experience. Service is a critical differentiator 

in finding, acquiring, and retaining customers and growing the value of  

the customer base.

As the role of the modern contact centre broadens by moving increasingly into digital self- and assisted-service solutions,   

its role within the enterprise is becoming more crucial.  

Almost three-quarters (74.6%) of organisations, now view the contact centre, or customer care, as a competitive differentiator 

in the marketplace, meaning that acknowledgement has increased by 17.9% against results from 2012.  

During this same period, opinions have developed too, meaning that there are now also fewer organisations ‘unsure’ of the 

value of customer care. Outsourcers show a 10-point lead on in-house operations in appreciating the competitive advantage,  

at 83.9% and 73.1% respectively.  

Is service a competitive differentiator?

Figure 1.4 – Does your organisation view the contact centre/customer care as a competitive differentiator?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 872 

Not sure

No

Yes

74.6

71.6

63.3

13.4

15.8

19.4

12.0

12.6

17.3

2015

2013/14

2012

75% view the 
contact centre as key 
differentiator

But a quarter retain a cost 
centre mentality
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Overall, just 13.4% of contact centres stand firm that service isn’t a differentiator for their business. While this contrasts with  

most other findings in this Report, it’s a diminishing viewpoint, with a 30.9% reduction against 2012 results.  

The strategic positioning of a service offering and its associated impact on the business does vary significantly by sector.  

The most concerning results are from the government and education sector, where just 40.5% of contact centres agree that  

service is a differentiator. Utilities and energy also represents an anomaly with 24.4% stating ‘No’, service isn’t a   

business differentiator. 

Ultimately, more organisations are recognising the impact of their contact centres on market positioning and customer 

experience which, in turn, are directly linked to revenue and profits.

Recommendations

For customer service to be a differentiator, organisations must achieve a high level of customer experience ‘hygiene’. 

Measurements such as NPS and CES need to be deployed and managed to avoid churn or detraction from the provided 

service. A kaizen approach of continuous improvement is required.

Widen your focus beyond improving internal operations to achieve a broader understanding of changing customer 

behaviours and demands, and monitoring your competitors’ actions. This will ensure that your contact centre is aligned  

with the value of your brand. 

The design of a customer experience strategy, and a plan and structure to execute it, is absent in many cases,   

which is counterproductive. This Report identifies more opportunities to innovate than we’ve seen in 15 years. 

The strategic agenda must be changed to include genuine customer engagement. Organisations with a vision, an enterprise-

wide strategy, executive sponsorship, investment, governance, and capability to execute will win the day.

The strategic positioning of a service offering and its associated 
impact on the business does vary significantly by sector. The most 
concerning results are from government and education, where just 
40.5% of contact centres agree that service is a differentiator. Utilities 
and energy also represents an anomaly with 24.4% stating ‘No’, 
service isn’t a business differentiator. 
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Results 

These results provide evidence that today’s contact centre is much more 

about digital engagement techniques than the traditional telephone-based 

operations were. Until recently, phone-based centres were generally limited 

to non-voice offerings of email and interactive voice response (IVR).  

Consumers now have an extensive channel choice which is set to grow 

further and in new directions. We’re seeing emerging technologies appear 

and new solutions develop at pace. Smart device applications, currently 

Smart apps to grow to 
54% by 2016

Web chat will more than 
double to 70%
Social media already  
at 43%

Channels managed by contact centre

Figure 1.5 – What channels are managed by the contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 875 
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offered by more than a quarter (25.9%) of organisations, are forecast to double within the next year and reach deployment 

rates of 54.4% by 2016. Web chat is already used by nearly a third (33.1%) of contact centres. A staggering 37.0% are looking 

to introduce this capability and, if followed through, it will result in an availability of 70.1% by 2016. 

Social media usage, perhaps supported with integrated web chat service solutions, is growing in tandem with organisational 

understanding of how to match user functionality with consumer demands. If anything, organisations aren’t keeping pace with 

these customer needs – particularly for Generation Y, and increasingly for Generation X. As important demographic groups, 

they represent the changing expectations of future customers. Video chat is an interesting development too – both in terms of 

employee profile requirements and how/where it will be used. Likely to be adopted first by specific user groups (for example, 

business services, technology, and healthcare), 15.2% of organisations are exploring its uses in the coming year.

A key challenge for contact centres is to maintain integration levels with a view to providing consistent services across channel 

offerings. It’s no longer enough to provide isolated channels; consumers want an omnichannel experience, that is, to use 

different media to complete what may be a single enquiry. These interactions need to be frictionless. At this point, the industry 

appears to be massively underprepared to deliver against a new set of digital requirements. 

In the short term, we’re also seeing agent roles becoming much more complex as a result of the broader skill set needed to 

handle multiple channels. This is compounded by the immaturity of these new solutions, absence of basic analytics, single-view 

information, and lack of integration with enterprise systems.

Recommendations

At first, multiple channels can be intimidating.  

The increase in channels and applications that customers use for work, home, and play means that the channel strategy needs 

to be extensible. The skills required to deploy new systems that can accommodate digital transactions, as well as those needed 

to respond to customers, should take the end-to-end customer experience into consideration. The capability to produce an 

outcome for the customer in all areas of the process is critical. Channel silos need to be removed, while support strategies using 

bridging technologies such as web chat and call-back need to be understood and incorporated.  

Empowered customer engagement teams require insights and real-time analytics to support the resolution of complex requests. 

The point of success is when the customer’s desired outcome is achieved through an effortless experience. Customer experience 

will improve if we ensure that the information the customer has provided is used effectively. Even more value will be derived 

if intelligence is added to the process through the use of analytics. Integration and automation are opportunities to create a 

win-win situation in the critical areas of experience and cost optimisation. It’s critical to understand data sources external to the 

organisation, and the integration of legacy applications must be documented and understood.

Adding new channels without considering the omnichannel experience will create a confusion of contact options, which will 

only frustrate the customer.

The 2015 results reflect that the customer reigns supreme. Make a closed-loop, user-centric design of the omnichannel 

engagement central to your approach. You have an opportunity to improve customer experience, increase productivity, and 

reduce cost by re-engineering outdated processes. Your organisation’s structures, goals, and capabilities need to reflect the 

desired outcomes of a customer that’s engaged and enriched by a highly productive, real-time process that has zero defects.
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Video-enabled contact centres –     
we’re only ready now

The idea of a video-enabled contact centre is far from new. In fact, I remember conducting proof of concepts for several 

UK retail banks as early as 2001. And why not? As organisations look to drive customer intimacy, improve closure rates, 

and maximise their wallet share per customer, the case for a solution that enables them to scale face-to-face contact in 

the way that video does, is very compelling.

So why have video-enabled contact centres failed to fulfil their market potential until now? What makes 2015 a 

watershed year for video? There are a number of reasons:

1.  User familiarity

When developing contact centre and collaboration strategies, there’s really only one central consideration: the user. In 

reality, the user hasn’t been ready for video-enabled contact centres until now.

With those early proof of concepts, neither the organisations I dealt with, nor their customers were used to video at work 

or at home. As a result, I received feedback such as: ‘I don’t want to see myself on camera. Zoom that thing out!’ Not the 

response you want when trying to create an intimate customer experience!

When developing contact centre and collaboration strategies, 
there’s really only one central consideration: the user. In reality, 
the user hasn’t been ready for video-enabled contact centres 
until now.

However, 13 years later in the Internet-connected areas of the world, more personal international calls are made via video 

than audio, leveraging platforms such as Facetime, Skype, Google Hangouts, and more. In fact, the next generation of buyer 

is expected to use only two mediums of communication: text and video. They will make very few audio calls.

2.  The birth of video as an application

Video has traditionally been delivered by clunky, solid-state boxes, which are difficult to use and act as an isolated video 

island with limited integration capability. This has provided a very basic contact centre experience. With the advent of 

standards such as Web-based RTC, video can now be enabled as open stack software embedded in your client-facing 

environment, such as on your website or even at your in-branch point-of-sale. It can also be incorporated into operators’ 

standard desktop interfaces, such as the CRM front-end. This flexibility of application is crucial to optimise the customer and 

operator experience and enable a seamless escalation for the customer from text to voice to video.
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The most visible example of this evolution and of video’s effectiveness, is with the Amazon Kindle Fire. The ‘Mayday’ 

service provides the user with an option to access a video contact centre operator to assist with any questions. The key 

here, though, is that video isn’t the only solution. Amazon also offers an extensive and easy-to-use self-service platform, 

recognising that some users may not want the level of customer service intimacy that video provides.

3.  Rapid reduction in total cost of ownership

Cost is always a major factor and, traditionally, video has been expensive in every respect. It requires high-quality, high-

bandwidth network capacity, as well as expensive endpoints and infrastructure. However, as video becomes more 

application-based and scalable, and virtualised software infrastructure platforms become common, the cost of ownership for 

video technology is reducing rapidly. Coupled with this, standards such as H265 (coding) and Scalable Video Coding (SVC) 

help to dramatically reduce the network quality and bandwidth needed to provide high-quality videoconferencing.

4.  Accelerated return on investment

When we originally considered video-enabled contact centres, we saw them as a replacement for voice-based centres. But, 

given the factors I discussed, a major consideration now is what the video-enabled contact centre can help provide in terms 

of non-scalable expertise.

To illustrate this point: a phone retailer we’re currently working with has a low cross-sell ratio on Apple devices, for example, 

it doesn’t add enough iPads to its iPhone sales. The reason for this is that the majority of its in-store traffic is there to buy 

SIM cards and accessories. This ties up the in-store employees and reduces their time to serve Apple customers well enough. 

The solution we’re currently trialling is to use low-skill employees in the branch, and high-skill Apple sales people in video-

enabled contact centres. These agents will help the customer via a video kiosk in the branch. 

The benefits of this approach are considerable. The customer is always able to access an expert; and the phone retailer not 

only improves cross-sell potential, but also maximises employee efficiency. This solution spreads the agents’ expertise across 

multiple stores and eliminates the downtime of important sales people.

With developments such as these, we’re extremely excited about 
the contribution that video-enabled contact centres can make to 
transform the face of customer engagement. We believe they will 
add massively to the value that contact centres can deliver to the 
customer base.
By Ian Heard, Principal Director, Collaboration, Dimension Data Communications 

When we originally considered video-enabled contact centres, 
we saw them as a replacement for voice-based centres. But, 
given the factors I discussed, a major consideration now is what 
the video-enabled contact centre can help provide in terms of 
non-scalable expertise.
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Results 

While channel choice has expanded over the past few years, the 

telephone’s role is far from redundant. The phone has become a 

secondary contact option for many, particularly younger customer 

segments, yet this type of contact still represents 65.7% of the overall 

interactions handled by customer service functions. The key is to better 

comprehend how and when customers use the telephone. Specifically, 

how can they change behaviours so that the phone is used primarily 

for escalations and to support the lower costs of digital and other more 

efficient paths?

Digital capabilities 
develop more slowly than 
customers would like – 
dependency on traditional 
voice  will remain

Gradual increases, but 
volumes remain low

Contacts handled by channel

Table 1.1 – What percentage of the contact centre’s interactions are handled (and completed) across each channel?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 867 

2013/14 2015

Telephone 66.0 65.7

IVR touchtone 9.6 6.6

IVR speech 1.3 1.8

Email 13.3 15.5

Web chat 1.2 1.8

Social media – Facebook, Twitter, etc. 1.0 1.4

Smartphone application 0.6 1.2

SMS text/instant messaging 1.2 1.5

Video chat Not asked 0.2

Internet website (peer-to-peer systems) 5.8 4.3

The media and entertainment sector exemplifies what can be accomplished, that is, if call reduction is the desired goal. Just 

37.1% of contacts in this sector are now being handled by telephone. Regionally, there’s not much fluctuation, as Asia Pacific 

reports the lowest result, at 60.3%, against 69.7% in the UK.

It’s clear that telephone call volumes will reduce in the short to medium term. Developing digital solutions, as well as more 

awareness in the organisation of which channel options to offer for which transaction types, will help to continue the current 

user uptake which is slowly rising. As capability matures more slowly than many customers would like, we see gradual increases 

across almost every non-voice channel in 2015. IVR is the exception and is down from 10.9% to 8.4% of all interactions in 2015 

– a year-on-year drop of 22.9%.

Traffic levels are still low, yet smartphone use has doubled in one year, social media is up by 40%, web chat is up by 50%, and 

we’re even seeing more use of email. 

Strategically, organisations are identifying preferred channels and, along with these, will develop more structured engagement 

models that accommodate user preferences and customer effort in line with transaction value.
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Recommendations

Design with the future in mind to create an engagement model that produces the optimal NPS and CES while reducing 

operating costs.

The telephone is regarded as the channel of last resort by an increasing population of the customer base and is costly to operate. 

An omnichannel strategy that identifies the ‘as-is’ and ‘to-be’ engagement models must be produced in order to accelerate the 

ability to promote and migrate to services that are more beneficial to both the customer and the organisation.

The components of an omnichannel strategy to migrate to a digital engagement should include:

• a customer experience strategy that defines experience by customer segment and engagement scenario

• critical success factors and associated operating metrics that target the desired outcomes

• an organisational structure capable of  defining and managing the ‘as-is’ capability

• a user-centric design method and culture

• a clear approach and architecture to deliver customer information and manage customer data in a real-time context

• insights and analytics strategies that impact customer experience and drive continuous organisational improvement

• a dynamic channel economics model

• workforce capability that caters for the increased complexity of an omnichannel approach to customer engagement

• a flexible, agile, and  integrated technology architecture

Sustainable change won’t be created by a ‘set-and-forget’ approach to new channels without a guiding strategy and a 

well-conceived organisational and technological roadmap. Customers will embrace digital channels if they’re designed  

with the user at the centre, supported by the relevant capability, and underpinned by a culture of quality.

It’s clear that telephone call volumes will reduce in the short 
to medium term. Developing digital solutions, as well as more 
awareness in the organisation of which channel options to offer 
for which transaction types, will help to continue the current user 
uptake which is slowly rising.
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Industry trends affecting the contact centre

Figure 1.6 – What are the top three industry trends currently affecting your contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 875 
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56.8

56.3

51.1

36.5
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27.3

22.9

10.2

5.9

Results

With customer needs removed as a trends option in order to help 

identify more specific industry trends that affect today’s contact centres, 

efficiency now dominates.  

The need to migrate customers to self- or assisted-service channels has 

become the most influential factor.

The next step is to optimise the engagement strategy to improve 

customer experience. 

Efficiency dominates

Call deflection emerges 
as top priority for contact 
centres

The next step: optimise 
the experience and benefit

It’s also important to develop better processes and broaden agent capability in the face of growing complexity. On this basis, the 

top three priority areas remain unchanged, following the major movements we saw in 2013/14.

Regionally, Europe, and Middle East and Africa, positioned process optimisation or automation as their top trends.
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Information management is becoming more critical as a top-three focus – it’s selected by 32.3% of our sample. The automotive 

sector understands the importance of information, as 57.1% of these businesses already see it as a top-three trend. We expect 

to see analytics and the application of big data tools exerting a stronger influence on strategy. (Elsewhere in this Report, analytics 

is shown as the top factor expected to change the industry in the next five years.)

Recommendations

Our 2013/14 results for this question have consolidated in 2015. The combination of customers adopting digital and social 

channels and the profound productivity gains for the organisation form a recipe for lasting change. Effective self-service and 

the automation of processes deliver exponential cost-reduction benefits for the organisation, while providing an experience of 

choice, ease, and availability for the customer.  

Legacy self-service applications that are imposed on the customer out of a myopic drive to reduce costs have limited uptake. 

Customers often become detractors rather than promoters.

A strategy of self-service and process automation that fulfils the customer’s needs will provide a strong strategic return for 

organisations. These initiatives should be part of an integrated, frictionless omnichannel strategy. Some legacy applications 

that may have been successful in the past may become the piece of the jigsaw that doesn’t fit. Systematic and regular process 

iteration, in conjunction with some skilful blending into a digital-first ecosystem, is required.

The acquisition, availability, and management of data are central to the execution of an operating model that supports the 

convergence of digital and contact centre channels.

The expanding scope of the contact centre – along with customer engagement teams that manage complexity, high- 

value interactions, or process failure – has led to the requirement for employees to be more competent. Leading organisations’ 

approach to employee attraction and retention range from redesigning the work environment to changing the culture.   

This is underpinned by metrics such as NPS, which is becoming increasingly critical. 

In keeping with the evolving engagement strategies and the need for efficiency, a new measure is emerging to meet common 

challenges and justify change. Next call prevention (NCP) tracks how well an agent has educated a customer to self-serve, 

removed the need for a follow-up call, or solved the problem in a way that allows a process or system change to prevent 

further calls about a particular issue. If applied, this will help organisations to meet the demands of change and efficiency more 

proactively and address challenges in a more structured way.

Customers will embrace digital channels if they’re designed with 
the user at the centre, supported by the relevant capability, and 
underpinned by a culture of quality.
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Most important strategic performance measures

Figure 1.7 – What are the most important strategic performance measurements according to your board/executive team?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 875 
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Results

The balance of the core performance indicators tracked at board level is 

improving. The top five items selected here provide a solid scorecard to 

both enable and track business growth.

This is the third consecutive year in which customer experience is 

selected as the most important performance measure for boards 

of directors or executive teams. One has to question whether these 

intentions find practical application, as it’s also the fourth consecutive 

year in which customer experience scores have dropped.  

On the surface, this may appear to contradict the principle of getting 

only what you measure. It may be because this measure comes at a 

Most important 
strategic performance 
measurement for contact 
centres is customer 
experience 

Customer experience  
levels drop for the 4th 
consecutive year
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time of major transformation in customer engagement, coupled with a shift in strategic focus from cost reduction to customer 

experience. The measurement of customer experience still suffers from inconsistency and problems with sample size. If customer 

experience isn’t as important to the business strategy as some organisations claim, the evidence provided in this section about 

the business benefit of satisfied customers should strengthen their commitment.

The leisure and hospitality sector makes no claims about the importance of customer experience, relegating it to third priority. 

Instead, it lists sales revenue and profits as its top strategic KPI and is the only sector to prioritise another factor above  

customer experience. 

Complaints are no longer receiving executive attention as much as they did in the past. Complaints were the second top-rated 

strategic measurement in 2011, and again in 2012. It then dropped to third place last year, and is now down to seventh priority. 

In part, this is evidence that organisations are revising their measurement areas in line with their developing operating  

models. With the emergence of NCP, as mentioned in the previous question, we’d expect to see future call avoidance and call 

propensity becoming a more popular choice, thanks to the same maturing focus. It’s currently placed last, if unnamed ‘other’ 

factors are ignored. 

Recommendations

The accurate and consistent measurement of customer experience, or NPS, needs to become the most important metric for   

the success of the contact centre. In fact, it should form the basis on which to build its culture.

A balanced scorecard of measures such as CES, sales revenues, self-service uptake and success rates, and future contact 

propensity should be built into the closed-loop process of achieving quality customer experience and advocacy scores.

To create a lasting environment of customer experience excellence, it’s important to set the focus on performance, culture,  

and behaviours. Ensure that all employees understand how these factors impact customer experience and the organisational 

benefits that come with improving it. 

Improved customer experience: benefits

Figure 1.8 – Is your contact centre able to show a relationship between improving customer experience levels and: 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 874 

Yes

No

Agent empowerment
(e.g. financial/service
upgrade authorities)

A wider choice of
contact channels

An increase in company
revenue/profits

Faster resolution times 72.8

57.0

54.5 45.1

49.1 50.8

42.9

27.1
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Results

We introduced this question in 2015 to help us better understand the 

relationship between customer experience as top indicator of strategic 

performance and its impact on other business areas.  

Globally, 57.0% of organisations can relate improving customer experience 

to an increase in company revenue and/or profits. 

57% can relate 
improving customer 
experience levels to 
revenue/profit growth

Keep in mind that the 42.9% (globally) reporting that they can’t show a relationship between profits/revenues and happy 

customers may simply not have the analytics in place to measure the connection. They don’t necessarily disagree with the link. 

We therefore focus on those who confidently report that they can gauge this connection.

There’s more evidence for a revenue-profit relationship in Middle East and Africa, at 67.5%. It’s even greater in the leisure 

and hospitality sector, at 84.6%. It’s also the only vertical not to place customer experience as its number one strategic key 

performance indicator (KPI).

Of all contact centres, 72.8% can relate faster resolution times (an area in which we anticipate a high level of measurement)   

to a positive impact on customer experience. The results are similar across all regions, but there’s a degree of variance by sector.

With such a strong focus on expanded channel capability and the development of omnichannel solutions, it’s comforting 

that it’s acknowledged as driving customer experience in more than half of contact centres (54.5%). In fact, this is even more 

important in the media and entertainment sector, where 87.5% of organisations can show evidence of the relationship.

Recommendations

Being able to relate customer experience to return is the main source of sustainability for organisations that are successfully 

transforming traditional cost-reduction centres into customer experience centres. The level of change that the 2015 findings 

reflect in customer behaviour, people investment, and disruptive new technologies, means that there has to be a clear return 

from the investments that organisations are making.

In the world of big data, being able to associate customer experience with customer acquisition, retention, and growth 

through analytics is critical to ensure a continued commitment to, and sponsorship of, the strategy. It may also stimulate 

a different approach to budgeting, that is, one that’s based on customer retention and return, rather than the easier 

measurement of cost reduction.

Of all contact centres, 72.8% can relate faster resolution times 
(an area in which we anticipate a high level of measurement) to 
a positive impact on customer experience. The results are similar 
across all regions, but there’s a degree of variance by sector.
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Government
incentives/funding

Other

Need to expand/
service a new market

Cultural alignment/
accent

Proximity to market/
customer base

Proximity to
head office/site redundancy

(incl. DR/BCP)

Ability to drive
service improvements

Making it a great place
to work (e.g. accessible site,

top-class amenities etc.)

Labour/building costs

Availability of staff/
access to skills 74.1

48.7

44.8

33.0

27.8

18.2

16.1

14.0

13.9

8.6

Drivers for location strategy

Figure 1.9 – What are the top three drivers for your contact centre(s) location strategy? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 870 

Results

The availability of staff and associated skills selected by 74.1% of 

respondents has, by some margin, been the most important driver 

influencing contact centres’ location strategy in each of our last three 

Reports. In fact, the importance of being able to access the right skills 

has surged by 30.9% compared with our 2013/14 results.

Staff retention is also important, and by way of counteracting attrition, 

44.8% of contact centres now deem making it a great place to work to 

be a top-three concern.

Importance of staff 
quality surges 26% since 
last Report 

Staff retention key as 
45% select making their 
location a great place  
to work 

Focus on cost up 14%  
since 2012
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Costs are never far out of sight, particularly for locations where labour and building costs can be impacted dramatically. 

These costs have grown as a focus by 13.5% when compared with 2012 results, or by 11.4% in the last year alone.

The 16.1% of contact centres that deem cultural alignment/accent as a top-three driver of their location strategy suggests 

a slight disconnect between common media attention and actual business concern. Government incentives are a key 

consideration in offshoring, but are positioned last. It may be that the benefits are already accounted for in the labour/

building cost calculation, or it may be that such incentives are seen as a bonus that can’t be realised until the location 

decision has been made or when the funds are secured. Either way, this should be significant for governments seeking to 

attract new offshore contact centre investments.

The most important change we see is a growing understanding 
of productivity and risk. Some years ago, our findings indicated 
that the reduction of cost-to-serve was the dominant metric for 
the productivity of the contact centre. 

Recommendations

The drivers for a location strategy should be boiled down to a relationship of cost versus productivity versus risk.  

Organisations should continue to source the best location for skills, at the optimal cost. Technology removed many of the 

barriers that had made geography an issue in the past.  

The most important change we see is a growing understanding of productivity and risk. Some years ago, our findings indicated 

that the reduction of cost-to-serve was the dominant metric for the productivity of the contact centre. This stimulated growth in 

offshoring activity.

While cost-to-serve is still fundamental, the definition of productivity has shifted. The key measurements for productivity output 

are now customer experience, first contact resolution, employee engagement, and sales performance.  

The ability to attract and retain people with the right skills and the correct alignment with the corporate culture is now the most 

important factor in the formula. Creating environments that are accessible, engaging, and of high quality are critical to recruit 

and retain people with the skills that map to the customer’s expectations.

The 16.1% of contact centres that deem cultural alignment/
accent as a top-three driver of their location strategy suggests a 
slight disconnect between common media attention and actual 
business concern. 
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Evolution of the contact centre in next two years

Figure 1.10 – How do you see your contact centre(s) evolving in the next two years? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 870 

Need for offshore 
capacity will ...

Need to reshore will ...

Outsourcing will ...

Voice traffic will ...

Headcount
employed will ...

Overall interactions
(across all channels) will ...

Non-voice traffic will ... 87.0 6.8 2.1 3.9

73.8

41.2 33.6 24.9

18.0 7.9

25.5

25.5

17.7 12.3

8.4 4.816.0 70.3

5.4 64.3

6.716.4 51.1

30.3 41.8 2.3

Increase

Stay the same

Decrease

Not applicable to us

Results

Of all contact centres, 41.8% say their voice traffic will decrease within 

the next two years. Allowing for the 25.5% that expect an increase 

in voice interactions, we should see 16.3% (net) of contact centres 

decreasing phone volumes by the end of 2016.

Conversely, a massive 87.0% of contact centres are forecasting   

an increase in non-voice traffic during this same period. Just 2.1%   

see a reduction, equating to an overall 84.9% (net) of contact centres  

increasing their non-voice activity.  

42% say voice traffic 
will decrease 

74% expect an uplift 
in overall interactions 
resulting in 16% (net) 
of contact centres 
increasing FTE

On the same basis, 65.9% of contact centres are preparing for a net increase in overall interactions (across all channels). 

This translates to a 16.3% net increase in overall headcount as self- and assisted-service efficiencies are accounted for.  

Also outsourcing and offshoring are forecast to increase in this period by 18.8% and 12.3% respectively.
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Results

Service improvement is ranked as the third most important benefit of 

contact centre outsourcing, representing a three-year high. It still ranks 

behind cost reduction, which has again been rated the top benefit for 

the third consecutive year.

Resource flexibility is rated the second most important benefit, also for 

a third year running. This flexibility should positively contribute to cost 

reduction, as contact centres are made more efficient, as well as to 

service improvements, as customers are served more efficiently.

Decisions to outsource 
still driven by cost and 
flexibility benefits

Service improvement 
benefits evidenced by a  
four-place jump

Recommendations

The skill sets required to accommodate these new engagement models will shift, some quite significantly. Contact centres need 

to align their recruitment plans, training content, and competency profiling with this change. Management structures will most 

likely also need to be revamped to ensure the accountability, management, and development of the various digital platforms. 

New and specialist resources may be needed, rather than redeploying traditional contact centre employees, because not all skills 

will be easily transferrable.

Most positive benefits of outsourcing

Table 1.2 – What are the most positive benefits of contact centre outsourcing?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 868 

2013/14 2015

Cost reduction 1 1

Resource flexibility 2 2

Service improvement 7 3

Strategy to outsource non-core functions 4 4

Greater budgetary control 3 5

Access to specialist technologies Not asked 6

Lack of in-house expertise 6 7

Access to thought leadership/best practice process 5 8

Low-risk entry into new markets 10 9

Other Not asked 10

Management structures will most likely also need to be revamped 
to ensure the accountability, management, and development of the 
various digital platforms. 
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One-third (33.6%) of our respondents won’t consider outsourcing at all. This corresponds with results from some industry 

sectors, not least of which are government and education, and healthcare and pharmaceutical at 44.4% and 43.2% 

respectively. As with the overall result, it remains a minority of contact centres within these sectors. 

On the other hand, service providers and telcos is, by some margin, the most likely sector to outsource its contact centre needs. 

Just 13.5% say they wouldn’t consider it. 

Of organisations within the Asia Pacific region, 44.7% have a strategy in place to outsource non-core functions, versus only 

16.1% in the UK. Local mindsets and attitudes clearly play a role.

Recommendations

As our results show, there’s a common perception that outsourcing goes hand in hand with a strategy to reduce costs. It would 

be wrong to ignore cost reduction altogether but, at the same time, due consideration should be given to the value that can 

be gained beyond savings. A decision to outsource should be made on a broader basis. Alignment of the client and the service 

provider in terms of the business objectives is a crucial, if not the most critical, success factor in any outsourcing relationship. 

It should be about developing a mutually beneficial partnership, and not become a power struggle based on misaligned 

contractual obligations that eventually drive opposing behaviours. Get this part right, and you’ll most likely succeed in improving 

performance at a reduced cost. 

Make outsourcing work by focusing closely on:

1.  A shared focus, objectives and drivers – develop a common purpose, culture, and collective success measurement.

2.   Emotional engagement and inclusion – support your outsourcer in placing employee support at the heart of its   

business solutions. 

3.   Technological capability – recognising evolving customer needs, the outsourcer’s ability to handle every aspect of your 

customer management solution needs is key, preferably on a pay-as-you-use model for previously unattainable technologies.

4.   Flexibility – outsourcing is an extension of your own business solutions, so the relationship deliverables need to be malleable 

and the contract must allow services to adapt, as much as you’d expect from your own operations. 

Finally, the outsourcer should be given targets to promote enterprise-level business improvement. It should constantly look at 

new ways to drive value and innovation in the client’s business, and not be limited to the contact centre’s operational targets.

Alignment of the client and the service provider in terms of the 
business objectives is a crucial, if not the most critical, success factor 
in any outsourcing relationship.
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Other

Agent capability and
empowerment levels

Cloud (pay-as-you-use)
hosted technologies

Live chat interfaces (e.g. via
smart apps and social media)

Broader choice of
integrated contact channels

Social media's evolution
to a service channel

Technology solutions providing
a service differentiator

Changing user behaviours
(i.e. via improved

mobile services/access)

Customer demands

Customer analytics 52.8

43.3

37.9

33.6

32.8

29.0

25.9

24.2

18.4

1.7

Innovation and emerging trends

Figure 1.11 – What three things do you think will do most to reshape the contact centre industry during the next five years? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 868 

Results

The broadening understanding of activity patterns across all customer 

contact channels, regardless of operation size, has led contact centres to 

select customer analytics as the most likely factor to reshape the industry 

during the next five years. 

Customer demands are forcing organisations to rethink their strategy. 

Change is driven at pace, in conjunction with changing user behaviours 

that are enabled by improved mobility and ease of connectivity.  

53% highlight analytics 
as doing most to reshape 
the industry in the next  
5 years

Customer demands 
force new strategies

Consumers are no longer tied down by a traditional telephone and want to make seamless contact from any place, 

anywhere, anytime. Organisations must respond accordingly and match their offering to these expectations. Analytics,  

as shown elsewhere in this Report, is commonly missing on digital channels, but will provide the mechanisms to create  

and drive constructive change.
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It’s also interesting that 32.8% of contact centres globally (38.9% 
in Europe, with the UK and Asia Pacific close behind) believe that 
social media’s evolution to a service channel will reshape the 
industry as we know it.  

Most of the solutions and techniques followed by contact centres are underpinned by technology and not human intervention, 

as was the case with the telephone. With that in mind, it’s no surprise to see that service-providing technology solutions is 

cited as the fourth most important area to reshape current practices and business models.

In terms of service type, IT helpdesks are an exception and see changing user behaviours as the most likely factor to change 

their contact centres.

It’s also interesting that 32.8% of contact centres globally (38.9% in Europe, with the UK and Asia Pacific close behind)  

believe that social media’s evolution to a service channel will reshape the industry as we know it.  

Recommendations

Embracing the new era of customer engagement is critical for organisations to succeed.  Customers are driving many 

organisations’ innovation agenda. Investing in the understanding of your customer behaviours, or likely behaviours, is key.

Of all contact centres, 52.8% cite customer analytics as the emerging trend most likely to reshape the contact centre industry 

over the next five years. Turning data and insights into actionable intelligence is the driver behind this vision. The management 

of data and analytical capability within the industry is minimal. Partnering, or acquiring capability, in this area will place 

organisations at the lead of transformation.  

Seven of the top 10 trends to reshape the industry are linked to technology. A roadmap that’s formulated to include end-

to-end process completion with a closed-loop user-centric design will create a framework for innovations to be managed, 

avoiding disruptions to the business.

It’s important to use customer engagement technologies to innovate, continually improve, understand the competition, 

and reduce effort. A personalised customer experience is central to success. Investment in management structures and 

consideration of sourcing strategies to converge digital, contact centre, and enterprise technologies are prerequisites for a 

proactive approach to a digital engagement model that exceeds customer demand.
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Summary

Modern contact centres lean on digital

The modern contact centre is now more about digital engagement techniques than traditional telephone-based operations 

with their limited offering of email and IVR.  Consumers now have an extensive channel choice, which is set to grow further 

and in new directions. However, organisations aren’t keeping up – particularly not with Generation Y, and increasingly not with 

Generation X. As important demographic groups, they represent the changing expectations of future customers.

Capability is lagging: refresh IT and integrate to unlock omnichannel.

A key challenge for contact centres is to maintain integration with a view to providing consistent services across channel 

offerings. It’s no longer enough to provide isolated channels. Consumers want omnichannel, that is, different media to 

complete what’s often the same enquiry. These interactions need to be frictionless, yet the industry still appears to be massively 

underprepared to deliver against a new set of digital requirements. 

Gauging the impact of customer experience gets better

Almost three-quarters (74.6%) of organisations, now view the contact centre, or customer care, as a competitive differentiator. 

It’s the third consecutive year in which customer experience is the most important performance measure for executives. 

Simultaneously, there’s a major transformation in engagement models, and the strategic focus is shifting from cost reduction 

to customer experience. The result is that 57.0% of organisations now realise that improving customer experience increases 

company revenue and/or profits. Keep in mind that the remaining 43% don’t necessarily disagree; they may simply not have  

the analytics in place to measure the connection.   

A mixed short-term outlook for staffing and interaction type

Of all contact centres, 41.8% expect less voice traffic over two years. Allowing for the 25.5% that expect an increase in voice 

interactions, we should see 16.3% (net) of contact centres decreasing phone volumes by the end of 2016. Conversely, a massive 

87.0% of contact centres are forecasting an increase in non-voice traffic during this same period. Just 2.1% see a reduction, 

equating to an overall 84.9% (net) of contact centres increasing their non-voice activity.  

On the same basis, 65.9% of contact centres are preparing for a net increase in overall interactions (across all channels).  

This means 16.3% (net) of contact centres increasing overall headcount as self- and assisted-service efficiencies are accounted 

for. Also, outsourcing and offshoring are forecast to increase in this period by 18.8% and 12.3% respectively.

New and specialist resources may be needed, because not all skills will be easily transferable.

Analytics will determine the currency value of data 

Embracing the new era of customer engagement is critical. Customers are driving many organisations’ innovation agenda. 

Investing in the understanding of your customers’ behaviours, or likely behaviours, is key. Turning data and insights into 

actionable intelligence has led contact centres to select customer analytics as the most likely factor to reshape the industry 

during the next five years. Analytics is commonly missing on digital channels, but will provide the mechanisms to create and 

drive constructive change as the industry increasingly leans upon digital solutions.
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02

Telegraphy 1858
Morse’s first telegram marked the beginning of the telecommunications revolution, but it was 
only on August 16, 1858 that the first message was sent across the Atlantic.

The transmission marked the culmination of 19 years of hard work, bridging the economic and 
political systems of both the UK and the US.
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customer interaction management 

chapter 02

Harnessing the power of emotional triggers
Building the journey

The integration challenge

Business process integration

Customer interaction assessment 

Technology integration

Skills integration

Results and recommendations
Analytics – you don’t know what you don’t know
Summary
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Analytics voted #1 factor to shape the industry in next 5 years but
39.9% of contact centres have no data analysis tools 

Customer identification

Sharing feedback for process improvements

Use of IVR to ID customers 
almost doubled in 1 year

Voice biometrics/speech 
recognition remains a niche

Verbal questions still 
#1 method??

?

74.9% can pre-identify and segment customers

profile info

46.1%

IVR options 
selected 

36.4%

telephone no./
channel path

38.5%

qualification 
criteria

25.6%

personalised/prioritised 
service for customers 

Personalised solutions up from 

19.9% to 42.7%

Sharing customer feedback = 
better business collaboration

21.3% fully share info across business

27.0% partially share info across the business

can track SLAs on enquiries passed to 
other teams within contact centre 

can do the same when enquiries are passed 
to teams outside of the contact centre

56.6%

26.9%
Just

customer 
experience

say it reduces 
operating costs 

say it improves $$ via 
better customer info

benefit of business 
intelligence 

Analytics = business intelligence

#1

27.8%39.5% 

is

by

Social media    
increasingly

 used to engage with customers

measure don’t measure don’t measure don’t measure
76.6% 47.0% 41.2% 60.7%

Management 
accountability is still 
lacking on digital 
transactions 

% of contact centres measuring cost and time per interaction

Digital channels used increasingly 
to contact customers 

Service 
enquiry

Sales & 
marketing

70.6%
use phone

51.8%
use phone

81.9%
use email/SMS

75.4%
use email/SMS

43.8% not 
collaborating

24.4% full 
collaboration

31.5% limited 
collaboration

across entire organisationoutside contact 
centre

telephone email web chat social media
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Harnessing the power of emotional triggers

Digital is fast becoming the dominant way of interacting with organisations, but the adoption 
of these new channels also introduces new challenges. We’re moving into an era in which 
contact centres are a secondary option at best for many, if not a last resort for some.   

Our research this year shows that nearly three-quarters of organisations believe that the total volume of interactions  

(across all channels) handled by contact centres will increase over the next two years. Digital is the dominant factor, 

facilitating new types of customer contact based on the ease of interaction offered by smart mobile devices.   

The consequence is that the effort and associated diversity of skills required to address the demands generated   

by mobile communications will increase dramatically. 

The role of the contact centre has changed. Interactions are broader in nature because making contact is quick and  

easy across a wider range of channels. The contact centre is at the core of operational delivery and, more importantly, 

recognised as a brand differentiator.

Every time a customer reaches out to the contact centre and its representatives, an opportunity arises to create an  

emotional trigger that drives loyalty. The trigger occurs not necessarily when a customer’s issue is resolved, but when  

the customer is made to feel special and wanted. Customers then connect with the services offered and perceive the   

brand’s value emotionally. 

These triggers are also opportunities to maintain the organisation’s reputation by improving a customer’s perception of the 

engagement. Ease of resolution is a primary concern that will influence the customer’s view of the organisation’s services, 

but it’s not where the desired experience should end. The contact centre is front and centre in recovering, but also potentially 

losing, the customer’s loyalty. By better understanding how to personalise offerings, organisations can more ably create 

opportunities for emotional triggers.

As cross-channel contact options surge, the lack of core measurements may leave organisations blind in determining the  

best channels to segment and, by default, personalise customer enquiries. In an industry where much emphasis is placed  

on cost reduction, too many organisations still aren’t measuring time across all channels, nor the cost of each interaction.

Every time a customer reaches out to the contact centre 
and its representatives, an opportunity arises to create an 
emotional trigger that drives loyalty.

Not tracking cost and time on emerging channels will prohibit the establishment of robust engagement models and channel 

validation. Along with it, the return on investment in technology won’t be realised. Untracked emerging channels will become 

hard to invest in, resulting in a decline in customer experience and the loss of potential revenue. 
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As organisations look beyond multichannel to integrate multiple touch points into a structured omnichannel strategy,  

they have to determine not just what works for the consumer, but also the impact that each new interaction path   

may have on the business, and its positive and negative consequences. For example, are sales conversion rates stronger  

over the telephone, or can an assisted online interaction provide the cost savings and business value? Both aspects need  

to be considered. 

Customers want choice, and a single, frictionless journey across all channels. They also want the services to work. To 

overcome these barriers, consider how to model the customer experience journey across each channel for varying aspects 

of the service. We focus more closely on how to approach the mapping of the customer’s journey in the introduction of our 

next chapter on multichannel management.

Building the journey

Effectively capitalising on emotional trigger opportunities during interactions depends on the contact centre’s ability to 

personalise service offerings to meet the preferences of profiled customer groups, perhaps even individual consumers.  

These preferences may include how they engage with their chosen service providers. What will make the experience  

special and personal?

To do so, organisations need to gather more customer intelligence, and use it better. The availability of useful data is 

improved each year by more dynamic social media and digitally premised contact systems. It would be unwise to ignore it.

We’re making inroads in this area. Prioritised services for specific customer groups (for example, gold card holders) have 

doubled in the last two years, demonstrating the impact of better analytics.  

Customers want choice, and a single, frictionless journey across all 
channels. They also want the services to work.

As the processes that support cross-channel interactions remain 
fragmented, the organisation misses out on true insights into 
the end-to-end customer experience.

The power of information and the impact it can have across the organisation has led to contact centres voting analytics as the 

top factor to change the shape of the industry within the next five years. Despite that, 39.9% of contact centres still have no 

data analysis capability. Of those who do, many don’t understand the available system capabilities, or haven’t developed in-

house expertise to configure and interpret the data. To do so, they need to understand the process. If it’s broken, they need to 

know how to fix it. Problems are often caused at the design stage. Currently, less than a quarter of contact centres report full 

collaboration on process design across the organisation. 

Information is empowering. Yet, as the processes that support cross-channel interactions remain fragmented, the organisation 

misses out on true insights into the end-to-end customer experience. There’s a large gap in first understanding and then 

integrating process frameworks to more effectively align processes with customer journeys.

To do so, they need to understand the process. If it’s broken, they 
need to know how to fix it. Problems are often caused at the 
design stage.
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Facilitate 
channel choice

Personalisation

Emotional 
trigger

Customer 
experience

Figure 2.1: Integrated emotional triggers

The integration challenge

It’s increasingly common for a customer interaction to be initiated on one channel and resolved via another. To facilitate 

seamless migration through a variety of channels, a complete view of the paths used by each customer is paramount, as 

discussed in more detail in our chapter on multichannel management.

Customers are demanding channel choice. To grow traffic levels and meet customer needs, the paths provided must be 

consistent, connected and, in many cases, personalised. 

Contact centres need to be able to facilitate individual customer preferences and support a friction-free and, where 

necessary, immediate journey via assisted- and/or self-help channels. They need to provide escape routes to agent support, 

irrespective of where in the process the user is. Without this feature, you may lose the customer and the opportunity to 

create a differentiating emotional trigger. Unfortunately, most of today’s operations are massively unprepared.   

In many cases, the challenge is that organisations don’t have a single view of the customer. They initially drove themselves 

hard to establish a presence on the broadening choice of channels now expected by customers. But, in the process, they 

frequently failed to apply the basic management principles they’d developed and matured on traditional voice channels.  

The methodologies are there; it’s the practice that’s not (always) followed through.

In combination with the above, operational silos, ill-aligned processes, data fragmentation, and immature service standards, 

lead to the underperformance of digital channels. The larger an organisation, the more fragmented its approach to channel 

coordination can become, particularly when adequate change controls and processes aren’t in place. Channel management 

and ownership becomes an additional burden of a varied management environment. A holistic governance structure should 

be implemented to minimise problems across organisational boundaries.
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Figure 2.2: Frictionless omnichannel experiences

To grow traffic levels and meet customer needs, the paths provided 
must be consistent, connected, and in many cases personalised. 

Leveraging their BIS, 42.7% now provide personalised services to 
certain customer groups, more than double the 19.9% capability 
recorded just two years ago.

The key to achieving a seamless interaction is the integration of three basic, but critical service components: process, 

technology, and people.

•  Firstly, ensure that your business processes are designed with integration in mind.  As channel offerings expand,  

the processes should be regularly reviewed and refreshed in tandem with the technology architecture developments 

applied across all touch points in the organisation.

•  Secondly, ensure that the tools and technologies required to support your customer journey are integrated, where 

possible, to support the processes.

•  Finally, train the relevant resources in the use of the available tools and technologies to improve customer interactions.

Business process integration

The role of business processes in enabling collaboration within and across organisations can’t be ignored. An example in 

the context of contact centres is how companies track a customer query that has originated via a web chat and requires 

escalation to a subject matter expert outside of the contact centre. What’s the rule of engagement between these 

departments and how can you ensure that the query is answered in a structured and timely way? 

Moreover, if the same query was raised via the telephone, would the customer experience be consistent?  If not, interaction 

management systems are either lacking or ineffective. 
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In evaluating which traffic to divert to which channel, a 
combination of process design, analytics, and business outcome 
objectives should be set. Not all channels will work for every 
interaction type. 

The demand for business intelligence systems (BIS) to gain insight into your business is maturing. This year, our findings highlight 

that companies see customer experience as the top benefit of BIS. Momentum around the use of these tools is growing. 

Leveraging their BIS, 42.7% now provide personalised services to certain customer groups, more than double the 19.9% 

capability recorded just two years ago.

To stay competitive, organisations must be agile and adapt their processes to ever-changing market dynamics. They need to  

look beyond traditional approaches to customer interaction, and collaborate with their peers, partners, and customers. They 

must have procedures in place to review processes across all interactions. Our results show that, for now, it’s seldom the norm. 

In evaluating which traffic to divert to which channel, a combination of process design, analytics, and business outcome 

objectives should be set. Not all channels will work for every interaction type. Customer interaction assessments within 

structured test environments should be a prerequisite for formulating engagement models.

Customer interaction assessment 

Figure 2.3: Customer interaction assessment
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Don’t stop assessing customer interactions shortly after the implementation of a new solution. It’s essential that 

organisations collectively review their client interactions across all channels to ensure the correct services are continually 

available to match forecast demand. Our 2015 research shows that just 36.8% of contact centres undertook any type 

of regular review of their assisted-service solutions; only 39.9% of self-service. Such reviews need to consider analytics 

data of previous interactions. This should be augmented by additional data from areas such as seasonal variations, recent 

product or service offerings, market trends, and so forth. This will help determine how and when to flexibly model the 

interaction traffic across the available channels and implement the relevant adjustments to support and drive the desired 

business outcomes.

Technology integration

As new channels and broadening responsibilities deepen the contact centre’s role in the organisation, it’s worrying that 

60.6% of contact centre technology systems aren’t integrated with the wider enterprise. This means there are a multitude 

of disconnected IT systems, and many disjointed processes. 

Integration using common abstraction layers and historic interaction repositories is crucial in customer interaction 

management. It becomes even more important as contact centres evolve. The contact centre needs to be more involved in 

the sourcing and design of new contact centre solutions. These evolutions require extensive change management. It’s far 

easier to implement successful solutions when the receiving party is actively involved, as opposed to being mandated via a 

technology department with little or no understanding of the contact centre business and operations.

Our 2015 research shows that just 36.8% of centres 
undertook any type of regular review of their assisted-service 
solutions; only 39.9% of self-service. 

Skills integration 
We know that digital touch points are creating a paradigm shift in the services required from contact centres. As digital 

transactions grow in popularity, the complexity of agent-led contacts have already increased. But the widely held view is  

that automated systems will eventually take hold and that the need for expensive, skilled agents may diminish. 

These evolutions require extensive change management. It’s far 
easier to implement successful solutions when the receiving party is 
actively involved, as opposed to being mandated via a technology 
department with little or no understanding of the contact centre 
business and operations.
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Video has the potential to fundamentally change the way in which 
organisations interact with customers. 

A shift in focus is required from the success or failure of isolated 
customer interactions, to the success or failure of integrated 
customer journeys. 

Another complication may be around the corner. A quarter of contact centres have either established, or are in the process of 

planning, a video solution. Will video resurrect the agent role in the digital era?  

Video contact can be established via a host of digital channels, and could be a game changer that will enable these channels 

further. It may also complicate agent competency. Video has the potential to fundamentally change the way in which 

organisations interact with customers. It’s more personal and, if managed correctly, may promote the likelihood of an  

emotional trigger. Managing such contacts will take contact centres full circle, bringing the responsibility for success back to 

agents. It could also indicate an entirely new phase, as personal appearance and mannerisms can be major contributors to the 

success of interactions. Finally, the contact centre environment may require some modifications to support video to engender a 

more client-centric environment.

In the shorter term, improved analytics can help determine more proactive attempts to service and embed a two-way interaction 

management model using outbound mechanisms. Channel transiting is enabling these opportunities. For example, a customer 

may start a web chat interaction, but would then have to be positively identified and verified to continue. At this point, a 

proactive outbound interaction is initiated by a contact centre agent. Organisations experiencing channel transiting should  

have an interaction repository which ensures that all channel types are maintained. No opportunity to leverage an emotional 

trigger should be lost and contacts must be prioritised to ensure maximum business benefit.  

It’s not just inbound contact that’s affected. Outbound selling via web chat engagements triggered as part of an interaction 

strategy are another example of how contact strategies have materially changed in a short space of time. New channels create 

softer, more proactive touch point opportunities. 

If today’s contact centres are to deliver against ever-expanding scrutiny and accelerated growth, organisations need a plan to 

effectively manage interactions from a time, speed, cost, and value perspective. Collaboration mechanisms across all aspects   

of the enterprise need to be explored. Active involvement in the design of technology architectures should be non-negotiable. 

They should also use practices to determine the data available from analytics to expedite process enhancements.   

A shift in focus is required from the success or failure of isolated customer interactions, to the success or failure of integrated 

customer journeys. The goal should be creating genuine business value and that focus can be enhanced by understanding  

your customers’ emotional triggers.
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Results and recommendations

40% of contact  
centres have no data 
analysis tools

But analytics voted the 
top factor to change 
the shape of the 
industry within the 
next 5 years

Results

The business information tools most commonly used in contact centres 

globally are ‘agent performance and capability scorecards’ and ‘data 

presentation – real-time historic dashboards’. They’re being adopted with 

reasonable consistency across all regions. 

Of all contact centres, 78.7% use agent performance scorecards, but they 

may still be blind to the bigger picture. Only 60.1% can translate these 

dashboards into true business performance information through big data 

trend reviews and root cause trend analyses. Most believe, however,  

that analytics is the most likely factor to change the shape of the contact 

centre industry over the next five years. Contact centres just aren’t 

harnessing their full power yet.

None of these

Automated lesson assignment
based on agent QA scores?

Speech/customer voice/
text analytics

Data sourcing (i.e. user profile,
social media, quality mgt.)

Post-contact survey capability

Data analysis (i.e business
performance, Big Data,

root cause analysis, trending)

Data presentation –
real-time/historic dashboards

Agent performance and
capability scorecards 78.7

69.9

60.1

52.1

43.5

22.8

13.7

5.7

Business information tools available

Figure 2.4 – What business information tools are available within your contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 775 
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At 67.8%, the UK is the region best equipped with data analysis systems. Drilling down to sector level, contact centres 

deploy analysis systems most often in the automotive and manufacturing sector, at 75.0%, and least so in media and 

entertainment, at 37.5%. Contact centres focused on outbound interactions are more likely to have data analysis systems in 

place than inbound-centric operations. That’s because outbound contact is proactive and needs more initial information to 

act on, whereas inbound contact is more reactive.

Of all contact centres, 52.1% have post-contact survey capability. However, only 13.7% use an automated lesson assignment 

solution based on agent performance feedback. This makes the survey less effective.

Recommendations

A central challenge in getting the most useful analytics and maximum return on investment from your technology is when 

your data is isolated into silos. In fact, 60.6% of contact centre technologies aren’t integrated with the wider enterprise at 

all. This leads to a multitude of disconnected IT systems and a worrying prevalence of disjointed processes. 

When embarking on this journey, think of your contact centre as an integral part of your enterprise architecture.   

New channels introduced into your contact centre must be integrated with existing channels, as well as wider business 

processes. Information is power!

Benefits of business intelligence systems

Figure 2.5 – What benefits are enabled by your business intelligence systems?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 774 
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Results

Contact centre executives see customer experience as the most important 

strategic performance measurement. They also acknowledge it as the 

main benefit of using business intelligence systems. But with the global 

benchmark not much higher than 50% (less in regions such as Europe at 

47.2%), the industry is failing to leverage the tools available, which they 

themselves agree could make a difference. 

At 51.0%, many contact centres believe business intelligence systems will 

contribute to enhanced agent performance (via identification of process/

system inefficiencies). 

There are proportionally more outsourcers than other types of providers that believe benefits like this will contribute to cost 

reduction. More than a quarter (27.8%) of contact centre operators agree that business intelligence systems will improve 

revenues as well as their understanding of customers.

Recommendations

There are many sound benefits to business intelligence systems when they’re implemented effectively. They not only help you 

save time by automating data collection, aggregation, and reporting, but also make information faster to act on. This creates 

efficiency and delivers business value.  

Your contact centre can reap the benefits of business intelligence systems by learning how your customers interact with your 

business. Better understanding the customer journey and analysing which channels are preferred for which transaction types 

can help the organisation map out processes that accurately reflect the customer experience. The same data can then be used 

to close any gaps and build bridges, to more effectively integrate channels that customers may change between to complete a 

single enquiry.

Once connected by these powerful tools, the granularity of data is translated into useful information. This will help you to better 

identify with your customers and respond to their needs. Business intelligence is a good start. Also keep in mind that cost is no 

longer a major constraint: there’s so much choice available with today’s pay-as-you-go hosted solutions.

Top voted benefit of 
business intelligence 
systems is customer 
experience

50% of outsourcers agree 
these systems will 
reduce operating costs

Your contact centre can reap the benefits of business intelligence 
systems by learning how your customers interact with your business.
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Analytics – you don’t know what you don’t know 

Picture a customer browsing your organisation’s website. He or she has selected a shopping cart full of products, but is now 

staring at the checkout page, doubting whether all the items are really necessary. If you know for certain that your sales 

closure rate would increase by 25% if you give the customer a chance to speak to an agent after 45–60 seconds on the 

checkout page, would that help your organisation? 

Picture another customer calling your contact centre to cancel a service because of some dissatisfaction. If you know what 

type of retention offer would not only keep the customer, but also expand the services that he or she already consumes, 

would that benefit your business?

Open the treasure trove

Both of these scenarios are real examples from clients I’ve personally worked with. In both instances – as in many others I 

know of – the contact centres made signification investments in data warehousing and analytics, that is, in big data. They 

wanted to derive intelligence and business value from the volumes of data already in their organisations. big data, they knew, 

could be a treasure trove of opportunities if analysed and applied intelligently.

Over the past decades, the typical contact centre has changed significantly. At first, it was simply a place where customer 

enquiries were handled efficiently. Then it began supporting customer contacts across multiple channels in order to reduce 

costs. Finally, it became a critical point of customer retention, a make-or-break moment, a place where customers go when 

they haven’t been able to solve a problem via self-service or digital channels.  

In line with these changes, both the number of contacts handled 
by the contact centre and the variety of contact channels have 
increased dramatically.

In line with these changes, both the number of contacts handled by the contact centre and the variety of contact channels 

have increased dramatically. Coupled with the increase in business applications used by organisations, including CRM, ERP, 

and other systems, the result was an explosion of unexplored data across the organisation, most often stored in numerous, 

disparate systems. 

Use it or lose it

Businesses are migrating away from traditional efficiency metrics to those with greater business meaning, such as 

measures of customer experience or customer lifetime value. This move makes it imperative that organisations begin  

to collect data from their different systems and use it in a way that means something to not only their customers,  

but also their contact centre agents, supervisors, and the broader organisation. 

This last point is particularly important, because our research shows that 51.7% of contact centres don’t share the 

customer intelligence they’ve gained with the rest of the business. In many organisations, the contact centre doesn’t 

necessarily have a direct influence on, for example, sales. While it’s possible that the contact centre could be used to save 

a damaged customer relationship, it may be a different sales group within the organisation responsible for handling sales 

opportunities with a customer. Without accurate and timely knowledge that the customer is dissatisfied, it’s harder for the 

organisation to increase the customer’s value. 

This underscores the importance of business-wide data warehousing, which is the collection and aggregation of   

data from different sources over time (the phone switch, automatic call distribution, or ACD; IVR; the CRM system; the ERP 

system; and more). Data analytics is equally important, that is, the analysis, discovery, and communication of meaningful 

information from the data warehouse.
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Get the right tools, start small

Given these facts, it’s important to begin planning and implementing your data warehouses and analytics systems as 

soon as possible. Our research supports the urgency: 52.8% of organisations highlight customer analytics as a key 

trend to shape the industry in the next five years. That said, a full 39.9% report having no data analysis tools available 

yet, and anecdotal evidence suggests that many such tools aren’t yet fully integrated with data warehousing across all 

contact centre and business systems in the organisation.  

Unfortunately, there’s no silver bullet to solve all the challenges that can arise during data warehousing and analysis projects. 

We recommend that you start small. It’s a noble effort to attempt to integrate every system and application. But, often, 

simply integrating the data and analysis from the multiple channels handled within the contact centre (such as voice, chat, 

and email) will already yield very useful information. You may learn how customers move across channels. Or you may 

discover that repeat contacts occurring via various channels aren’t handled in a unified manner. From there, it’s a matter 

of slowly growing your customer insight, learning how to use new information effectively, and expanding your scope to 

include a broader array of systems and applications over time.

Work smartly and systematically

In the two scenarios we sketched earlier, the contact centres didn’t arrive at useful outcomes overnight. Both cases started 

with a simple question: ‘Many customers abandon their online shopping carts without a purchase. What can we do about 

it?’ Or: ‘We lose many customers who call the contact centre when they’re dissatisfied. What can we do about that?’ From 

there, the problems were solved through a multistep approach of developing hypotheses and systematically testing them.  

In the shopping cart example, a joint project between the contact centre and the online shopping groups determined 

the threshold at which most customers abandoned their carts. They then created repeatable tests for different types of 

intervention occurring at different times during the online contact (such as proactive web chat, or offering customers a 

chance for an agent to call them). Through a measured approach and review of a constant stream of objective feedback, 

the organisations tested their solutions and reached a successful outcome. 

What useful information would you discover if you started digging 
around in the data at your contact centre’s disposal? The fact is, 
you just don’t know what you don’t know … yet.
By Matt Saskin, Senior Solution Architect, Customer Interactive Solutions, Dimension Data, Americas

While it’s possible that the contact centre could be used to save 
a damaged customer relationship, it may be a different sales 
group within the organisation responsible for handling sales 
opportunities with a customer. 
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How do you identify and verify customers?

Figure 2.6 – How do you identify and verify customers? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 770 
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Results 

The processes used to identify and verify customers vary greatly among 

industry sectors. Regions are more aligned and standardised.

The prevalence of agents identifying customers through verbal  

questioning has dropped by 6.8 points since the last Report: from 88.6% 

to 81.8%. Organisations are gradually adopting more automated  

techniques, with some notable growth in the use of IVR and caller lines  

to identify customers.  

IVR used to identify 
contacts has nearly 
doubled in a year

Voice biometrics/speech 
recognition usage 
remains a niche

The use of IVR to verify callers has almost doubled, and is now seen in nearly one in three (30.9%) contact centres. One in five 

(21.0%) use IVR to verify and authenticate customers through the integration of security questions. There’s been a similar rise 

 in the use of caller line identity systems, but this path doesn’t allow for authentication checks.

The industry seems slow to adopt voice biometrics or speech recognition, even though there’s been limited growth in these 

methods for verification purposes. Overall deployments remain very low at 3.3%, but that does reflect a 13.8% increase since 

our last Report. Speech clearly remains a niche and specialised solution.
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75% can now 
pre-identify and 
segment customers

One quarter have 
adopted qualification 
criteria such as gold cards/
user value

Segmentation: how customers are identified

Table 2.1 – If you can segment your customer base, how are customers identified as belonging to a particular segment  
during interactions?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 772 

2012 2013/14 2015

Profile information 38.2 40.0 46.1

Qualification criteria (e.g. airline gold card/customer value) Not asked Not asked 25.6

Telephone number/channel path available to them Not asked Not asked 38.5

IVR options selected 17.4 15.4 36.4

Via other advanced analytics (e.g. existing trouble ticket open) Not asked Not asked 14.1

We don’t segment or can’t pre-identify customers Not asked 35.4 25.1

Results 
Over the last year, there’s been an almost 16.0% increase in organisations 

able to pre-identify and segment their customers – now at 74.9%.   

The government and education sector is the least proficient at this, at 

56.2%. This isn’t entirely unexpected: service models in this sector differ 

from those of traditional enterprises and are subject to intensive regulation. 

However, it’s surprising that the lack of proficiency is so closely followed 

by that of consumer goods and retail, which is only at 60.0%. The most 

common technique to identify customers for segmentation is through 

‘profile information’, which has seen a 20.7% growth from 2012 to 2015.  

Recommendations

The increase in automated identification and verification – in this case, mostly via IVR – is encouraging. However, the shift to 

digital poses a new set of challenges. In the digital age, there’s an even greater onus on contact centres to understand their 

organisations’ security policies and incorporate foolproof systems when structuring their online/automated identification and 

verification processes.  

The availability of Web and smartphone applications has led to an increase in the technology-based adoption of two-step 

verification techniques. This can strengthen security, as two separate measures are used to authenticate the user. It can also be 

easier and save the customer’s time.

To take advantage of the cost and time savings created by efficient identification and verification processes, review your 

customer journey regularly. Then rigorously develop procedures that reflect channel iniquities that cause failure. If successful, 

everyone will benefit from better security protection; your agents will be more satisfied, because they can focus on the issues  

at hand and needn’t validate every caller; and your customers will feel much safer.

Over a quarter of companies are using qualification criteria (for example, airline gold card or customer value) to identify 

customers as belonging to a particular segment during interactions. Asia Pacific is the highest-adopting region at 34.1%, 

compared with just 16.8% in Australia and New Zealand. In other regions, results remained relatively flat.
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The number of businesses using IVR to pre-identify their customers has doubled over the last two review periods:   

from 17.4% in 2012 to 36.4% in 2015. Another 38.5% are establishing identity via telephone number/channel paths  

available to their customers.

Recommendations

Segmentation of customers provides significant benefits when designed and implemented as part of your well-engineered 

interaction management plan. The most important benefit, which isn’t frequently realised, is to make sure the information that’s 

captured and subsequently made available is accessible to your contact centre. It’s worrying how often it’s not!

Your segmentation strategies should be aligned with your business objectives. If the desire is to drive revenues, a core element 

of the approach should be understanding the customer value opportunity and how that value can be most effectively realised 

across alternative channels. Segmentation intelligence should feed directly into your customer contact strategy and determine 

how, where, and when you route traffic.

While there’s been an increase in customer segmentation over the past year, the value of the business outcomes it   

provides will depend on how contact centres shape and/or redesign their segmentation strategy. The channel paths used  

need to be tested and validated if you’re to maximise the outcome of the interaction and achieve the value you require from 

your engagement model.

Segmentation: personalised service offerings

Table 2.2 – What degree of personalised service can you offer based on your segmentation strategy?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 772 

2011 2012 2013/14 2015

Prioritised service channels 
(e.g. expedited telephone/email channel) Not asked Not asked Not asked 44.4

Prioritised service for specific campaigns/events 8.3 8.8 18.2 34.8

Personalised service for specific customer groups 
(e.g. high-value/gold card customers) 17.4 19.9 35.1 42.7

We are unable to offer a personalised service  
at this time, based on segmentation levels 17.4 16.7 11.6 10.7

Segmentation isn’t applicable for our customer base 25.8 27.3 26.3 30.3

Results 
Prioritised and personalised service offerings are on the increase.  

Over a third (34.8%) of companies are providing prioritised service for 

specific campaigns/events, a vast improvement from less than one in 10 just 

two years ago. The number of contact centres unable to offer a segmented, 

personalised service has fallen by a third (35.9%) over the same period. 

Of all contact centres, 42.7% can now provide such a service to specific 

customer groups.

One in three (30.3%) providers report that segmentation isn’t applicable for 

their customer base. This proportion has remained stable since 2011.

Personalised service 
offerings have more 
than doubled in two 
years, from 20% up  
to 43%

Demonstrates the impact 
of improved analytics

It’s worth noting that the prevalence of personalisation across multiple service channels increases in line with contact centre size. 

This shows that capability is often associated with scale (and, no doubt, budget size).
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It’s also interesting that personalisation for specific customer groups is lower in sales operations and that there are fewer 

(bespoke) campaign-specific solutions in use than the global benchmark for service. However, as expected, sales centres are 

mostly focused on campaign/event-specific activities and some are far ahead of the universal approach.

Recommendations

As products become more commoditised, personalisation can go a long way to differentiate your service offering and help win 

the hearts and minds of an otherwise jaded customer community. It can create loyalty, as service users feel the organisation 

recognises their value.

Our 2015 results show a link between improving customer experience levels and growing revenue/profit. Yet, 59.0% of contact 

centres don’t offer prioritised or personalised services. Personalisation won’t be appropriate for all contact centre providers, but 

management would be amiss not to consider it in commercial enterprises. If you’re investing in personalised service, make sure 

it’s aligned with your customer segmentation strategy. This will improve customer experience and maximise benefits.

Simple evaluations of segmentation model availability can immediately offer insights into the various possibilities.

We recommend that you do the following:

•  Structure an engagement model, mapping key contact reasons with available channels, and base it on desired business 

outcomes for each contact type.

•  Qualify the effectiveness of preferred channel paths based on known conversion rates or outcomes, to maximise the value 

of each contact. Along with cost and time analysis, evaluate which transactions should be handled where, and whether 

there’s an entry threshold that validates the investment in segmentation and a differentiated service capability.

•  Align your CRM system to your personalised and/or micro-segmented engagement model.

•  Educate your team accordingly, particularly your business support team responsible for management reporting, to 

establish gaps in process and information.

As products become more commoditised, personalisation can go 
a long way to differentiate your service offering and help win the 
hearts and minds of an otherwise jaded customer community.
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Procedures for sharing customer feedback

Figure 2.7 – Do you have effective procedures for sharing customer intelligence or improving processes based upon 
customer feedback?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 771 
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Customer intelligence

Results 
In the 2013/14 Report, we highlighted the fragmented approach we 

saw to disseminating customer intelligence internally, and the lack 

of supporting processes to enable the sharing of information across 

organisations. This year’s results show no progress: 17.5% of contact 

centres still have no effective procedures to share customer intelligence.  

In fact – perhaps in line with the increasing complexity of multichannel 

solution sets – the number of contact centres with full collaboration 

systems across the organisation has dropped and is now at just over a 

fifth of all contact centres (21.3%).  

Just 24% of contact 
centres enjoy full 
collaboration on process 
design at enterprise level

52% don’t share 
customer intelligence 
outside of the contact 
centre

Another 27.0% have limited collaboration across the enterprise, and a further 20.4% have intelligence-sharing processes 

purely at the contact centre level.

There are some signs that the process gaps are being addressed at an operations level, some of which will impact the sharing 

of intelligence. The prevalence of full collaboration has risen from 16.8% to 24.4% in the last year.
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Recommendations

As you extend the scope of your contact centre services, and your user preferences evolve, your contact centre will play an 

increasingly important role in how your organisation collates customer intelligence. If this information isn’t shared, you may 

misunderstand customer needs and make decisions blindly.

Customer intelligence, or feedback, provides valuable insights into upcoming trends/demands in the market. If the relevant 

business function captures and interprets these in a meaningful way, business value is maximised. 

As more channels are introduced – some by the contact centre and others by the organisation itself – integration usually suffers. 

That’s because new solutions are commonly implemented separately as stand-alone options. This may lead to a regression   

in some operations, as phone-centric efficiency drops when spread across all (new) channels. This creates further complications 

for, and silos of, customer intelligence, which may be difficult to relate to your customers’ needs and their experiences of  

your organisation.

To prevent this, you need collaborative and well-aligned, cross-functional processes. But building these is challenging. It requires 

effort, executive support, and realistic and measurable goals. The business benefit should also be known and shared to validate 

not only the effort, particularly where human intervention is needed, but also the return on investment of your system solutions.

No

Yes, manually
maintained

Yes, automated/
system-driven

56.6

26.9

29.5

32.7

13.9

39.6

Within the contact centre (e.g. second-level support)

Outside the contact centre (e.g. head office)

Procedures for tracking SLA performance

Figure 2.8 – Do you have effective procedures to track service level agreement (SLA) performance on enquiries passed to 
teams  within or outside the contact centre? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 770 
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86% have an SLA 
procedure to track 
enquiries passed within 
the contact centre 

Just 60% can track 
outside the contact  
centre (it’s also done 
more manually)

Results 
It’s encouraging that 86.1% of contact centres now have automated or 

manually maintained systems in place (56.6% and 29.5% respectively) 

to track SLA performance on enquiries passed to departments within 

the contact centre. Even so, the ideal is to track all enquiries.

It’s puzzling that the same rigour isn’t applied to transactions passed 

to divisions outside of the contact centre. Enterprise-level SLAs for 

enquiries beyond the contact centre are not only three times less   

well managed than internally handled transfers, the administration  

of SLA performance is also handled more manually and is therefore 

subject to discrepancies.

In fact, performance is deteriorating, as 39.6% of contact centres have no SLA management procedures in place for interactions 

with other areas of the organisation. That’s versus 28.2% in our last Report, which means there’s been a regression of over  

40% in the last year. 

As expected, outsourced contact centres perform significantly better than in-house operations in all aspects of this review area. 

Given the nature of outsourced operating models, contract discipline is usually enforced more consistently. 

Recommendations

To ensure SLAs outside of the contact centre are met, it’s important that you map out customers’ journeys when interactions 

span organisational functions. This will help define appropriate processes and measurements, and lead to clarity of ownership.

To motivate the right behaviour, SLAs should be realistic and include factors within the business units’ direct control.   

The potential benefits of each target should also serve as motivation to attain it.

It’s encouraging that 86.1% of contact centres now have automated 
or manually maintained systems in place (56.6% and 29.5% 
respectively) to track SLA performance on enquiries passed to 
departments within the contact centre. Even so, the ideal is to track 
all enquiries.
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Number of software systems per typical interaction

Table 2.3 – How many software systems do your agents use to process a typical customer interaction? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 738

Voice contact channels Non-voice contact channels

Global 2.7 3.1

Automotive and manufacturing 2.5 2.5

Business and professional services 2.2 2.8

Consumer goods and retail 2.6 2.7

Financial services 3.5 3.7

Government (public sector) and education 2.7 3.3

Healthcare and pharmaceuticals 2.5 2.7

Leisure and hospitality 1.8 3.1

Media and entertainment 2.9 3.6

Service providers and telecommunications 2.4 2.7

Technology 2.0 2.3

Travel and transportation 2.7 3.1

Utilities and energy 2.4 2.6

Results 

The number of software systems required to process a customer 

interaction remains reasonably consistent across sectors. There are also 

slightly fewer required within voice-only contact centres than what 

would be needed to handle a combination of channels for non-voice 

interactions. While not ideal, the average of three systems required is 

also not the worst we’ve encountered.  

A related finding from our 2013/14 Report indicated that organisations 

were already experiencing a slight drop in single views of the customer. 

Additional channels will only compound the problem.  

Increasing channel 
offerings compound 
challenge of gaining a 
single view of customer  

Ideal is integrated 
systems enabling 
flexibility on new and 
existing functionality  

Recommendations

Contact centre complexity is increasing, and so is the range of possible channels. The gap between an enriched customer 

experience on the one hand and cost efficiency on the other will become wider. That is, unless the gap is bridged by more 

effective, more integrated systems that also provide a single view of the customer’s information, history, and products  

across all channels.

Flexibility should be designed into contact centre systems upfront and not added as an afterthought. Solutions need to provide 

for growth, flexibility, and new functionality that’s accessible via a single, integrated technology platform. The value created 

by having a single, yet complete view of your customer can become a crucial differentiator, particularly if (regulatory forces 

permitting) it’s accessible by all interested divisions within your organisation, including marketing, finance, sales, and more.
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Digital channels 
increasingly utilised 
across all engagement 
types 

Social media usage for 
complaints is growing – 
now 2nd adoption area 
after sales and marketing  

Preferred channels for initiating contact

Figure 2.9 – What channels do you use to initiate contact with customers in the following situations?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 768 

We don't
initiate contacts

Default notifications/
collections

Sales and marketing

Service enquiry
updates

Complaints/negative
feedback 79.2 62.1 5.9 18.2

70.6

54.0

15.560.3 21.6

51.8

50.8

10.3

26.447.9 4.2

21.4 27.1

Telephone

Email

SMS (text)

Social media

Results 
The scope of this question was expanded in 2015 to help us better 

determine customer contact initiation approaches by not only contact 

type, but also the associated preferences for channel pathways used to 

enable positive initiations.

While it’s no surprise that digital channels are preferred over the  

telephone for sales and marketing activities, we’re now also seeing  

similar tactics to initiate contact for customer default notifications and 

collections. In fact, SMS (text messaging) is the most common method. 

Equally, it’s no shock to learn that social media is most prevalent in sales 

and marketing interactions. 

Complaints are most often made via telephone, but broader service updates are now most frequently served via digital 

means, although still supported by telephone agents.

Government and education is by far the least likely to initiate contact with their service consumers, at 37.8%.   

That is, compared with automotive and manufacturing, or leisure and hospitality, which always initiate some form of  

contact with customers.

Recommendations

While the phone is the preferred channel for addressing complaints, the use of social media is increasing.

A new wave of customers, Generation Y, fuels the demand for such channels and represents the consumers of tomorrow. 

Organisations remain undecided on how best to use social media in a business context. 
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Proactive outbound relationship management is a great start that can positively affect contact propensity. While it may only 

work in certain situations, it’s key in working out the upsides associated with a solid engagement plan.  

If not yet available, consider where outbound interactions can lead to positive outcomes and use inbound downtime more 

effectively, including through promoter or revenue-generating activities. We’re no longer hamstrung by the telephone and 

customer resistance to unwarranted calls. Digital contact is much better received. Use outbound contact not only for marketing, 

but also for operational enquiries. Customers have stopped demanding it; they now expect it.

Measuring cost and time per interaction, per channel

Figure 2.10 – Do you measure the cost and time of customer interactions on each channel that you provide? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 767 

Yes

No

Video chat

Smartphone application

IVR speech

Internet website
 (inc. peer-to-peer systems)

Social media
(Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

SMS text/
instant messaging

Web chat

IVR touchtone

Email

Telephone 76.6 

53.0

41.6 58.4

58.8 41.2

47.8 52.2

39.3 60.7

35.5 64.5

43.5 56.5

35.2 64.8

55.744.3

47.0

23.4
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Results 
The number of organisations that measure cost and time per 

interaction by telephone has increased from 66.2% in 2013/14 to 

76.6% in 2015. This is in line with the intent indicated by the number 

of planned implementations we recorded in our last Report.  

Email measurement has increased, and the work effort management  

of web chat interactions has more than trebled from 16.5% to 58.8%. 

However, it still means that 41.2% of contact centres are still not  

measuring cost and time.  

23% still don’t measure 
cost/time for phone

41% don’t measure cost/
time for web chat

47% fail to track email 
work effort

It’s a similar situation across most channels. The question remains: why the neglect and, along with it, the inability to validate 

business cases, customer contact strategies, and the user experience?  

Outsourcers tend to be more disciplined, thanks to their cost-based business models. In-house operations would do well to 

establish stricter processes.

Recommendations

While organisations have moved fast to establish new digital channels, they’ve failed to apply basic management principles that  

are standard in telephone operations. These need be extended and applied consistently across all channels.   

The lack of management of non-voice channels suggests that there may be little accountability and ownership.   

This leads to many contact centres being unaware of the time it takes for transactions to be handled across different media. 

This, in turn, means that the contact centre will be in the dark about the true cost to serve customers, and the value returned 

by routing customers towards a particular path. Appointing a specialist owner to each channel, as well as applying a set of basic 

measurements that are usually employed within traditional phone centres, will have an immediate positive impact.   

You get what you measure.
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Summary

Engagement models – think digital 

The growth in digital contact shows no sign of abating and it’s now used across all types of engagement. Digital is enabling 

outbound interactions, particularly through the use of social media, where using it to address complaints is on the up. It’s now 

all about multiple options and two-way traffic. Centres need to align their engagement models accordingly.

Contact centres are getting personal 

Contact centres are getting better at identifying their customers. The use of IVR to verify callers has almost doubled in the last 

year, and is now seen in 30.9% of contact centres. As many as 74.9% have pre-identification and segmentation measures in 

place, while a quarter have adopted qualification criteria such as gold cards or user value.

Analytics holds the key, but suffers from neglect 

As many as 39.9% of all contact centres still have no tools to analyse data. Digital channels are particularly exposed. Basic 

measurements of cost and time are commonly not in place. That’s not to say contact centres don’t see information as important, 

because data analytics is voted the most important factor set to change the shape of the industry within the next five years. 

Enterprises don’t collaborate 

Less than a quarter of contact centres enjoy full collaboration on process design at enterprise level. Just over half fail to share 

customer intelligence outside of the contact centre. As contact centres deepen their reach into the enterprise, this is impacting 

the customer and creating frustration. When enquiries are passed outside of the contact centre, four in 10 operations have 

no way to track their status. Those that do are mainly using manual process. This has to change, as collaboration will create 

significant and quick wins.
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03

The postal service 1912
In the UK, prior to 1840, the postal system was expensive, confusing, and seen as corrupt. 
Letters were paid for by the recipient rather than the sender, and were charged according to the 
number of sheets of paper they contained.

With the first air mail flight in Germany, 1912, air mail became the transport of choice for 
intercontinental mail in the 20th century. This signalled the beginning of postal reform.
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multichannel management

chapter 03

Omnichannel service design – own the customer experience
The big picture

User-centric design

Enable the transformation

The customer journey

Own the experience

Bringing it all together

Results and recommendations 
Smooth operation – four steps to seamless social media integration
Summary
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Contact centres – gone digital

Why multichannel? 

Social media 

Top challenges 

focus on cost reduction since 2012

Just 4/10 contact centres 
have capability 

enable service 
to be amended/ 
cancelled

enable personal  
info to be 
updated 

3/10 do have  
dedicated team of 
responders

2/10 are listening to  
customer sentiment

Industry slow to respond – average of 20.6% still 
don’t measure the effectiveness of their multichannel offerings

Joint

37.6% 
SMS/IM

25.9% 
smart apps

43.2% 
social media

33.1% 
web chat

telephone

never

never

only quarterly 
or annually 

only quarterly 
or annually 

IVR speechweb chat

for query resolution

smartapps

90.4% 
email

70.4%  
cost 
reduction 
(calls 
deflected) 

Channel choice 
for Gen

(along with web chat)

55.7%  
customers 
want digital 
self-service 
options  

53.4%  
improves 
customer 
satisfaction   

1.  integration of Web, contact centre, and CRM 
2.  demonstrating ROI for new channels
3.  integration of systems to enable channel hopping

say no information 
passed to agent if customer 
drops out of digital services?

Channel capability

Customer ratings

Missing processes

Most effective 
channel

Least effective 
channel

Review of self-service channels 

Review of assisted-service channels 

Deflection targets aren’t being achieved

43.9%

4/10 offering webchat have it on 
website service pages83.5% 

3/10

2/10 Y
4.  stretch on IT resources
5.   IT department support for 

change initiatives

53.6%

42.9% 

33.8% 

36.8% 

39.9%  

offering webchat integrate  
it with smartapps16.0%  

offering smartapps have it   
as a shortcut to website60.5% 

offering webchat integrate  
it with social media sites14.1% 

49.8% 38.7% 

multichannel management 

Less than 50% of contact centres have capability  
to integrate across channels or business function
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Omnichannel service design – 
own the customer experience

The digital revolution continues apace. Generation Y now prefers Web and social media 
engagement over more traditional contact channels such as phone and email. In fact, the 
phone ranks fifth out of five channels in all geographies. Generation X isn’t far behind,  
as the trend is towards more and more digital engagement from all demographics. 

While digital is fast becoming a preference, the reality is that consumers want outcomes. They will happily engage over 

multiple channels to achieve the results they want. A continuous and effortless transition between channels will be a crucial 

competitive differentiator in the age of the consumer. In fact, it’s this seamless switching between channels that defines the 

omnichannel experience. And while it’s now expected by consumers, the industry is still slow to catch up.  

To date, digital channels have strengthened through either a rush to establish a presence, or for the single purpose of cost 

reduction through call deflection to self-service. Obviously, these are important operational considerations and a significant 

change of focus is now required. A user-centric and channel-agnostic approach to customer service design has many benefits 

in term of creating a cohesive and continuous customer experience across the organisation. 

Two significant challenges to implementing that change of focus need to be addressed: 

•  Operationally, the need for cost reduction as the primary driver for implementing self-/assisted-service channels has 

almost doubled in the last year. Yet, less than 40% of organisations review self-service and assisted-service channel 

performance on a regular basis. This means that the return on investment (ROI) for channel implementation is difficult 

to demonstrate, which impacts future investment decisions.

•  Secondly, as discussed in our chapter on customer interaction management, organisations that can’t measure the 

experience within digital channels are in danger of losing touch with customer sentiment. This will become more 

critical with the continuing trend towards digital engagement. 

What changes in perspective are required to enable omnichannel service design within the organisation? Can the design 

method of customer journey mapping help to create a user-centric experience and improve our ability to measure the 

customer experience within digital channels? 

To date, digital channels have strengthened through either a 
rush to establish presence, or for the single purpose of cost 
reduction through call deflection to self-service. 

The big picture

Organisations today are by and large multichannel. Their channels usually include voice, speech and touchtone IVR, email, 

Web, web chat, social-media, SMS, mobile applications, and video. The pace at which the non-voice channels have been 

adopted is evidence of a healthy industry that’s changing to meet the requirements of the digital revolution.

Today’s consumers are, however, omnichannel. This means they want a seamless customer experience across all channels, 

and a continuity of experience that transcends interaction on any one channel.  
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Certainly, the multichannel model depicted by the image on the left provides a multitude of service options. However, with little 

cross-channel integration, customers often need to repeat steps if they switch channels. Secondly, the customers’ experience of 

the organisation is often channel specific and difficult to align and control.

The omnichannel model, in contrast, promises a connected experience in which context and information is maintained  

among channels. The choice of channels is the same, but the customer receives a consistent experience of the organisation  

as a cohesive entity, and the effort involved in switching channels is vastly reduced. Moving to omnichannel, however,  

requires a change in the way organisations have approached channel design and strategy. 

User-centric design

Placing the customer at the centre of the design enables a shift in perspective. The multichannel approach usually employs an 

‘inside out’ design. It converts corporate strategy into action for each channel, and then presents that channel to the customer 

as an option for engagement.

The user-centric approach places the emphasis on the customer’s wants and needs instead. The focus is on the customer’s 

journey – if necessary, across multiple channels – to achieve an outcome.  

The user-centric approach places the emphasis on the 
customer’s wants and needs instead. 

Customer

Customer

Multichannel Omnichannel

Store 
experience

Web
experience

Mobile
experience

Social
experience

Phone
experience

Video
experience

Store 

Store 

Web

Web

Mobile

Mobile

Social

Social

Phone

Phone

Video

Video

Figure 3.1: Multichannel versus omnichannel
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Customer journey mapping is a user-experience design 
activity used to document customers’ experience while 
interacting with your organisation. 

Enable the transformation

Designing a continuous omnichannel customer experience requires investment and input from areas of the business  

beyond the contact centre’s normal sphere of influence. Look for executive sponsorship and buy-in to help support this  

cross-functional effort. It shouldn’t be difficult: earlier in this Report, we show that customer experience is viewed as the  

most critical strategic performance measure by 74.9% of board and executive teams.

The mapping process is best done as a workshop with 
representatives from across the organisation.

The customer journey

Customer journey mapping is a user-experience design activity used to document customers’ experience while they interact 

with your organisation. The resulting customer journey maps are visual tools that help focus the service design activity on the 

customer, transcend channel-specific thinking and, critically, take into account the customer’s emotional state at various points. 

These ‘hot spots’ are areas where customer effort increases, emotions become negative (frustration, anger, impatience),  

and a good customer experience is at risk.

The mapping process is best done as a workshop with representatives from across the organisation. Map just one or two key 

customer journeys on a whiteboard and record the steps in the journey that are positive and those that are negative from a 

customer’s perspective. Then invite a few customers and have them validate or update the steps to obtain an accurate map.  

This simple exercise provides a customer-centric focus and identifies the problem areas where efforts should be concentrated. 

Figure 3.2 (overleaf) shows a basic customer journey map that might result from such a session. This example contains three 

basic but important components for driving user-centric omnichannel service design:

•  a researched persona: a fictional representation of one of your customer segments based as much as possible   

on real data

•  a map of the steps in a specific journey across channels, including steps beyond the direct control of the organisation 

(external websites, advice from friends, and so forth)

•  the customer’s emotional state at each step in the journey

There are other components – for example, back-office processes – that may benefit from visualisation on your customer 

journey map. In fact, there are many different ways to visually represent a customer journey, and many associated templates   

in the public domain. 

Research other examples and create one that fits your organisational processes and customer experience goals. 
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Customer

Customer

Multichannel Omnichannel

Store 
experience

Web
experience

Mobile
experience

Social
experience

Phone
experience

Video
experience

Store 

Store 

Web

Web

Mobile

Mobile

Social

Social

Phone

Phone

Video

Video

Phone
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g
e

Smart
app

Web chat

Our web

External web

Gen-Y health professional

Receives outbound call from contact 
centre and completes booking

Researches available 
hotels for dates

Driving directions 
sent to app, one day 
before booking

Accepts web chat invite from contact 
centre to help complete booking. 
However, customer busy, so arranges 
phone call-back for tomorrow

Time-poor, constrained budget, may be online during non-standard hours, 
is happy with extending the process over time due to work commitments, etc. 
Goals: Quality – but on a budget. Don’t waste my time!

Customer partially fills in form but 
doesn’t have ID to complete 
transaction. Abandons booking

External review against competition

Proceed 
to book

Em
o

ti
o

n
al

 s
ta

te

Figure 3.2: A sample customer journey map

The single hot spot in this example identifies a critical point in the journey. In this case, a proactive web chat is pushed 

to the customer after a given timeout. This is probably acceptable for our Generation Y persona, but what about Baby 

Boomers or members of the Silent Generation? Additional maps for those personas might elicit a requirement for other 

interventions. Perhaps a ‘click for a call-back’ message, along with the expected wait time for a call would work better 

than proactive web chat.
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Currently less than 40.0% of organisations review self-/assisted-
service channel performance on a regular basis. This is in spite 
of 74.6% of all board and executive teams rating customer 
experience as the most important strategic performance measure. 

Own the experience

Currently less than 40.0% of organisations review self-/assisted-service channel performance on a regular basis.  

This is in spite of 74.6% of all board and executive teams rating customer experience as the most important   

strategic performance measure. 

The requirement for better customer experience measurement now tends to be critical as more and more consumers 

migrate towards digital channels.  

‘Measurement is the first step that leads to control and eventually to improvement. If you can’t measure something,  

you can’t understand it. If you can’t understand it, you can’t control it. If you can’t control it, you can’t improve it.’  

 – H. James Harrington, international performance improvement specialist.

Customer journey mapping can help define hot spots where the customer experience is at risk, as well as bright spots, 

where the experience and emotions are positive. Ensure that these points in the journey can be tagged and used in 

analytics. Then filter your customer effort, NPS, or customer satisfaction scores by these tags to ascertain (and monitor) 

the impact of those points in the journey. Use these also to reflect a customer experience-based ROI.  

Our research shows that 57.0% of organisations can now relate an improvement in customer experience to an  

increase in company profits or revenue. In such a case, analytics can help quantify a cost/revenue-based business case  

for user-centric design. You can also create a business case for finding and fixing the hot spots that currently result in  

calls dropping out to the contact centre.

Bringing it all together

Our results demonstrate that a number of factors create a vicious cycle that must be broken to achieve the continuous 

omnichannel experience that today’s consumers desire. A lack of measurement in self-/assisted-service channels means 

that investment is difficult to justify. There’s also a strong focus on implementing channels for cost reduction, rather  

than responding to customer needs. This lack of focus on the customer experience inhibits the adoption of those 

channels, ironically diluting the realisation of the cost-reduction business case. At the same time, the trend is towards 

more digital engagement. 

By engaging a multidisciplinary team, transcending channel-specific thinking, emphasising customer experience, 

designing according to the customer journey, and measuring and monitoring channel performance via customer 

experience metrics, the foundation is laid for a coherent and consistent omnichannel experience.

A second observation is that, for an outcomes-focused customer, the transitions between channels matter more than the 

absolute functionality of any one channel in isolation. A proactive web chat pushed to the customer, but without context 

or retaining the state of the booking would be poorly received. With context, the right impression is that the agent and 

organisation are ready and willing to help. The ability to transition to a future outbound call with zero customer effort is 

another customer experience win. The more you reduce customer effort during the transitions, the greater the reward in 

customer experience.
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Results and recommendations

Channel presence as a 
cost-reducing measure 
increased by 44% in  
two years 

More than 50% use 
channel choice to improve 
customer sat

2/3 have no strategy to 
join it all up

Results

Cost-reducing call deflections shouldn’t be the primary reason for 

providing self- or assisted-service channels to customers. Even so,   

the prioritisation of call deflection/cost reduction has almost doubled 

across every region and most sectors since the last review.  

Encouragingly, more than half of contact centres are using greater  

channel choice to improve customer satisfaction. Of those surveyed, 

55.7% cite customer appetite for self-service options as the main 

reason for providing non-voice channels. Just over one-third (36.6%) 

provide these channels as part of an end-to-end omnichannel customer 

management strategy.  

Organisations that want to improve sales effectiveness are reacting to opportunities from new channels – this factor is up by 

70.6% in the last year (from 10.2% to 17.4%). 

However, a number of operational constraints interact negatively: 

• A lack of measurement in digital channels means that ROI can’t be demonstrated.  

• A lack of user-centric design is impacting customer uptake of new channels.

•  This further affects ROI, which means more, and specific, financial justification is required for future    

technology investments.

In the rush to establish a presence in new channels, organisations frequently fail to allocate clear operational management 

ownership and establish robust performance measures of service delivery. This hampers user uptake. 

Reasons for offering self-/assisted-service

Table 3.1 – What are your main reasons for offering self-/assisted-service channels? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 723 

2012 2013/14 2015

Call deflection/cost reduction 48.9 36.4 70.4

Customer appetite for self-service options 54.8 53.4 55.7

Improved customer satisfaction (incl. NPS, effort scores) 54.4 43.1 53.4

Developing an omnichannel customer management strategy Not asked Not asked 36.6

Improved sales effectiveness 15.4 10.2 17.4

Improved agent satisfaction 8.5 9.3 13.3

We don’t use self-/assisted-service channels 8.0 10.5 8.4

Other 3.3 2.0 5.9
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Recommendations

A mind shift is needed to move away from simply creating presence and measuring a channel’s success on its cost-effectiveness, 

to designing a cohesive omnichannel environment and measuring success in terms of customer experience and loyalty.

As we’ve shown earlier in this Report, customer experience is seen as the most important performance metric by 74.9% 

of contact centre executives. Yet, far from receding, cost-reduction as motivation for self-service and assisted channels 

has doubled in the past year. It would seem as though organisations aren’t clear yet on how to measure customer service 

improvement and use cost instead to justify their investment.  

Review your omnichannel capabilities and plans strategically. Use customer journey maps, workshops, customer interviews,  

and other tools to monitor the customer experience. Identify the hot spots where it’s negatively affected and build business 

cases for improving those areas. 

Already, 57.0% of organisations can show a relationship between improving the customer experience and an increase in 

company revenue or profit. Ensure that it’s the customer experience you target, and quantify that in your business case.   

It’s the best way to achieve a user-centric omnichannel design.  

Use customer journey maps, workshops, customer interviews, 
and other tools to monitor the customer experience.

Customer rating of self-/assisted-service channels

Table 3.2 – How do your customers rate the effectiveness of your self-/assisted-service channels?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 721 

Percentage of centres that track how customers rate the 
effectiveness of self-/assisted-service channels 

% of n Above 
average Average Below

average
We don’t 
measure

Telephone 60.8 33.3 5.9 38.6

Web chat 53.6 39.2 7.2 14.3

Video chat 51.5 45.5 3.0 4.0

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) 51.0 44.1 4.9 22.2

Smartphone application 48.5 40.3 11.2 11.9

Email 45.0 45.8 9.2 37.3

Internet website (incl. peer-to-peer systems) 42.4 47.5 10.2 20.5

SMS text/Instant messaging 40.1 50.6 9.3 19.6

IVR speech 30.0 54.2 15.8 11.1

IVR touchtone 27.7 61.4 10.9 26.8
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Results

Contact centres frequently lack a clear channel management strategy. 

The challenge of developing what are often still immature capabilities is 

underlined by the fact that the telephone – as the longest-established 

contact channel – is also still the highest rated. 

As this Report shows, telephone usage levels are dropping and the 

alternate options now need to receive a similar management focus.  

An average of 20.6% of contact centres still don’t capture how 

customers rate their self-/assisted-service channels. 

Organisations need to establish the same, or better, quality standards 
consistently and holistically across all contact channels. 

The key to improving customer experience across digital channels is understanding what that experience is today. 

Among the newest of the emerging channels, video is already a success in terms of solution application and customer feedback. 

It’s quickly established itself as the third most popular above average channel option. Although uptake needs to be improved, 

just 3.0% of contact centres deem the services offered to be below average.  

Conversely, customers rank IVR speech as the lowest and it’s most often allocated a below average rating. 

Recognising that channel choice is a business differentiator and the top technology trend for contact centres, there’s clearly 

much opportunity to improve. Less than half of organisations are able to attain an above average competency on their   

IVR speech and/or touchtone, email, smart apps, SMS, or website solutions.

Recommendations

The same rigour that has resulted in favourable reviews of the telephone channel must now be applied to rapidly growing digital 

channels. Map the customer journey through IVR and digital channels, measure the customer experience, and identify hot spots.

Implement findings from the new journeys and look for quick wins, such as web chat at customer effort hot spots.  Regularly 

monitor the performance of the channels in terms of customer experience to support continued improvement.

In an omnichannel world, it’s the transitions between channels that matter more than the success of any one channel. 

Customers engage with your organisation to get something done. If that journey crosses multiple channels, but with  

continuity and little customer effort, customer experience scores will improve across the board.

Top-rated channel by 
customers is telephone

IVR results show missed 
opportunity 

Average of 21% don’t 
capture how customers 
rate their self-/assisted-
service channels  

Among the newest of the emerging channels, video is already a 
success in terms of solution application and customer feedback. 
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Integration issues 
dominate 

42% cite ROI as key 
challenge, reflects lack 
of measurements

We don’t implement
self-/assisted-service applications

Developing usable channels
for our services/products

Skill availability to design,
test, and deploy new channels

Speed of
technological advancement
(keeping up with demands)

IT department support
for change initiatives

Stretch on IT
support resources

Integration of systems
(to enable channel hopping)

Demonstrating the return
on investment and

value of the new channels

Integration of Web, contact
centre and CRM systems 48.1

42.0

41.0

37.5

34.5

32.5

20.2

17.3

11.9

Challenges in implementing self-/assisted-service applications

Figure 3.4 – What are the greatest challenges in implementing successful self-/assisted-service applications?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 722 

Results 

The most common challenge faced when implementing self- and/

or assisted-service applications is the integration of Web, contact 

centre and CRM systems.  

Asia Pacific is the exception. Its top two issues are demonstrating 
the return on investment (ROI) and value of new channels and 
securing  IT department support for change initiatives.   

These are intrinsically linked, and ROI remains an issue globally.

Building on our findings relating to the lack of cost and time measurements across non-voice channels, it’s no surprise that 

proving ROI is a problem for contact centres. Cost and time measurements are an obvious starting point, and it’s unclear  

why this remains an ongoing challenge.  

Stretch on IT support resources is ranked only fourth globally, but remains a top concern for some. 

We believe that increased complexity is creating a case for revising management focus. There’s a skills gap between traditional 

expertise gained and used for voice-centric operations, and the requirements for effectively developing non-voice solutions. 

Many organisations can benefit from specialist help.
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Recommendations

Build business cases that combine improving customer experience and cost-reduction. Apply user-centric design to your  

channel strategy to drive user uptake and adoption, which will generate better ROI across channels.

If integration can’t be financially justified yet, all is not lost. Consider that customers are interacting with your organisation to 

get something done. If their journey crosses channel boundaries for technological, security, or regulatory reasons, the customer 

experience can be maintained as long as the effort to transition and complete that journey is well managed.  

In other words, design a fluid omnichannel environment; don’t simply establish channels in isolation. It’s the smooth transition 

between channels that counts, rather than the extent of the functionality within any one channel. 

Information passed to agent following self-/assisted-service dropout

Figure 3.5 – What type of information is passed to the agent when a customer elects to drops out of self- or assisted-services?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 722 

None

Other additional
information

Customer validation
(security check satisfied)

Reason for call

Customer account
details and history

Customer name

53.6

54.1

13.9

21.0

20.8

33.7

28.9

20.2

31.9

17.9

11.8

2015

2013/14
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Results 
An astounding 53.6% of contact centres pass no supporting information 

to the receiving agent when customers drop out of self-/assisted-service 

systems. Government and education is the least effective at this, as the 

details of less than one in four (24.3%) customers opting out to an agent 

are shared. Performance also varies across regions. This underscores  

the tendency to develop channels in isolation and the assumption that  

the functionality of individual channels counts more than the overall 

customer journey. 

Less than half pass any  
information to agents 
when customers drop out 
of self-/assisted-service 

Automated validations 
rising, back to past levels

In contrast, maintaining the context when a customer drops out of one channel to an agent (or another channel), rescues the 

journey, reduces customer effort, and provides an opportunity to maintain or even improve the customer experience.

Of contact centres that do pass information to agents, six in 10 (60.8%) can now pass the customer’s name, account details, 

and product/service history to the agent following system dropouts, yielding an improvement of 12.8% in one year. Outsourcers 

outperform in-house operations in almost every respect. As a result, they’re more likely to reap the benefits of improved 

customer experience and cost savings through reduced handle times.

Following the 2013/14 drop to 13.9% owing to a widening range of channels and immaturity of processes, automated 

customer validations are back on the increase, rising to 17.9% this year.

Recommendations

Customers don’t want to repeat themselves. When combined with the perceived failure of a self-service channel that leads  

to a drop-out to an agent, the customer experience suffers twice. Providing your agents with context is crucial to maintain a 

positive customer experience.  

Start with the basics. By capturing the customer’s name in a chat window, or with an account number keyed into an   

IVR via dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF), for example, the agent can rescue a potentially poor experience by addressing   

the customer by name while using the captured information to retrieve account details, history, and context.

Following the 2013/14 drop to 13.9% owing to a widening range 
of channels and immaturity of processes, automated customer 
validations are back on the increase, rising to 17.9% this year.
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Results 

Originally limited to IVR process reviews, we extended this question  

in 2015 to consider all aspects of self-/assisted-service offerings.

Last year, we highlighted the concerning lack of IVR process 

management, which didn’t bode well for strategic attention to all   

non-voice channels. These concerns were validated: the situation   

has worsened this year while the task (and new channels) grow.  

43% never review 
assisted-service 
processes 

Similar for self-service 
– 26% that review, do it 
less than yearly!

After 20.4% of organisations had reported a complete absence of IVR reviews in 2012, the numbers deteriorated to 25.3% in 

2013/14. Now that all the other channels have been added into the mix, the 2015 figures are even more worrying.

A massive 42.9% of organisations never review their assisted-service channels. Another fifth (20.0%) review them less than 

yearly. It’s similar for self-service, where 33.8% don’t review at all and 26.2% review less than once a year. 

Results from outbound-based contact centres tend to be significantly poorer than those from inbound-only operations.

How often self-/assisted-service processes are reviewed

Figure 3.6 – How frequently do you review self-/assisted-service process flows in order to improve effectiveness and 
customer satisfaction?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 722 

Only when system
is implemented

Seldom reviewed

At least annually

At least quarterly

We don’t review

6.7

13.3

13.7

17.2

23.1

22.7

42.9

33.8

16.9

9.3

Self-service channels (e.g. IVR)

Assisted-service channels (e.g. web chat)
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Recommendations

Quality control measures for agent-based transactions require effort and expense … and for good reason. Customer experience 

scoring will be the key measure to enable knowledge of, and control over, self-/assisted-service channel performance. 

It’s best to review and design channels so that customer experience reporting is incorporated into the solution. Make sure you 

capture NPS or CES at key points in the customer journey.  

Mine the data from these channels, look for customer experience hot spots, worrying trends, or simply areas where the scores 

are lower than those of phone-based transactions. Digital channels are fast becoming the preferred means of contact.  You need 

to measure these channels to avoid losing touch with your customers’ sentiment.

Web chat

IVR touchtone

IVR speech

Internet website
(incl. peer-to-peer systems) 25.6

23.8

26.2

15.7

Video chat

Social media
(Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

SMS text/
Instant messaging

Smartphone application

Email 23.0

14.8

11.2

12.5

14.2

Target for phone calls avoided in favour of other channels

Figure 3.7 – What is your call deflection target on telephone calls avoided as customers now use alternative channels? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 202 
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Targets aren’t   
being achieved

Poorly designed 
solutions, and rushed 
implementations have 
hindered uptake levels

Results 
According to table 1.1, the volume of transactions handled on emerging, 

popular channels suggests that call deflection is still immature. In isolation, 

a target of 15.7% call deflection via an effective web chat solution would 

be reasonable. Particularly when we consider that users are becoming 

increasingly comfortable with, and even prefer, digital channels. However,  

a lack of due diligence at implementation and, at times, expedited   

roll-outs to establish and claim a channel presence, are impacting user 

uptake levels negatively. 

Desired functionality is often missing, compounded by a lack of operational ownership of these customer-facing channels 

and effective process reviews. This results in far less diverted traffic versus what’s possible and, in many cases, versus the 

volumes on which the business case for the technology spend were based.  

Contact centres have high hopes for IVR to help deflect avoidable calls from live agents. 

As shown in table 3.4, we know that 27.4% of all calls are effectively processed using IVR. This is based on the percentage of 

calls received that are routed to IVR and then completed. Performance is therefore falling well short of the combined target 

of 50.0% (23.8% for IVR speech plus 26.2% for IVR touchtone), even on such a long-established alternative channel.

Recommendations

Channel design with the user experience firmly in mind will drive user adoption. But so will marketing. Don’t simply insert a 

call me back link on your website’s pages; tell your customers it’s there!

Design your digital channels and self-service applications to reduce customer effort. Ensure that these channels offer 

sufficient metrics to enable the monitoring, measurement, and improvement of the customer experience. 

Popularity of channel type by age profile

Table 3.3 – Which channels are most popular with your age-profiled customers? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 717 

Percentage of centres that track channel popularity by age profile

% of n Internet/
web chat

Social 
media

Electronic 
messaging 
(e.g. email, SMS)

Smartphone 
application Telephone Don’t 

know

Generation Y  
(born 1981–1999)

23.9
(1st choice)

23.9
(1st choice)

20.9
(3rd choice)

19.1
(4th choice)

12.3
(5th choice)

43.5

Generation X  
(born 1961–1980)

20.6
(3rd choice)

11.6
(4th choice)

28.3
(2nd choice)

11.0
(5th choice)

28.5
(1st choice)

41.8

Baby boomers  
(born 1945–1960)

7.4
(3rd choice)

2.1
(5th choice)

24.4
(2nd choice)

2.6
(4th choice)

63.5
(1st choice)

41.8

Silent generation  
(born 1944)

1.8
(3rd choice)

1.0
(4th choice)

6.2
(2nd choice)

0.6
(5th choice)

90.4
(1st choice)

43.4
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Results 
The telephone is now the fifth choice of contact channel for Generation Y 
(anyone born between 1981–1999, or aged under 34.) These customers 
are our targets as future clients and drive the digital era. For this group, 
the telephone is a last resort, that is, after social media, Internet/web 
chat,electronic messaging, and smartphones. These results validate our 
2013/14 findings, and indicate the ever-greater preference across all 
customer groups for evolving channels that are driving a game-changing 
digital revolution.  

Digital becoming 
dominant contact 
preference for Gen Y

Gen X starting to 
follow suit

Regionally, the only variation is which channels Generation Y prefers above the telephone. It’s the last choice in every  

geography and all but one sector. 

The gaps are closing elsewhere too and Generation X isn’t far behind. For them, electronic messaging is already on a par  

with the telephone as preferred channel, and Internet/web chat are just a few points behind. If these patterns continue,  

we’d expect to see the telephone drop to third choice (or lower) for Generation X within the next 12 months. 

This trend signals the future of customer management. Yet, the results of this Report solidify past forecasts and concerns by 

highlighting just how little organisations know about customers leveraging digital channel interaction and how infrequently 

customers are asked to evaluate their experience.

Recommendations

The increasing popularity of digital channels adds urgency to the need to change channel strategy. Consider the following 

points when framing the problem for communication and sponsorship:

• Engagement models have gone digital and more and more customers prefer digital contact.

• User-centric design is crucial in ensuring the adoption of digital channels.

•  Right now, we don’t measure the performance, or the customer experience of digital channels frequently enough.

The gaps are closing elsewhere too and Generation X isn’t far 
behind. For them, electronic messaging is already on a par with the 
telephone as preferred channel, and Internet/web chat are just a 
few points behind. 
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Results 
Regionally, the appetite for web chat remains relatively consistent.  

Customers have a one-in-four (23.8%) chance of encountering a web 

chat facility on Internet pages that are designed to offer customer 

service to users. Curiously, organisations already using web chat have 

deployed it less frequently on pages designed to drive and close sales.  

In this instance, adoption equates to one in two organisations (or 

51.9%) for existing chat users (and 14.8% overall).

84% of users offer web 
chat via Internet service 
pages

Just 52% on sales pages

16% have merged chat 
with smart apps

Only 16.0% of users, (and 4.6% of all organisations) have integrated web chat into their smart device application services. 

However, certain industries are advancing their capabilities much faster than others. Another 4.0% of all organisations have 

managed to integrate web chat onto social media sites, an area in which we expect exponential growth in the short term.

Recommendations

Web chat is useful as an escape hatch when things get complicated. Correctly placed, a chat option instantly reduces  

effort for a customer who’s experiencing trouble at a particular point in the journey.  

This is also an easy first step to creating a better omnichannel experience. Map out your customers’ journey to identify hot 

spots. Then offer web chat at these points. Analytics, based on the uptake of web chat at the various hot spots will help 

prioritise channel redesign to further reduce customer effort and provide greater channel choice. 

Where is web chat being used?

Figure 3.8 – Users: where have you deployed web chat?  
Percentage of contact centres | n = 206

High priority to
develop further uses

Social media sites

Usage being evaluated

Integrated into smart
device applications

Website sales pages

Website service pages 83.5

51.9

16.0

15.1

14.1

12.1

71.5
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4 in 10 have social 
media capability  
74% of users have 
a dedicated team of 
responders
50% listen to customer 
sentiment

Results 

There’s a long way to go if organisations are to meet the consumer 

demand for integrated social media servicing solutions. It will happen, 

though. Despite significant growth levels over the last three years (as 

highlighted by figure 1.5), just two in five contact centres currently use 

social media to interact with their customers.  

Progress is being made, however, and more than a quarter (27.9%) of all 

contact centres (74.4% of users) have now appointed a dedicated team 

to respond to customers using social media. Some industry sectors have 

developed ahead of others, notably leisure and hospitality where 60.0% of 

organisations already have a dedicated team of social media responders. 

Media and entertainment also performs well at 50.0%.

Admirably, 49.6% of organisations using social media recognise the importance of social media as a listening channel to 

help them understand customer sentiment, with Asia Pacific the most active region.

Generation Y will drive better adoption, as social media is already equal to the Web as preferred contact method.   

A solid social media strategy and offering are now both expected and required. 

Recommendations

If you don’t have a social media presence yet, start by simply ‘listening’. Observe social media for a while before launching 

your initiative. Find out what consumers are saying about you and your competitors, and plan your approach accordingly. 

Profile your customers, don’t be hesitant to interview some, and understand how the various customer segments interact 

with your brand. Also scrutinise your competitors’ social media presence and design a unique approach. We offer some 

more advice in the recommendations to the next question.  

Where is social media being used?

Figure 3.9 – Users: what best describes your approach towards social media?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 269

74.4

49.6

48.3

45.3

31.7
We use it to redirect

customers to other
contact channels

We use it for general
service announcements/

product updates

We respond to general
comments posted

on our website

We use it as a 'listening
channel' to understand

customer sentiment

We have a dedicated team
responding to customers who
use our social media channels
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Results 

Social media has been around for almost a decade, but service 

organisations have, on the whole, been very slow to respond. There’s 

more information-sharing activity now, but security, uncertainty around 

solution design, and integration stalemates have slowed momentum on 

what’s still a growing customer demand.  

Security concerns are the main blockage (at 32.6% overall), particularly 

for the financial services sector (at 47.2%) which sees it as a considerable 

barrier to entry.  

Customers aren’t  
the inhibitors to   
social media 

Service industry 
has been slow to 
respond

Many other organisations are still learning how to use social media in a business context. Industry sector performance fluctuates 

significantly, with utilities and energy as the least advanced group reporting a high 71.0%, versus the global average of 43.0%.

Challenges to offering full customer solutions via social media

Figure 3.10 – What are the key challenges preventing you from offering full sales and/or customer service solutions,  
via social media platforms? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 714 

None of the above

Unsure what social
media channels to use

Too expensive to
integrate desired solution

Unsure what services/
sales to provide

Customer reluctance

Security concerns

Social media is owned
by the marketing team

Still learning how to
use social media in
a business context

43.0

32.9

32.6

14.4

12.3

11.3

10.8

18.9
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Recommendations

A well-known Scandinavian furniture manufacturer serves as a good example. This manufacturer offers an e-brochure   

on Facebook, from which users can add items to a favorites section, tweet about them, and pin them to Pinterest.   

This provides instant social promotion, while helping the customer proceed on the sales journey.

A large global bank uses Twitter to publically elicit and respond to customer queries and complaints. 

The simplest presence-enabling approach is to offer discounts or special offers in exchange for likes.

It’s not a problem if security issues prevent you from providing an entire journey. Ensure that the channel is designed as part  

of a cohesive omnichannel strategy so that customers can transition – with little effort – to a more secure channel and continue 

their journey. Consider including click-to-chat, or Web call-back options to ease the transition while maintaining context. 

Social media has been around for almost a decade, but service 
organisations have, on the whole, been very slow to respond. 

There’s more information-sharing activity now, but security, 
uncertainty around solution design, and integration stalemates have 
slowed momentum on what’s still a growing customer demand.
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Smooth operation – four steps to seamless social 
media integration

Customers immediately know when they’re talking to someone who’s not a customer service professional. Given social media’s 

roots in the Marketing departments of organisations across the globe, many businesses continue to use social media as a ‘push’ 

marketing tool, rather than creating the interactive service channel that customers are looking for.

Here are four steps to ensure that your customer service is well integrated with your customers’ social media journey:

1.  Ask your customers what they want.

Too often, we embark on social media initiatives without consulting with our customers. This particular channel is driven by   

the customer, so the customer is the best place to start.

Find out which types of transactions your customers want this channel to handle, what level of service they expect from this 

channel, and the response times they feel would be acceptable. 

2. Learn from others.

Our results show that 43% of organisations are still unsure of how to approach the integration of social media with customer 

service. However, thanks to the public nature of the medium, you can easily access the methods of those that are successful  

and study them.

Sign up for social media services from organisations that are recognised as champions of social media, and find out what  

they’re doing well.

3.  Work with your Marketing and/or Corporate Communications teams.

Our research shows that 32.9% of contact centres cite the ownership of social media channels by Marketing as a central 

challenge. You can apply reverse psychology by highlighting your customers’ expectations, the effort involved in meeting those 

expectations, and that the Customer Services team is well equipped to assist in solving those issues.

If you make it about the customer, management can’t argue that the channel has only a marketing purpose. The channel  

choice statistics in this Report highlight what customers demand from organisations’ social media channels.

4.  Address security concerns early.

Making the Security team part of this customer-focused conversation is vital to ensure that the channel can be used to its full 

potential. Security concerns about social media are real, but can be managed. 

Talk to your Security teams about how they think the channel might be used and about the concerns they may have with 

possible identity theft and public forums. Try to point them towards similar channels already in use successfully on the Web, 

such as blogs, forums, and more.

These simple steps will help to strengthen your organisation’s 
focus on the customer. By breaking down organisational silos, they 
will assist in creating a consistent and relevant channel option for 
customer engagement, and ensure that your customers are always 
talking to customer service professionals, no matter how they choose 
to contact you.
By Travis Mason, Practice Manager, Customer Interactive Solutions, Dimension Data, Australia
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Smart app functionality

Figure 3.11 – Users: what smartphone/tablet application (‘smart app’) functionality is available to customers? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 160 

Web chat facility is available

Personal information
 can be updated

Contact me facility
 is available

Services can be ordered/
amended/cancelled

Shortcuts to smartphone
 configured website pages 60.5

49.8

48.0

38.7

24.3

77.7

71.5
Results 
We introduced this question to better learn how the rapid expansion 

of smart device applications are affecting organisations and show what 

contact centres are doing to develop their service capabilities.  

At this point, some 77.7% of providers can’t offer their customers a  

smart device application service.  

50% of users can order/
amend/cancel services via 
interactive smart apps 

39% can update personal 
information

Of the 22.3% who can offer this type of system, 60.5% are providing entry-level solutions via smart device shortcuts to smart 

application-configured website pages. Figures on the provision of more interactive services are also encouraging.

Smart app offerings are most commonly available in leisure and hospitality and are the highest in this sector (40.0%), and least 

in healthcare and pharmaceuticals, at 10.0%.

Of all contact centres, 11.2% (versus 49.8% of service users) provide systems through which services can be ordered/amended/

cancelled via a smart device. As expected, this is a focus for some sectors, especially leisure and hospitality, and financial services, 

which lead the charge at 20.0% and 17.2% respectively.

Of organisations offering this capability, 24.3% have integrated web chat functionality into smart device applications,  

rising to a peak of 32.7% within contact centres of 1001+ employees.
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IVR call statistics

Table 3.4 – What are the most recent annual IVR call statistics for your contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 227 

2012 2013/14 2015

Average IVR call time (seconds) 134.0 87.8 144.0

Average time to abandon within the IVR (seconds) 37.8 43.4 73.2

% of calls received that are initially routed through an IVR system Not asked Not asked 76.9

% of calls that are completed within the IVR system Not asked 31.5 35.6

% of IVR calls that drop out to an agent Not asked 57.9 53.0

% of calls abandoned within the IVR Not asked 10.7 11.4

Recommendations

We forecast a doubling of smart app contacts in the next 12 months. The potential for personalised service and   

immediate interaction with your customers is significant. 

Push notifications to apps if customers are due for renewal, or just thank them for their loyalty and offer a discount for   

an up/cross sell.  

Maintain consistency with your other channels and ensure smart apps have the same channel transition features such as  

click-to-chat or a call-back function. 

Results 
Contact centres that are able to offer an IVR facility initially route over 

three-quarters (76.9%) of their inbound calls via the IVR. Of those calls, just 

over a third (35.6%) are completed in the IVR – an improvement of 13.0% 

against results from 2013/14. It may not seem like much, but consider how 

this translates to reducing call volumes directed towards agents, as well as 

the subsequent cost savings achieved as a result of better call deflection.

While hanging up in the IVR has increased marginally to 11.4%, there  

are increasing signs that better designed IVR systems are becoming more 

36% of calls routed to 
IVRs are completed

53% of calls drop  
out to agents, but 
patience levels are 
increasing

effective and are, in turn, more widely accepted by consumers.   

This is reflected in consumer patience, as they prolong their time spent in the IVR – average call time is now at 144 seconds, 

considerably more than the 87.8 seconds in our last review.   

Equally, customers are taking longer to hang up in the IVR. This year’s 73.2 second benchmark on the average time to abandon 

 is more than double the tolerance of 2012, when users were hanging up after just 37.8 seconds.
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The best performing sector in terms of calls completed is business and professional services, which claims an industry-leading 

50.8%. At 38.5%, service providers and telcos are the least likely organisations in which calls fall out of the IVR to an agent, 

comparing well to the all-sector average of 53.0%.

Recommendations

Continue to focus on the user experience when designing IVR call flows and applications. Using voice user interface (VUI) design 

experts is critical for speech, and highly recommended for IVR dialogue design in DTMF. 

Monitor the performance of your IVR applications, look for trouble spots where callers tend to drop out, and review the 

dialogue. Look for ways to reduce customer effort or confusion. 

When asking for an account number, for example, give a slight pause in the dialogue and, after a set timeout, inform them of 

where to find their account number on a recent account statement. Similarly offer help dialogue after errors or timeouts, which 

are more prescriptive with each consecutive error.

When asking for an account number, for example, give a slight 
pause in the dialogue and, after a set timeout, inform them of 
where to find their account number on a recent account statement. 
Similarly offer help dialogue after errors or timeouts, which are more 
prescriptive with each consecutive error.
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Re-focus on customer experience to drive adoption 

Consumers now prefer digital channels, but the uptake is not evident yet. We need a strong focus on reducing 

customer effort to drive adoption. Processes should be structured around user preferences, with due consideration 

of transaction business value. An engagement model strategy should contain the vision and clear objectives for each 

channel. Targeted advancements need to be more prevalent, set, and managed.

Focus on transitions, not channels in isolation

There is an increasing need to provide choice and frictionless experiences as consumers hop across channels to fulfill 

their needs. Integration remains a challenge, and a missed opportunity. For consumers, getting the job done with 

minimal effort across multiple channels of their choosing is a better experience than a feature-packed channel that 

doesn’t work or fails to enable easy resolution. 

Losing touch with customer sentiment  

Customers are dictating how they want to engage, but there’s a worrying lack of measurement in digital channels. 

This means that we’re not responding to their needs, and along with it, refining solution paths quickly or effectively 

enough. The consequence is that modern channel volumes aren’t delivering to their full potential yet. 

Contact centres are having trouble demonstrating ROI

New channels aren’t achieving the same attention and management focus as the traditional telephone. More 

consistency in the application of performance measurements needs to be achieved. Blend customer experience in with 

the business case, and build reporting into the channel for ROI justification, analytics, and improvement. 

Digital channels to grow in next 12 months

Web chat and smart app channels will increase further, and enable social media as a more viable service path. It’s 

the top choice for Generation Y and tomorrow’s customers, but six in 10 providers have no such capability. Video 

capability is rising quickly and is set to radically change the mix, should customer comfort be achieved.

Summary
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Telephony 1915
On January 25, 1915, Alexander Graham Bell, in New York City, repeated his famous 
statement ‘Mr. Watson, come here. I want you,’ into the telephone, which was heard by his 
assistant Dr. Watson in San Francisco, for a long distance call of 3,400 miles. 

Dr. Watson replied, ‘It will take me five days to get there now!’ The Alexander Graham Bell call 
officially initiated AT&T’s transcontinental service.
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chapter 04

Operations: are we ready for engagement to go digital?
Origin story – helping your people love your brand

Your people are the face of your organisation

How do we get our people to feel passionate about our brand?

Creating the right physical and emotional environments

Make it simple to deliver the brand promise

If your people love your brand, so will your customers

Results and recommendations
Customer experience – moving beyond measurement
Summary

Managing Director, Merchants, a Dimension Data Company

George began his career as an insurance agent, rapidly moving through the ranks to 
become Head of Sales and Customer Service for RBS Insurance. In 2007 he joined 
Merchants UK as an international consultant. He was responsible for training and 
development for one of the largest outsourced financial services customer management 
divisions at Nationwide. In South Africa with Merchants, he managed the Carphone 
Warehouse offshore contact centre. He has held various positions in Merchants and, in 
his current role as Managing Director, he’s responsible for day-to-day operational delivery 
and ensuring profitable growth. As a certified NPS Associate professional, he’s successfully 
implemented one of the world’s leading NPS contact centres in Cape Town, South Africa.

about the author – George Todd  
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Customer satisfaction levels drop for 4th consecutive year 

Top 3 factors impacting customer satisfaction:

First contact resolution (FCR) deemed 2nd most important indicator of operational performance 

Top sales target measures 

A day in the life of an agent

1. ease of resolution

2.  agent knowledge 
and empowerment

3. ease of contact

Digital response times are improving 
fast, but still not as convenient as a call

are measured for 
quality performance 

average handle time

calls answered within 
20 seconds of IVR exit

calls abandoned

operations

Customer satisfaction =  
#1 measure of operational performance 

82.1%
2011

80.4%
2012

77.6%
2013/14

76.3%
2015

of agents not being 
prompted to ID sales 
opportunities

Inbound

70.4% handling interactions

12.1% waiting (for customers)

8.5% meetings/briefings

9.0% training/breaks etc

conversion rate to sale revenues

leads generateddials per hour

Outbound

69.9% handling interactions

12.4% waiting (for customers)

8.7% meetings/briefings

9.0% training/breaks

91.1%
61.4%

of voice interactions vs.

non-voice interactions

FCR on voice contact =  
static for 4 years

Digital response times: Call response times:

seconds 294

76.4%

7.3%

3/4

2/3

voice 
interactions 
resolved 

non-voice 
interactions 
resolved

SMS 2.3 hours

Email 5.4 hours

Web 
chat <1 hour

43.6% 
1. 3. 

4. 2. 

Social 
media 2.0 hours
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Operations: are we ready for engagement   
to go digital?

Traditional approaches to managing contact centre operations are rapidly evolving as a new 
form of modern contact management centre emerges to support the shift to a customer-centric 
digital age. 

Our research revealed that more and more consumers are moving away from the traditional voice channel. This is enabled by 

the significant improvements and the broadening of choice in non-voice services available from contact centres. Unfortunately, 

quality of service is still out of sync, not only with traditional voice, but also – more importantly – with a more demanding and 

tech-savvy consumer. The impact is accentuated by a lack of quality measurement in non-voice channels at many organisations, 

despite an improvement on previous years. 

This may come as no surprise to those familiar with contact centre operations and the challenges created by the continuing 

channel shift. But it does provide stark evidence of the hard work still required to ensure a consistent service across all touch 

points and channels in the coming omnichannel world.

It’s also interesting that customer satisfaction continues to drop, even though organisations have recognised the importance 

of the customer and claim to be focusing more closely on improving the service experience. This shows that consumers are 

becoming more demanding and exert greater influence. It’s therefore encouraging to see that consumer feedback is used 

more frequently to calibrate internal quality measures. In fact, the increased use of NPS and other customer experience metrics 

demonstrates that the customer’s opinion has never been more important in measuring success and driving positive change.

The digital age makes it easy for customers to check that 
they’re getting the best experience, so their expectations 
become markedly higher.

Another positive result is the sustained high levels of efficiency within contact centre operations. We may have reached a 

productivity ‘sweet spot’ for the voice channel, as major changes are neither required nor desired. It’s clear, however, that there’s 

still some way to go before non-voice interactions reach the same standard. 

Challenges remain, but ultimately, we’re seeing progress. The customer is increasingly becoming the focus of organisations’ 

attention, while the move to high-quality, non-voice interaction continues. But there’s also no room for complacency.   

The consumer will become more informed and more demanding across all channels. Contact centre operations aren’t ready yet, 

nor do they currently have the ability to meet increasing customer demands.

Origin story – helping your people love your brand

This year’s benchmark results show customer satisfaction dropping for the fourth year in succession. This might seem 

shocking, considering that customer experience is consistently placed at the top, or close to the top, of boardroom strategic 

performance concerns. If organisations know how important it is to give customers a superior experience, why would this not 

lead to increasing levels of customer satisfaction? While it may seem logical, this result comes as no surprise to many customer 

experience professionals. The reason is simple: customers are more demanding and more knowledgeable today than they were 

before. They can now compare their experiences not only with previous ones, and perhaps with those of friends and family, 

but also with millions of other consumers. The digital age makes it easy for customers to check that they’re getting the best 

experience, so their expectations become markedly higher.

How do organisations deal with this? How do you ensure your experience quality keeps pace with increasing   

customer demands?
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More and more organisations realise that the answer lies with their own people, or with those of their service partners.  

This is something that leading customer organisations, whose success has invariably been built on the shoulders of their  

people already know. 

Your people are the face of your organisation

Customer-facing people are the most important component of the customer experience for many organisations. The best 

customer experience organisations have motivated and passionate people who are proud of their brand and, as a result, want to 

make their customers happy. They feel loyalty to the brand they represent and foster loyalty in the customers they engage with. 

They know why their organisation exists and that it aligns to their own values. They’re not in it for the ‘what’; they’re in it for 

the ‘why’. They want to have a sense of purpose beyond earning a salary.

The best organisations want to recruit people who share their values and with whom their ‘why’ resonates.

So, when helping a customer, the agent is exercising his or her purpose, not just doing a job. The impact on their level of 

engagement and energy is significant, and the impact on the experience of the customer is similarly so. In fact, your people’s 

experience is the customer’s experience.

Figure 4.1: Your people’s experience is the customer’s experience

The challenge for most organisations is getting this level of engagement and loyalty from their people. We can’t all work for 

popularly admired companies, but there are still ways to create collective pride among our employees.

employee
happiness

employee
engagement

employee
experience

customer experience
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Figure 4.2: What’s an origin story?

How do we get our people to feel passionate about our brand? 

This is an even bigger challenge for business process outsourcing (BPO) partners such as Merchants. Our people have to 

deliver the same high-quality experience and make the customers just as happy, yet our people don’t actually work for the 

brand they represent. In fact, they often represent a brand from another country they’ve never heard of, whose products or 

services they can never use themselves. It would be hard to love Apple if you’ve never used an iPod, or iPhone, or iPad, or Mac 

… but that’s the challenge we’re faced with.

Resolving that challenge helps organisations develop passionate people who are loyal and proud of their brand.

And it starts with knowing ‘why?’: 

• Why does the organisation exist?

• Why was it founded?

• Why does it matter to its customers?

We call it the organisation’s ‘origin story’.

What does it mean? Superhero movies are currently a trend in the film industry: new superheros, but predominantly those 

we’ve met before. What these films all have in common is that the first in the series always covers the ‘origin story’ of the 

superhero, that is, the story of how the superhero came to have superpowers and how he/she learned to use those powers 

for good, rather than becoming a supervillain. The origin story helps us fall in love with the hero, tells us why we should care 

about and root for him/her, and why he/she’s a hero.

What is your origin story?

What does the company stand for?

Why does it exist?

Why should your people care?

Why does your company stand out from others?

What does it do that others don’t?

Origin
story

Telling the organisation’s origin story to its people tells them why they should care about the company, what its ‘superpowers’ 

are, and how it uses them for the good of the customer, rather than being a supervillain organisation that puts profit ahead of 

the customer. It’s about creating a compelling narrative around the organisation’s values and purpose, rather than a dry bullet 

point list we’re expected to remember, but rarely impacts our day-to-day work experience.

This then becomes the basis for the customer experience blueprint. Every organisation that’s serious about improving customer 

experience must make it easy for its people to deliver the right experience. 
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We can’t treat our people as though they’re cogs in a machine 
and expect them to care. 

Creating the right physical and emotional environments

Step one of this blueprint is creating the right physical and emotional environment for your people. How does your contact 

centre environment speak to the organisation’s values? The best customer experience organisations create great places to work, 

promoting engagement and happiness, and thus promoting similar experiences for customers. 

Contact centre environments in the digital age can’t be about efficiency only; they must first be about engagement. The shift 

to self-serve is changing the nature of contact centres. They’re becoming customer resolution centres – simple transactions 

and queries are managed through digital media, leaving agents to get involved only when the customer needs more complex 

intervention. So, the profile of the agent is changing, because these complex interactions require greater knowledge, skill, effort, 

and engagement. They also require someone to care about getting it right and solving the customer’s issue. We can’t treat our 

people as though they’re cogs in a machine and expect them to care. The environment should be one in which our people love 

to work, which makes it easy for them to care, and easy for them to deliver the desired customer experience. 

The way we treat our people should reflect how we want our customers to be treated. If employees feel as though they 

don’t matter and are given only rules and regulations while having their every move monitored and critiqued, they’ll treat the 

customer in the same way, not out of spite, but because they’re following our example. Only by giving our employees the same 

experience as the customer should get, will we deliver the required customer experience.

Make it simple to deliver the brand promise

Step two involves using the origin story as the basis for explaining the experience we want our customers to have. It therefore 

demonstrates what our customer-facing employees should do to deliver that experience and realise the brand promise.

For example, if a brand represents itself as the consumer’s champion, it’s imperative that agents are able to put the customer 

first and focus on their needs above those demanded by the organisation’s processes. They should be guided to focus on 

delivering what the customer wants, if at all possible, while being measured on customer satisfaction. That is, rather than  

being told to focus on process adherence and being measured on average handle time (AHT) and other subjective, internal 

‘quality’ measures.

Walk through your contact centre and ask the agents to describe the customer experience they should deliver. If they can’t do it 

easily, in a few simple points, expectation to deliver it is unrealistic. The simple answer is they can’t and they won’t. Experiences 

will vary, based on query type and the varying levels of motivation, energy, and happiness of your customer-facing people. 

However, if they can describe it in a few simple bullets, it will be easy for them to make sure each customer gets the right 

experience. It will be easy for them to make the right decision about what to do at each stage of the interaction. All they need 

to do is check it against their short and simple list.
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Figure 4.3: Help your people love your brand

So, if you follow these simple steps, the increasingly demanding customers of the digital age shouldn’t be a concern, 

but an opportunity to rise above the competition.

If your people love your brand, so will your customers

This is a bold statement to make and, of course, we know that our customers can experience our brand in many ways other 

than in the interactions with our contact centre people. But the truth is, research shows time and again how important a role 

our customer-facing people play. You can have great products and services, but if your people don’t care and treat customers 

accordingly, you’ll have customers who only tolerate you at best. They won’t be loyal … and it won’t take much for them to 

move somewhere else.

Contact centre environments in the digital age can’t be about 
efficiency only; they must first be about engagement. The 
shift to self-serve is changing the nature of contact centres. 

Remember your ‘origin story’

What is the ‘why’?

Create physical and emotional 
environments that support the 

values and purpose.

Make it simple to deliver the 
brand promise!

They want to be your best 
advert, to be proud of what 
they do. Make that the easy 

choice.

Do your people know ‘why’? 
Do they get ‘why’? Do they care?
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Results and recommendations

Ease of resolution is key

Contact choice 
important, but less than 
ability to resolve enquiry

Results  

For service-based contact centres, ease of resolution – as selected by 

59.1% of operations – is ranked as the top factor affecting customer 

satisfaction. Agent knowledge and empowerment is in second place, and 

ease of contact comes third. Customers are clearly saying that choice is 

good, but their primary concern is that issues should be resolved. 

They expect agents to be equipped with all the tools necessary to facilitate a resolution, should self-/assisted-service channels 

fail. Beyond these hygiene factors, customers want their business to be valued, and gauge this according to the agents’ 

willingness to help. So, first aptitude, then attitude, will meet their needs. If paired, they’ll form a significant differentiator for 

any contact centre.

Conversely, sales-centric operations rank agent knowledge as their top differentiator, as they use it as a tool to overcome 

objections and convert sales. Contact channel availability is also seen as more crucial to them in driving customer satisfaction 

than for customer service functions.

Location of agent
(e.g. onshore)

Other

Preventing repeat contacts

Agent providing
correct advice

Wait time to
access a live agent

Agent care/
willingness to help

(customer feels valued)

Ease of contact (e.g. choice
of contact channels)

Agent knowledge
and empowerment

Ease of resolution 59.1

45.6

44.4

37.9

35.7

35.4

29.9

6.9

4.7

Factors affecting customer satisfaction

Figure 4.4 – What are the top three most important factors affecting customer satisfaction with your organisation? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 678 
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Customer experience 
is top strategic 
performance measure 

But has fallen four years 
in a row

Results

Customer satisfaction has fallen to 76.3%, the lowest since 2011. 

More importantly, this is the fourth consecutive year in which we’ve 

seen a drop. During this period, we’ve also seen customer experience 

consistently ranked among the top, if not as the most important 

board-level strategic performance concern. Something’s clearly amiss! 

On its own, the actual number achieved is somewhat irrelevant. 

Preventing repeat contacts is only ranked seventh (accounting for 29.9% of votes) – this is worrying, given its potential impact 

on how the customer views the operation and the cost it creates. More proactive management of the causes of caller propensity 

will improve the customers’ perception of ease of resolution and, at the same time, deliver significant business benefits in 

relation to cost-to-serve. Its ranking suggests a missed opportunity.  

There’s a few notable variances across industry verticals in terms of the issues faced. Government and education contact centres 

cite the provision of correct advice as their second most important focus, versus a global benchmark of sixth position. Each 

sector does, of course, have its unique nuances.

Recommendations

The feedback from customers is clear: focus on the quality of the service rather than the quantity of channels. 

Customers want positive outcomes, in other words, they want the interaction to deliver what they need. So, the ease of 

resolution, contact, agent knowledge, and willingness to help are more important to them than traditional quantitative 

measures such as wait time and the need for repeat contact. Operational performance targets and, crucially, management 

objectives should be aligned with this.

Customer experience performance levels

Table 4.1 – What is your average and target customer experience score for:
Percentage of contact centres | n = 430 

Percentage Customer satisfaction % – Actual Customer satisfaction % – Target

2015 76.3 79.9

2013/14 77.6 Not asked

2012 80.4 Not asked

2011 82.1 Not asked

Only when we compare it to a target can we judge whether it’s a positive result. 

To better gauge the context of the drop in satisfaction, our research also considered how the 76.3% compares to targets. 

The answer was concerning, because at 79.9%, it shows that organisations are falling short of their own expectations, if 

not those of customers. We also looked at NPS and whether that was indicating anything different. But the results were the 

same: no region or sector met the targets they’d set for themselves. Only the UK’s NPS performance exceeds the target, and 

even there it’s by less than one point.
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Recommendations

We shouldn’t be surprised that customer satisfaction has declined. Consumers are more knowledgeable today and their  

service expectations are higher. Organisations are also more stretched.

The increased use of more robust metrics such as NPS, which go beyond simple satisfaction scores, is also impacting this trend. 

Customer experience is a moving target in that the requirements to realise the goal vary per customer, by interaction, and over 

time. Whatever actions are taken today probably won’t meet tomorrow’s consumer expectations. 

Ensure that your improvement programme is continuous so that you deliver better services, even if the customer’s perceived 

experience of the services varies. Focus on the resolution, and the experience feedback will improve over time.

Organisation view

Customer view

14.6

62.5

22.9

14.4

59.3

26.3

Above expectations

As expected

Below expectations 

Rating of services by customers and organisation

Figure 4.5 – How do you think your organisation and your customers would rate your contact centre service offerings?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 678 

Organisations harder 
on themselves than  
their customers

26% of customers 
delighted as CEX scores 
drop for 4th year

Results

Organisations and their customers are almost aligned in their rating 

of contact centre service offerings. Flying in the face of the falling 

customer satisfaction scores, 26.3% of service consumers perceive 

their own experiences to be above expectation, versus the much 

smaller proportion (14.4%) who judge services below expectation. 

The sizeable group that reports ‘as expected’ results provides an 

opportunity that should be easily realised.
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Consumers are more knowledgeable today and their service 
expectations are higher. Organisations are also more stretched.

The Americas boasts the largest number of customers who feel that service exceeds expectation. The top performing sectors 

globally are business and professional services (40.0%), and healthcare and pharmaceuticals (35.7%).

Recommendations

It would be easy to interpret these results as showing that organisations do better than they think at serving their customers. 

This may cause complacency and a lack of drive to improve. That situation should be avoided at all costs. There are some 

encouraging signs, but the results still show that seven out of 10 customers aren’t experiencing a service that will win their 

loyalty. Organisations risk losing these customers to the competition. Organisations that see the opportunity in winning over 

those customers that hang in the balance will lead the industry.

For many providers, pitching services in just the right way will mean striking a delicate balance between costs invested in 

service capability, and customer expectations. For others, going beyond the norm and delighting customers is an opportunity to 

differentiate and establish brand loyalty. It’s a question of creating a ‘sweet spot’ that makes a difference to your business, but 

with a manageable price tag. 

The organisation’s brand positioning and values should form the basis of the solution design which, in turn, should be assessed 

against a realistic performance target. Establish a mechanism that helps you evaluate emotional trigger points within the services 

journey and which is calibrated with voice-of-the-customer feedback.

There are some encouraging signs, but the results still show 
that seven out of 10 customers aren’t experiencing a service 
that will win their loyalty. Organisations risk losing these 
customers to the competition.

There’s a saying in North America’s Major League Baseball that every team wins one-third of their season games, but also lose 

one-third outright. It’s the last third of games that hang in the balance. That’s what determines success or failure. The service 

capability results suggest something similar for contact centres. Six in 10 experiences do nothing more than meet expectations. 

A small move in the right direction could have excellent results.
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Customer experience – moving beyond 
measurement

Contact centres see customer experience as their most important strategic measure. It has taken the top spot again this year. 

Yet, for the last four years, contact centres’ customer experience has deteriorated. In part, this is due to growing customer 

expectations, but also to the ‘tick-box mentality’ that exists in many organisations. They lack either the means, or the 

motivation to go beyond measurement, to understand what drives their customer experience, and to use that knowledge to 

eliminate the glitches and accentuate the delights. 

So why do some organisations stall at measurement?

1.   Misreporting – Those responsible for measurement shouldn’t be stakeholders in the outcome. It’s not difficult to find 

data to support a story you want to promote. This is a problem when there’s no independent calibration or assessment, 

and can occur in internal departments as well as with outsourcers.

2.   Not knowing what to change – When the questions or analyses don’t reveal the root cause of good or bad 

experiences, anecdotal evidence prevails without support or challenge.

3.   Unwillingness to act – When the customer experience falls in line with the relevant industry peer group, contact centres 

tend to take that as a sign that their strategy of no action is working. Why fix it when the evidence that it’s broken isn’t 

strong enough?

4.   Inability to act – Well-aligned customer journeys have to be supported by underlying systems. These are both expensive 

and slow to change. Overcoming the IT anchor is probably the hardest barrier that organisations face, especially when the 

investment in legacy systems is substantial. This is where new entrants have a real advantage.

Misreporting can be overcome by ensuring that experts do the analysis, and that they’re totally detached from the outcome 
and capable of withstanding the nudges from colleagues to present the results in a positive light. Internal departments will 
always struggle with these pressures, especially if they’re stakeholders in change management. Consider outsourcing the 
analysis and insight instead.

Not knowing what to change can be fixed by combining survey information with operational and financial data, and 
analysing verbatim comments to reveal the underlying sentiment associated with the elements of the service. Customers are 
very generous in providing these comments and they’re a valuable source of free information about the areas that delight and 
annoy. Asking a question such as, ‘What’s the one thing we should do to improve our service?’ is a great way of harvesting 
this information. The following diagram taken from a typical sentiment analysis application shows how sentiment analysis can 
be combined with a variety of scores to give a rich picture of the customer experience.

When using an interactive sentiment analysis application such as in Figure 4.6 on the next page, the topic bubbles would 
reveal the underlying customer comments and provide a much richer context to understand the scores for the entire 
customer journey. In this case, the website usability and functionality limitations forced customers to channel-switch and 
made the calls more difficult to resolve as the agents had to deal with inconvenienced customers. Listening directly to the 
voice of the customer, per topic, is the most powerful way to connect senior executives to what customers are saying. Making 
this available at the click of a button overcomes misreporting biases and prevents dilution of the messages, as stakeholders 
have a direct line of sight to the voice of the customer.
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Figure 4.6:  Sentiment analysis in gauging customer experience

An unwillingness to act is often caused by not knowing the financial value of customer experience. This includes the optimum 
value of any measure that results in customers staying longer, spending more, and spreading positive word-of-mouth about your 
products and services. Arguably, this is the most important factor. Monetising customer experience will make it a primary and 
compelling KPI. 

The inability to act is minimised when the case for action is clear. There may be real system constraints to overcome, but there 
will always be aspects that can be changed locally, which are independent of the underlying infrastructure. The key is to harness 
the feedback of frontline staff and to create an environment where their voices are heard and local actions can be taken with 
minimal corporate intervention. Front-line staff know what the customers’ delights and annoyances are, and treating these 
employees as stakeholders, not just observers, will result in quick and deft change. 

If you want to move beyond measurement, you should keep three points in mind:

• Make sure the results are accurate and a true reflection of the customer experience. 

•  Know the underlying root causes of the delights and annoyances, together with the financial value of improving the 

customer experience. 

•  Enrol your front line staff. They will find ways to make improvements that are easy to implement and quick to deliver.

With these three aspects in place, you’d be able to rapidly  
improve your customer experience beyond measurement,   
and do so with confidence.
By David Howard, CEO, InsightNow
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Where is quality performance measured?

Figure 4.7 – Do you measure quality levels on:
Percentage of contact centres | n = 678 

Yes

No

Follow-up actions
(e.g. promised call-backs)

Business processes
(e.g. back office admin)

Non-voice interactions
(e.g. email, web chat)

Voice calls 91.1

61.4

50.7 49.3

48.5 51.5

38.6

8.9

91% measure quality on 
voice contacts 

Just 61% for non-voice 
interactions 

Even less (51%) on back-
office functions

Results

Since incorporating the quality assessment of non-voice interactions into 

this question in 2012, we’ve noted a neglect of activity areas other than 

traditional phone call management.  

Efforts relating to voice activity remain the dominant focus: 91.1% of 

operations have such systems in place. But, as the digital wave rolls 

forward, organisations are at last making some headway, and learning that 

they must apply the same foundational quality management procedures to 

non-voice and back-office activities.   

The focus on non-voice and back-office administration has never been stronger, nor more important. This year’s results show 

encouraging improvement. Even with the strides forward, 38.6% of non-voice transactions such as email or web chat are still 

not being measured, let alone supported by a robust quality assurance programme. Almost half (49.3%) of back-office business 

functions still fail to measure performance quality.  

The neglect of quality measurement on outbound interactions is even more evident: just four in 10 (43.9%) of contact centres 

report that they have measurement systems in place for non-voice channels, versus the nine in 10 (90.2%) that see fit to have 

appropriate processes in place for voice interactions..

Recommendations

Every customer touch point at which the quality of the interaction and the customer’s experience aren’t measured is both a 

missed opportunity and a significant failure. 

Consider that non-voice channels give the customer the ability to keep a record of the service interaction in the form of 

an email, web chat transcript, social media posting, and so forth. Also think about how easily these can be shared beyond 

immediate circles via social media. The improvement in quality measurement of these channels isn’t happening fast enough. It’s 

a high-risk strategy. If you’re interacting with your customers through non-voice channels, you must be tracking the quality of 
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Systems and processes used to enable service quality

Table 4.3 – What do you use to enable the quality of contact centre services?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 678  

Percentage 2013/14 2015

Voice recording technology 78.5 80.8

Side-by-side coaching (supervisor agent) 78.8 79.8

Customer feedback (e.g. complaints, social media, surveys) 47.3 77.3

Peer group listening 27.0 36.1

Screen recording technology Not asked 35.8

Industry accreditation standards (e.g. ISO/Six Sigma etc.) Not asked 23.5

Automated coaching modules (based upon agent performance) Not asked 17.4

Voice analytics Not asked 13.3

Screen/text analytics Not asked 9.2

None of above 2.1 2.5

77% use customer 
feedback to drive service 
quality (63% increase)

More than a third (36%) 
have implemented screen-
recording technology

Results

Quality is the foundation for many critical success factors, both in terms 

of customer satisfaction and operational performance. Its importance 

is verified by the fact that just 2.5% of contact centres operate without 

a performance quality solution, as it enables better management and 

improves delivery.

Voice recording technology is now the top method used to boost service 

quality. Some regions prefer other techniques. 

the interactions and the customer sentiment about them, just as you would for voice. Inaction will simply cause greater levels of 

exposure as the digital revolution takes hold.

Side-by-side coaching, for example, is still the most popular method in Australia and New Zealand, and Europe. In these regions, 

voice recording is relegated to third choice.

The most significant change has been the almost doubling of organisations sourcing and using customer feedback to better 

understand and ensure the quality of contact centre services. 

A majority of contact centres now adopt a combination of systems to achieve a calibrated view of quality performance. Remote 

voice recording and direct, side-by-side coaching, are used in conjunction with customer feedback by more than three-quarters 

of organisations.  

In line with the changing environment, techniques are evolving. Not least of these is peer group listening, for which usage is up 

by a third to 36.1% in 2015. Another one-third of contact centres have implemented screen-recording solutions. It’s particularly 

prevalent with providers operating in regulated sectors, such as financial services, utilities, and healthcare.
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Recommendations

A combined/calibrated approach is the right option. By calibrating internal mechanisms against customer feedback, intelligent 

systems become highly powerful tools to improve customer experience. Without it, you’re shooting in the dark. However, apply 

caution with peer group listening. There’s a risk that group dynamics may lead to skewed perceptions. Calibrating against 

customer sentiment is more reliable than calibrating by using group member opinion. 

Operational performance indicators

Table 4.4 – What are the top three most important indicators of operational performance from a business perspective? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 678  

Ranking 2013/14 2015

Customer satisfaction 1 1

First contact resolution 2 2

Agent productivity/utilisation rate 6 3

Agent contact handling capacity per day (incl. AHT) 3 4

Quality control/process adherence 4 5

NPS* (or similar) 8 6

Employee satisfaction Not asked 7

Cost to serve 9 8

Sales revenue/leads generated Not asked 9

Agent schedule adherence 7 10

Other Not asked 11

Contact deflections (usage of non-voice channels) Not asked 12

*Net Promoter, NPS and Net Promoter Score are trademarks of Satmetrix Systems Inc., Bain & Company and Fred Reichheld

Satisfaction and 
resolution rates top 
focus for ops managers

NPS rises 3 places since 
2012 with selections up 
61% in last year  

Attention to 
productivity rises as 
utilisation  rates moves up 
three spots

Results

Customer satisfaction is again the most important indicator of operational 

performance. It’s a great business outcomes-based reflection of the contact 

centre’s effectiveness. Organisations continue to push their front-line staff 

to consider customer experience in everything they do. Recognising that 

a happy employee translates into customer experience results, one-fifth 

(20.5%) of contact centres survey employee satisfaction in view of its 

impact on service.

This year’s results reflect a reasonably balanced approach to performance 

management, which we’d expect as standard in most contact centres.  

The top three KPIs focus on satisfying the customer, facilitating the 

resolution of the enquiry, and ensuring that agent costs are managed by 

optimising productivity. 

Other trusted measures such as NPS are becoming increasingly popular: it’s moved up to sixth position, rising by 

49.7% compared with 2013/14 results. However, a part of the puzzle is still missing.
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The majority of contact centres have yet to align their operating models to their customers’ expectations. Customers want 

ease of resolution but, equally, a choice of contact channels. We know that interaction habits are changing to digital, but 

contact centres aren’t yet facilitating the journey by actively marketing the alternatives as a performance focus. Promoting 

choice via awareness programmes, as well as improving call deflection results to help validate the technology’s ROI, is often 

absent. Just 2.4% of contact centres have such measurements in place. The media and entertainment sector stands out  

at 14.3%.

Marketing your alternative channels to age-segmented customers who want non-voice options can create many benefits.

Recommendations

While it’s encouraging to see employee satisfaction become a top 10 performance indicator, still only 20.5% of 

organisations see it as important. However, all six of the measures ranked higher are positively impacted by happy, 

engaged, and motivated employees. There’s only so much that can be improved through tighter controls, monitoring, and 

management intervention. Today, the most successful contact centres are those in which customer experience is optimised 

through improved employee satisfaction. 

First contact resolution (FCR) statistics

Table 4.5 – What are your FCR percentage rates for voice and non-voice contacts? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 387 

2011 2012 2013/14 2015

Voice contacts 74.9 73.3 73.1 74.8

Non-voice contacts Not asked Not asked Not asked 67.9

FCR on voice contact 
static for last 4 years

Two-thirds of 
interactions handled via 
non-voice channels are 
resolved

Results

There are many ways to evaluate FCR, including categorising first person 

escalations, transfers, and more. Our benchmarking research highlights 

that consumers simply want to have their issues resolved. Hence, we’ve 

focused on the number of interactions resolved within a single or first 

contact, that is, regardless of how many people may be involved in 

progressing the matter to conclusion. As long as the resolution is achieved 

within a single call, web chat conversation, IVR encounter, email chain, or 

similar method, it’s seen as one interaction.

Despite the knowledge that resolution is critical to customer satisfaction, and that customer satisfaction is viewed by the 

majority as the most important performance measure, FCR rates have remained virtually static for the last four years. Given the 

complexities introduced during this period, and the volume of simple transactions that’s now automated, it’s not a bad result.  

Three in every four (74.8%) customers can now expect their issues to be resolved when reaching out to their service provider via 

a voice channel. As with last year, the Americas lead the way, but regional results are mainly flat. As a service type, IT helpdesks 

have the poorest results.  

Just over two-thirds (67.9%) of customers can expect their query to be resolved when using non-voice and digital channels. 

If user adoption of these channels is to grow, this level needs to increase to be on a par with voice paths, otherwise traffic 

migration will continue to fall short of targets.
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Three in every four (74.8%) customers can now expect their 
issues to be resolved when reaching out to their service provider 
via a voice channel. 

Recommendations

The main obstacle to FCR is giving front-line agents the right mix of knowledge and authority to resolve the majority of 

customer queries and issues. As more and more of the straightforward transactional customer contacts are migrated to  

self-service channels, it will become increasingly challenging to ensure that front-line agents are able to resolve   

three-quarters of customer queries on first contact. 

To add to the complexity, many customers will have tried self-help channels before contacting the centre, so their perception 

of ease of resolution will already be impacted. It’s imperative to give your agents the tools they need to resolve queries on 

first contact.

Yes – automated
process, system driven

No

Yes – manual process

39.3

33.1

43.6

12.9

14.2

10.4

47.8

52.7

46.0

2015

2013/14

2012

Can sales opportunities be identified?

Figure 4.8 – Can agents identify sales opportunities through specified ‘triggers’ that may occur during customer contacts?  
Percentage of contact centres | n = 631 
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44% of agents not 
prompted to identify 
sales opportunities 

10% have automated 
systems, majority rely on 
a manual process

Results

As contact centres introduce new channels that expand the marketing 

reach beyond the phone, the pressure to sell by phone is slightly 

alleviated. Personalised offerings based on social media and Internet 

histories are increasingly used to target individuals with specific products.  

The contact centre’s focus is to deliver customer experience excellence, 

which includes helping customers by alerting them to solutions they may 

not be aware of. 

This assistance may convert to a sale but, more importantly, it may also result in a more satisfied customer. The regression in 

both automated and manual sales-trigger capability suggests a more streamlined sales effort that’s geared towards maximising 

consumer loyalty. Of all contact centres, 56.4% still make some sales effort during customer contacts. This is highest in the travel 

and transportation sector, where 76.9% have processes in place to identify sales opportunities.  

Outsourcers are also more likely to have sales trigger mechanisms and, at 63.8%, are ahead of in-house operations by 8.8%.

Recommendations

Customers welcome good advice, even when it includes a product add-on. The concept of sales through service can build 

consumer loyalty while creating additional revenues for the organisation. It’s all about doing the most you can to assist 

customers and looking after their best interest during each and every engagement. With this in mind, enabling your agents 

through automated support systems and next-best-action prompts can be an important differentiator. The key is to ensure that 

the approach stays balanced, that it doesn’t become repetitive, and that agents are properly trained on when to hold back.

The concept of sales through service can build consumer loyalty 
while creating additional revenues for the organisation. It’s all 
about doing the most you can to assist customers and looking 
after their best interest during each and every engagement. 
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Outbound sales measurements

Figure 4.9 – If you use an outbound capability, which of the following do you measure?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 678 

Cross-sell/up-sell
opportunities secured

Decision-maker
contact success

Cost per sale/contact

Contact resolution levels

Customer retention

Sales leads generated

Sales volumes/revenues
(incl. payment recovery)

Dials per hour

Conversion rate to sale 30.5

27.1

21.2

19.8

17.7

17.3

16.8

16.1

15.0

Flattening of 
measurements and more 
balanced approach 

Conversion rates top 
indicator

Productivity focus grows 
with hourly dials up 7% 
and rising to 2nd place

Results

Sales conversion rates are once again the most important operational 

measurement for outbound sales contacts. The further flattening of 

measurements compared with previous results suggests a more balanced 

approach by contact centres. The top three focus areas form a solid basis 

to monitor the effectiveness of outbound activities.   

As highlighted in our 2013/14 Report, increased consumer negativity 

about, and legislation governing, outbound calls have driven a move 

towards more tailored, digital-media marketing. The requirement for 

outbound sales activity, which has become a niche commodity and 

technically advanced, continues to be very industry-specific. 

This greatly affects what’s measured, specifically if the sector is seeking high-value, or a high volume of, sales.

The Americas is the region most likely to focus on dials per hour. Customers in Middle East and Africa are most likely to 

receive an outbound contact from their contact centres. You’re also most likely to receive a proactive outbound contact from 

the business and professional services sector (70.0% have systems in place). At the other end of the scale, just 25.0% of the 

government and education vertical have outbound interaction processes in place.
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76% of calls answered 
within 20 secs – best in 
four years

Contradiction: average 
speed to answer at a 
4-year high

Results

At 76.4%, more calls are being answered within 20 seconds than in 

our last research. At the same time, the average speed to answer has 

increased marginally to a four-year high of 38.7 seconds. This suggests 

that a quarter of calls falling outside of the 20-second threshold have to 

wait considerably longer during call volume spikes. Of all calls, 92.7% 

will be answered, but with some sector variance. Overall performance 

levels remain relatively flat for regions and sectors, barring a few minor 

exceptions either side of the global benchmark.

Recommendations

Outbound sales operations should consider measuring other outcomes beyond those directly connected to sales value. The 

impact of the sales interaction on customer loyalty and satisfaction will be affected, and should be gauged.  

Given increasing customer negativity around outbound sales, it would be prudent to measure whether your outbound activity 

may be damaging your brand. This could impact other sales/revenue channels, and may even reduce important measures such 

as lifetime customer value.

Call handle time statistics

Table 4.6 – In your contact centre, what are the call time statistics for:
Percentage of contact centres | n = 556  

2011 2012 2013/14 2015

Average speed to answer (to speak with a live agent)  
Please exclude time spent in the IVR 34.8 seconds 33.8 seconds 29.9 seconds 38.7 seconds 

% of calls abandoned Not asked Not asked Not asked 7.3% 

Average call handle time – by human agent (incl. hold and wrap) 294 seconds 302 seconds 269 seconds 294 seconds 

Average hold time 74.8 seconds 96.1 seconds 37.7 seconds 50.6 seconds

Average wrap-up and administration time after each inbound call Not asked 48.9 seconds 79.6 seconds 78.8 seconds

% of inbound calls answered within 20 seconds  
(once the call has exited the IVR and been connected to  
a human agent queue)

65.2% 70.5% 70.0% 76.4%                    

Average call handle time (including hold and wrap) has remained relatively steady for a few years now, at 294 seconds,   

or just under five minutes. Of that time, just over two-and-a-half minutes (164.6 seconds) is spent talking with the customer,  

the remaining 129.4 seconds is spent on hold or on post-call administration.  

Recommendations

As the average speed to answer has increased to the highest level it’s been in recent years, organisations are struggling to make 

the right number of live agents available. 

While wait time is only ranked the fifth most important factor in customer satisfaction, the long wait times for up to a quarter 

of customers are likely to have a much greater negative impact. Having one in four customers waiting too long isn’t good 

business practice in an era when ease of access is so important and prevalent. Our results show opportunity remains to close 

gaps between contact arrival patterns, resource planning, and the management of schedule adherence. It provides an obvious 

starting point for improvement.
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Response times by channel type

Table 4.7 – How quickly do you respond to non-voice channels? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 454   

Average (minutes) 2011 2012 2013/14 2015

Email 1,074 984 864 321

Web message 726 666 732 45

SMS 444 516 414 135

Social media Not asked Not asked 462 122

Digital response times 
are improving fast, but 
must still get better

Customers on social 
media can expect a 
2-hour wait, email now 
around 5 hours

Results

In keeping with recent trends, contact centres are rapidly raising 

responsiveness to enquiries received via digital contact channels. 

But there’s still some way to go if they’re to reach the immediacy 

often available with traditional phone services. The question is, do 

digital solutions need to aspire to that level, or does balancing it with 

consumer convenience create a middle ground? Contact centres now 

respond to emails within six hours or less, most often offering a same-

day turnaround. This represents an improvement from the 14.4 hours 

in 2013/14, and is more than three times better than in 2012.

Results are similar across all media: response times are shortening rapidly. Contact centres answer web chats within an hour and 

text messages (SMSes) in just over two. It’s all about convenience. Traffic volumes will increase exponentially if service capability 

improves at the same rate at which responsiveness is progressing.  

Recommendations

The improved response times for all non-voice channels are encouraging. But given that all response times are still much longer 

than for voice, improvements are made too slowly. 

In the digital age, with channel choice so important to customers, it’s imperative that organisations respond to customers across 

all channels as rapidly as they expect. 

Organisations should also seriously consider what message is sent to customers when a contact via a public medium such as 

social media is responded to three times faster than a ‘private’ contact via email. Do you really want to drive people to more 

public spheres to air their grievances? 
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70% productivity level 
remains unchanged from 
last Report

Wait (available) time 
much less – less waste 
and better scheduled 
resources

Results

When in the workplace (that is, not absent as a result of illness or 

approved vacation), an inbound agent will spend 70.4% of his/her 

scheduled work day handling customer transactions. A further 12.1% is 

spent ‘waiting’ and available for work. This is a significant improvement 

of efficiency since our last review. Of an average day, 8.5% is spent offline 

at briefings or meetings, while the remaining 9.0% is spent training, or 

on unscheduled breaks. Our research also shows that agents can expect 

to receive 5.3 hours of formal training each month and 4.8 hours of 

coaching. These allowances grow even higher in outsourced operations.

The standards for outbound and inbound agents are on a par. 

While the trends are fairly generic across various filters, including geography, sector, and provider types, this is a critical area for 

contact centres. Even a single point of change in either direction can have a major influence on costs and services.   

It’s important to note that the above results only account for scheduled work time, and don’t incorporate paid vacation and/

or paid breaks. Each of these items is crucial to the cost model, as they will impact the availability of the agent and the overall 

productivity you can expect. For example, assuming a nine-hour day, if you’re allowing two 15-minute breaks and one hour for 

lunch, the scheduled work time is 7.5 hours. Of that, approximately 70% accounts for agents being productive by handling 

customer interactions.

Recommendations

The results suggest high productivity overall. It would be unwise to push for significant increases, as it’s likely to put significant 

pressure on your people and lead to a lower quality of interaction, poorer engagement/satisfaction, and ultimately a poorer 

customer experience. Is the extra dollar saved by pushing employees harder really worth the risk?

Agent productivity levels

Table 4.8 – What percentage of an agent’s day is spent:
Percentage of contact centres | n = 417   

Inbound Outbound

2013/14 2015 2013/14 2015

Handling customer contacts/interactions 70.9 70.4 70.7 69.9

Available (waiting for customers) 21.5 12.1 20.9 12.4

Offline (meetings/briefings/etc.) 7.6 8.5 8.4 8.7

Other (training/unscheduled breaks etc.) Not asked 9.0 Not asked 9.0
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Summary

Ease of resolution is the key to customer satisfaction

For service-based contact centres, ease of resolution is ranked the top factor affecting customer satisfaction. Customers say 

channel choice is good, but their main concern is that issues should be resolved. They expect agents to be equipped with 

all the tools necessary to facilitate a resolution, should self-/assisted-service channels fail. Beyond these hygiene factors, 

customers want their business to be valued, and gauge this according to the agents’ willingness to help. So, first aptitude, 

then attitude, will meet their needs. If paired, they’ll form a significant differentiator for any contact centre.

Top ranked strategic performance measure falls four years in succession

Customer satisfaction has fallen to the lowest level since 2011. More importantly, this is the fourth consecutive year in which 

we’ve seen a drop. During this period, we’ve also seen customer experience consistently ranked among the top, if not as 

the most important, board-level strategic performance concerns. To better gauge the context of the drop in satisfaction, our 

research also considered how the actual results compare to targets. The answer is concerning: organisations are falling short 

of their own expectations, if not those of customers. The increased use of more robust metrics such as NPS, which go beyond 

simple satisfaction scores, is also impacting this trend. Customer experience is a moving target in that the requirements to 

realise the goal varies per customer, by interaction, and with time.

Satisfaction and resolution rates are top focus areas for ops managers

The top three KPIs focus on satisfying the customer, facilitating the resolution of the enquiry, and ensuring that agent 

costs are managed by optimising productivity. While it’s encouraging to see employee satisfaction as a top 10 performance 

indicator, still only 20.5% of organisations see it as important. However, all six of the measures ranked higher are positively 

impacted by happy, engaged, and motivated employees. There’s only so much that can be improved through tighter 

controls, monitoring, and management intervention. Today, the most successful contact centres are those in which customer 

experience is optimised through improved employee satisfaction. 

Quality measurement missing on digital 

With voice contacts, only 91.1% of centres measure quality. Just 61.4% measure non-voice interactions and even less 

(50.7%) on back-office functions. Every customer touch point at which the quality of the interaction and the customer’s 

experience aren’t measured is a missed opportunity and a significant failure. Consider that non-voice channels give the 

customer the ability to keep a record of the service interaction in the form of an email, web chat transcript, social media 

posting, and so forth. Also think about how easily these can be shared beyond immediate circles via social media.   

The improvement in quality measurement of these channels isn’t happening fast enough. It’s a high-risk strategy. 

Digital response time improving fast, but still falls short

In keeping with recent trends, contact centres are rapidly raising responsiveness to enquiries received via digital contact 

channels. But there’s still some way to go if they’re to reach the immediacy often available with traditional phone services. 

The question is, do digital solutions need to aspire to that level, or does balancing it with consumer convenience create a 

middle ground?  

Contact centres now respond to emails within six hours or less, most often offering a same-day turnaround. This represents 

an improvement from the 14.4 hours in 2013/14, and is more than three times better than in 2012. Organisations should 

also consider what message is sent to customers when a contact via a public medium such as social media is responded  

to three times faster than a ‘private’ contact via email. Do you really want to drive people to more public spheres to air  

their grievances? 
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Facsimile 1964
In 1964 Xerox Corporation introduced an invention that’s generally considered the first ‘commercial’ 
version of today’s fax machine. It could transmit a letter-sized document in six minutes.

Japan became a leader in technological innovation in the fax market, bringing a number of 
compact inventions to the market. As competition in the market evolved, fax machines became 
smaller and quicker.
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chapter 05

A struggle to get the basics right in new channels
Growing customer focus

Setting people up for failure

Slow to implement new technology

Results and recommendations
Summary

Consulting Director, Merchants, a Dimension Data Company 
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experience to help clients meet their customer service requirements. 
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Combination of voice and non-voice  
channels increase

Interaction and channel-blending 
capability are rising fast!

TOP 5 areas that will improve staff satisfaction 

Time for agents to become competent

Companies invest in…

Industry becoming more creative with 
resourcing models

workforce optimisation

Telephone-centric contact centres are disappearing – 
only 56.7% of contact centres’ agents remain voice-only  

Some are using non-voice 
channels in absence of 
automated WFM system…
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A struggle to get the basics right in new channels

Workforce optimisation is where ‘the rubber hits the road’ in the contact centre. While 2014 
brought changes in the way contact centres engage with their employees, this year’s greatest 
movements relate to the way in which contact centres use their people to respond to what 
the customer wants in the increasingly digitalised environment. Digital media is now a core 
component of most contact centres. It’s no longer a ‘bolt-on’. This year, it’s evident that some 
centres are responding to, and embracing, digital media. Others appear to be lagging behind 
and aren’t optimising the working environment by changing their technology or working 
practices to support customers in their new channels of choice.  

We’ve seen a 31.6% increase in blended calls over the last year and growth in interaction volumes on every emerging 

channel, beyond the traditional paths of telephone, email, and the Internet. We’re even seeing the introduction of video 

chat, which is set to increase exponentially over the next few years. However, in order to keep up with this change, there’s 

not enough adjustment and/or improvement in the tools that contact centres use to equip and enable their people.  

This will only serve to dilute the recent improvements we saw in employee engagement. Today’s contact centres provide  

less training, yet complexity is increasing, they’re blending more media, and expect more and more from their employees. 

This is impacting attrition, absence, and most likely employee satisfaction.   

In this chapter, we seek to understand what contact centres are doing to optimise their workforces. We also look at  

how some of their actions, or lack thereof, negatively affect their people and, ultimately, the customers’ experience.    

Today’s contact centres provide less training, yet complexity 
is increasing, they’re blending more media, and expect more 
and more from their employees.

Growing customer focus

This year shows a positive trend in focusing on the customer’s needs. More channels are opening up and, by providing 

multiskilled agents and allowing agents to make financial decisions, there’s a slight increase in FCR rates compared with 

2013/14. In addition, contact centres use factors that influence customer satisfaction to initiate load balancing, triggers such as 

wait time and customer preference. This is a positive move away from putting the organisation first, to considering  the impact 

of working practices on customers and improving their experience of the services offered.    

However, to support this shift, organisations aren’t necessarily using technology to maximum effect. This is proven by the 10.4% 

drop in technology spend (as a percentage of the operating budget) over the past year, at a time when the dependency on 

technology is increasing. Of all contact centres 28.7%, are operating without workforce optimisation systems. When asked if 

these systems meet their current and future needs, just 27.5% responded positively. Digital channels are falling behind further 

than traditional voice. There appears to be a lack of automation when it comes to web chat, social media, and even email. 

Often, contact centres aren’t using automation to schedule and forecast for these media or to track adherence. This results in a 

lack of measurement on newer channels. 
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Setting people up for failure

It’s not just in the use of technology that contact centres fall short. They aren’t always setting their people up for success 

in this new world of complex digital interactions. This is highlighted by a reduction in the number of days spent training 

and a dramatic cut in recruitment and training budget allocation of 39.7% compared with the past two years. Training and 

recruitment now account for just 5.4% of the overall operating budget. To compound the issue, 26.0% of organisations 

aren’t regularly reviewing their role skills and competency levels.  

The lack of emphasis on people is also highlighted in other ways. Just 16.4% of centres include agent satisfaction as a 

measure of workforce effectiveness in their planning. This implies that the majority are scheduling without any employee 

input. We can see that more organisations are focusing on communicating information about individual performance, at 

76.5%. Organisational purpose, aims, and values is the second most common topic, at 63.4%. This is a reversal from last 

year and is a further indication of the pressure to perform exerted on individuals. In addition, there’s been an increase in 

temporary contracts and a reduction in the time that contact centres spend training their agents. It’s encouraging, however, 

that team-leader-to-agent-ratios remain constant at about 1:13.  

All of the above is an indication that there’s more pressure on front-line staff, agents, and team leaders today. The result is 

consistently high absence and attrition across the roles. Contact centres want frontline staff to do more, because it’s the  

right thing to do from the customer’s perspective. But they don’t appear to be giving their people enough training or support 

to do so. 

Figure 5.1: The effects of increased pressure on our employees

Contact centres want front-line staff to do more, because it’s the 
right thing to do from the customer’s perspective. 
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As we’re putting increasing pressures on our employees, because of external 

demands, and fail to address internal issues, we’re seeing dissatisfaction as a 

logical consequence.
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Figure 5.2: Systems development to support effective performance

Slow to implement new technology

The second area in which contact centres are failing their organisations is in the slow uptake of new technologies that would 

optimise efficiency. This could offer a competitive advantage. The effective use of technology within the area of workforce 

optimisation is vital to almost any contact centre, certainly those with over 50 seats. It’s this technology that can have a 

significant impact on efficiencies, particularly forecasting, planning, scheduling, and adherence management, where it can 

provide support in motivating people to do what they should be doing, at the right time. Also, to improve agent performance, 

there are systems for traditional call recording, screen recording, and agent analytics, all of which can assist in pinpointing 

problem areas that can be addressed.   

Technology to support the contact centre has been around for many years. There are numerous tools available for planning 

and scheduling email interactions, however, 57.2% of organisations have none of these. The percentage of centres operating 

blindly increases dramatically when we look at back office, web chat support, and social media. Contact centres not automating 

their planning, tracking, and monitoring adherence for these areas rises to 86.2%. This creates inefficiencies in non-voice 

departments, which we don’t see in telephone channels where everything is measured, tracked, and reported.  

For the past few years our industry has talked about the value of big data. The contact centre should be the beating heart  

of the organisation thanks to the wealth of information passing through it. This isn’t a pipe dream and, again, the tools are 

available to make it a reality. Just 66.4% of contact centres are able to store and retrieve voice or data on customer interactions, 

and 51.8% have invested in agent analytics. The use of this information can create a competitive advantage as organisations 

start to understand why customers are interacting with them, the typical issues that customers are struggling with, and what 

customers are saying about the organisation’s products and services. 

Gaining more information is always good, but only if it can be applied in a useful and intelligent way. Unfortunately, current 

evidence is to the contrary. If your objectives aren’t clear, your systems and processes aren’t in place, and your management 

approach isn’t formalised, information overload may be the result. But if you get these aspects right, information may well 

become the strongest weapon in your arsenal.

As we increase systems and their capability we can directly impact our effectiveness, 

improve efficiency and increase customer satisfaction and revenues.
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Results and recommendations

Volume pressures 
primary driving force 
behind load balancing 

Availability of skilled 
resources not as it  
should be

But approach is 
maturing and more 
structure in evidence

Results

The decision to apply load balancing is often an indication of other factors 

at play in a contact centre. These may include the sophistication of the 

technology that allows call balancing, the versatility of the agents, the 

importance of the customer, and more.   

The 2015 results show a marked resimplification of how load balancing is 

applied, moving away from priorities based on skill sets which we’ve seen 

in past years. A far greater number of contact centres that are able to load 

balance now use the number of customers in the queue as their primary 

trigger. This is closely linked to the level of service thresholds which comes in 

second. The need to load balance typically arises when there are too many 

customers in the queue, which will result in a disruption of service levels.  

We have multiple
contact centres but choose

not to load balance

Customer profile
routing priorities

Local agent availability

Routing priorities
(based on available

agent skill sets)

Level of service
thresholds

Number of customers
in queue

6.1

13.0

28.9

38.4

47.1

27.8

2015

Triggers that activate load balancing (site and agent groups)

Figure 5.3 – What triggers load balancing between different contact centres/agent groups? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 661 

These results may underscore the general move towards customer centricity. The 2013/14 Report showed that only 11.8% 

used load balancing based on the level of service; that figure has risen to 38.4%. The number of organisations using customer 

profiling as a basis for routing has increased by 3%. It’s a small improvement, but a further move towards putting the customer 

first. Over the last few years, this Report has highlighted that many organisations see the contact centre and customer service as 

a differentiator; this year, that number has increased again. The results for call routing may indicate that organisations are taking 

relevant actions to differentiate themselves in the eyes of their customers. 
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Recommendations

Load balancing via call rerouting while customers are waiting may seem like a simple solution, as it’s an option available on 

most switchboards. But it doesn’t guarantee customer satisfaction. It’s more important to ensure that the agent answering 

the phone has sufficient training and knowledge to handle the call. This means routing to a group that has a broader set of 

skills than the permanent contact centre team, such as back office employees or outbound agents. Typically, the call is routed 

to a less skilled team, or to a different division that handles fewer calls. When the agent is unable to handle the call due to a 

lack of knowledge, it will only cause frustration and customer experience will suffer. It’s a short-sighted solution and should 

rather be avoided.

Call/channel-blending capability

Figure 5.4 – Do you have call/channel-blending capabilities?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 661  

14.3

26.2

27.8

29.5

25.3

33.3

Yes, but only on non-voice
contacts (e.g. clusters of

email, web chat, SMS, etc.)

Have capability,
but don't use

Yes, but only
on voice contacts

No, agents are dedicated
to their allocated channel

Yes, we can blend both
voice and non-voice contacts

7.9

33.0

8.8

3.2

2015

2013/14

Results

This question has been adjusted in 2015 to measure blending capability  

on both voice and non-voice channels. 

The number of contact centres reporting an ability to blend voice and non-

voice contact increased by 31.6% in the last year. The increase in digital 

interactions will continue to be a contributing factor. 

There’s also a significant move to upskill agents across different types of 

voice-only customer contacts. The 26.2% adoption rate for ‘yes, but only 

on voice contacts’ represents an 83.2% increase on our 2013/14 results. 

One-year increase of 
32% for blending voice 
and non-voice channels 

Many continue  
to prefer allocating 
agents to a   
dedicated channel
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A mere 3.2% of contact centres blend on non-voice contacts only. This is because a greater range of skills is necessary   

to do so across the different non-voice channels. 

In some instances, the benefits of specialisation remain a priority. While skill blending is increasing, almost a third of operations 

prefer to dedicate their agents to one contact channel.

Of all operations, 7.9% report that they’re able to blend interactions/channels, but don’t use this capability. Contributing  

factors include:

• volume pressures that aren’t high enough to warrant it

• agents who aren’t trained to deal with different contact types, despite the spend on technology to blend contact types

• a strategic decision not to do so, based on cost and quality 

Recommendations

Call blending may seem like a simple way to increase productivity and balance peaks and troughs. But, in reality, it rarely works 

well, and only when suitably skilled resources are available. Customers demand immediate responses, regardless of channel.  

A peak in phone calls will result in a peak across all media. We no longer have the luxury of responding to written 

communication ‘when it’s quiet’, a few hours later. By that time, your customers may have used another channel, resolved   

the problem themselves, or posted a complaint on social media about your poor customer service.  

Rather than blending purely to increase productivity, determine where blending can work best, as well as what skills would be 

required for each call type and channel used. This will allow you to offer a more seamless experience and ensure customers get 

fantastic service regardless of the channel they use.  

There’s no one-size-fits-all solution. Most often, the end result will reflect a compromise between balancing cost and quality of 

delivery. Channel design consistency and process integration will help promote your delivery capability.

Rather than blending purely to increase productivity, determine 
where blending can work best, as well as what skills would be 
required for each call type and channel used. 

Contact centre types/multiskilling agents

Table 5.1 – What percentage of your agents handle:
Percentage of contact centres | n = 618  

2012 2013/14 2015

Voice channels only 67.9 59.2 56.7

Non-voice channels only 7.4 9.0 8.7

Combination of both voice and non-voice channels 24.7 31.8 34.6
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When companies trust their agents to deal with more varied 
contact types, more interesting roles are created. 

Just 57% of contact 
centres’ agents remain 
voice-only 

35% of agents are now 
multiskilled across voice 
and non-voice channels

Results

The 2015 results show a slight increase in centres that employ 

multiskilled (voice and non-voice) agents. This aligns with the decrease 

in agents skilled to provide ‘voice only’ or ‘non-voice only’ services. 

Business and professional services (56.6%) and leisure and hospitality 

(56.3%) are taking a definitive lead in using multiskilled agents for the 

bulk of their workforces, followed by the technology sector (56.1%). 

Conversely, the healthcare and pharmaceutical sector reports that 72.1% of its workforce deals with voice channels only. This 

may be because customers of this sector generally prefer to hear a human voice during their interactions.   

Regionally, Europe is best at employing multiskilled agents, at 50.1%; Asia Pacific is least likely to do so at 28.1%. Again, 

striking the right balance is important. To this end, we’re seeing some regions be less aggressive in their multiskilling approach. 

For example, the number of centres in Australia and New Zealand that apply multiskilling has dropped from 44.3% to 35.5%. 

The UK saw a similar regression.

While there’s variance across regions and sectors in the use of multiskilled agents, there’s also a definite trend to establish new 

efficiencies. If balanced with service quality, this will support employee engagement. When companies trust their agents to  

deal with more varied contact types, more interesting roles are created. The caveat is that these roles shouldn’t become so 

complex that they drive employees away.

Recommendations

A common reaction to the increased use of multiskilled agents across channels is to make new media available to a select 

group of your best agents. Social media is, after all, expanding, and someone needs to respond to the influx! If this is done 

without due care and attention, you may be setting yourself up for disaster with customers and agents alike. While there’s some 

similarity between phone calls and email, and it’s possible to put similar processes and guidelines in place for both, the same 

can’t be said for social media, online forums, or even web chat. These are very different types of interaction. They may relate to 

any part of your business and require an immediate reaction.  

To respond successfully, your agents must be skilled in the medium, well trained and, above all, able to respond with an 

appropriate tone to multiple conversations with different types of people. You’ll therefore need to employ an agent that’s 

multiskilled, but those who can operate effectively across multiple media are few and far between.
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Management ratios

Table 5.2 – In your contact centre, what are the following ratios?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 586 

2011 2012 2013/14 2015

Number of agents per team leader/supervisor 13:1 12:1 13:1 13:1

Number of agents per coach 26:1 21:1 20:1 24:1

Number of team leaders/supervisors per manager 6:1 6:1 6:1 6:1

Average team size  
is 13 

Standard of 6 team 
leaders to each manager 

Only coaching ratios 
have changed – 
benchmark increases to 
24 agents per coach

Results

Globally, the average team size of 13 agents to one team leader has 

remained relatively static for some years now. However, there are 

significant variations in the regional and sector results.

Regionally, the number of agents per team leader/supervisor varies 

between 12 in the UK, and Middle East and Africa, to 15 in the 

Americas. Leisure and hospitality (9) report the smallest team size 

among all verticals, with service providers and telecommunications 

(15) and healthcare and pharmaceuticals (16) have the largest. The 

remaining sectors employ 12–14 agents per team leader.

The allocation of coaches shows a more significant change, with numbers dropping to levels not seen since 2011. This year’s 

provision of 24:1 accounts for a 16.7% reduction over the last year.   

Asia Pacific (20) has the least number of agents to coaches, while Australia and New Zealand combined (29) have the most.   

The number of agents per coach by industry sector varies even more, with business and professional services reporting as  

few as 18, and travel and transportation as many as 32.

Recommendations

Looking at ratios in isolation can be a dangerous benchmark on which to base your operating structure. In some instances,  

it may be that the contact centres with low team-leader-to-agent ratios are responsible for coaching, and therefore have a high 

ratio of coaches, or vice versa. While healthcare and pharmaceuticals’ team-leader-to-agent ratio may be slightly high at 16:1,  

it’s difficult to judge without knowing the full range of their duties. 

When determining your ratios, consider what’s right for your environment. Take into account:

• the complexity of interactions

• escalation points to management (authority of the agents)

• tasks for the role

• tasks of supporting roles

• compliance or regulatory requirements
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83% on permanent 
contracts

Mix suggests industry 
becoming more creative 
with resourcing models

17% are temporary  
staff – slight increase  
on last year, highest split 
since 2011   

Results

There’s been a slow but steady decline in the number of contact centres 

offering permanent contracts to agents. Results have now fallen for four 

successive years, as employers seek more flexible means to manage costs.

That leaves 17.5% of centres offering temporary arrangements – a number 

that’s increasing year on year. Agents in the Americas (89.5%) and the UK 

(88.2%) are most likely to receive a permanent contract. Those in Middle 

East and Africa (75.1%) are least likely to have the same job security.

While the mix of resources has been gradually moving towards part-time, 

the vast majority are still on full-time contracts. Despite the slow decline in 

full-time positions, just 17.1% are part-time.  

The service provider and telecommunications sector is least likely to offer a permanent arrangement – only 65.3% of  

centres in this vertical do so. The business and professional services vertical also relies heavily on temporary workers, reporting 

a single percentage point more, at 66.7%. Of agents working in the leisure and entertainment industry, 95.0% receive a 

permanent package.

Recommendations

The use of permanent versus temporary staff is a contentious issue, even though it’s unavoidable for many contact centres, 

especially those that deal with large seasonal peaks.  

It’s a concern that the number of temporary contracts is rising, particularly when there’s also been an increase in the use of 

multiskilled agents. When using temporary agents, consider carefully what you want them to do and the training you’ll provide. 

Training is costly. There may be no return on your investment if you train temporary staff to handle complex interactions across 

different media in the same way you would train permanent staff. Mitigate your risk through accurate call routing to ensure  

that permanent or temporary employees only receive calls that they’ve been trained to handle. Don’t waste time, money, and 

effort cross-skilling those who will only be with you for a limited time. Our research shows that it takes almost three months to 

become fully capable. You can shorten this time by focusing temporary staff on handling a narrower range of contacts. 

Employment contract types

Table 5.3 – What percentage of agents are employed on:
Percentage of contact centres | n = 609 

2011 2012 2013/14 2015

Full-time, permanent contracts 78.0 74.0 72.6 70.6

Part-time, permanent contracts 10.6 13.2 14.2 11.9

Full-time, temporary contracts 9.2 10.0 9.4 12.3

Part-time, temporary contracts 2.2 2.8 3.8 5.2
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Operating budget splits

Figure 5.5 – What percentage of your operating budget is allocated to the following: 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 417  

Employee salary

Facility costs (and infrastructure)

Recruitment and training (induction and ongoing)

Technology (hardware, software, and comms)

Support function costs (HR/Finance etc.)

Miscellaneous other

5.7
5.1

5.4

9.0

9.5

65.3

2015

6.1
2.7

6.5

8.3

10.6

65.8

2013/14

Resource- related  
costs are 76% of full 
operating budget

Support costs up   
to 89%

10% reserved for 
technology – lowest  
in 3 years

Results

As a percentage of the operating budget, employee salaries have 

remained virtually the same as those recorded in 2013/14, at 65.3%, 

but resource-related costs now account for over three-quarters of 

the full operating budget. Regionally, Middle East and Africa (56.4%) 

apportion the least towards salaries, and the UK (74.6%) the most.  

The percentage of budgets spent on employee salaries across  

sectors falls mostly within the range of 58–70%. That is, with the 

exception of travel and transportation (74.5%) and media and 

entertainment (52.0%).
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Voice agents receive 2 days more training than non-voice agents 

Management training allowances up 48% – at a 3-year high

As transaction complexity increases and agents are required to do more in terms of breadth of transactions and channel 

coverage, it’s puzzling that the drop in recruitment and training spend we saw in 2013/14 has continued in 2015. In this era 

of change, high demands, and performance pressure, organisations are now spending 39.7% less on recruitment and training 

than they did two years ago. Australia and New Zealand, and the UK allocate the lowest allowances for this purpose, at 3.9%.

Support costs (for example, HR, finance, and more) is an area in which spend is growing. Investments in these functions   

are up by 88.9% in the space of a year, and now account for 5.1% overall.

Facility costs have also increased by 8.4% on last year’s result, to now account for 9.0% of the overall operating budget.  

Costs are marginally higher in Asia Pacific, and Middle East and Africa, at 11.3% and 12.9% respectively. 

Middle East and Africa (11.7%) spends the most on technology, and the UK (5.6%) spends the least, against a global 

benchmark of 9.5%. This could be because Middle East and Africa is still developing its capabilities, so it’s able to invest more. 

Surprisingly, the global figure is down by 10.4% at a time when more channels are offered and contact centres depend even 

more on strong technology support. However, this may improve as contact centres increasingly adopt cloud-based technologies, 

which can be more cost-effective and accessible. 

Recommendations

The results highlighted in this section seem counterintuitive, given the current landscape. With more and more digital 

interactions, an increase in staff training was expected in order to handle new channels. Additionally, higher technology  

costs would seem logical, as more organisations acknowledge the need to offer omnichannel capability. We also expected an 

increase in agent salaries because contact centres require higher competency. As our results show, this hasn’t been the case.  

Contact centres are frequently driven to reduce costs and are often seen by the rest of the organisation as a heavy cost centre. 

Managers should therefore look carefully at their balance sheets to assess whether their funds are invested in the right areas, 

and whether these investments generate maximum impact in achieving their objectives.  

Induction training time (agents and management)

Table 5.4 – How many days induction training do the following roles receive? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 595 

2012 2013/4 2015

Voice agent
19.7 18.7

17.6

Non-voice agent 15.6

Team Leader/Manager 12.1 11.3 16.7

The results highlighted in this section seem counterintuitive, 
given the current landscape. With more and more digital 
interactions, an increase in staff training was expected in order 
to handle new channels.
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Time for agents to become competent

Table 5.5 – On average, how long does it take for your agents to become competent in their roles after they’ve completed 
induction training?  
Percentage of contact centres | n = 486

Weeks Global Americas Asia 
Pacific

Australia 
and New 
Zealand

Europe
Middle 

East and 
Africa

UK

Voice agent 9.4 9.6 8.5 10.2 9.7 9.1 9.1

Non-voice agent 8.5 7.2 7.7 8.1 9.5 8.7 9.3

Multiskilled agents 
(telephone and one 
or more non-voice 
channels)

10.1 9.3 9.9 9.9 11.0 9.9 10.6

Average of 13 weeks 
learning (including 
induction) for voice 
agents to become fully 
competent 

Multiskilled agents take 
most time

Results

These questions have also been adjusted for 2015 in order to divide 

agent training between voice and non-voice agents.

Voice agents require two days more training than their non-voice peers. 

Regardless of the channel type, the overall induction allowances have 

now dropped for two consecutive years.  

Training allocation for team leaders and managers has increased by 

47.8% over the last year alone.

The Americas (21.2 days) and Middle East and Africa (18.3 days) invest the most time training their new voice agents, while the 

UK (15.5 days) and Europe (15.3 days) spend the least.

Industry sectors provide different lengths of induction training. Media and entertainment (24.4 days) provide the most induction 

training for voice agents, while business and professional services (12.8 days) offer the least. At 13.7 days, government and 

education isn’t providing much more. For non-voice agents, media and entertainment (25.1 days) provide the most induction 

training; government and education (11.7 days) offers the least.

Post induction, the average time for agents to become competent in their roles ranges from 8.5 to 10.1 weeks, depending   

on what channel is being trained. When the days lapsed within the classroom are added, the total time required from the  

start of training is 12.9 weeks for voice agents and 11.6 weeks for non-voice agents.

Recommendations

It’s encouraging to see that the amount of training given to team leaders is increasing. Team leaders are pivotal to the success 

of the contact centre, which expects a lot from them in the form of coaching, people management, escalations, and more. 

Frequently, the team leader is promoted from the floor, but with little or no training to take on a different role. The increased 

team leader training may help to mitigate the risk of reduced agent training.  
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79% of competency 
profiles align to the 
actual role 

26% don’t review 
competency 
management 
frameworks regularly

Results

Of all contact centre operations, 13.2% don’t have skills and 

competency levels defined according to roles in any way. Of those that 

do, 21.1% say skills and competencies aren’t accurately aligned with 

roles. In other words, only 68.5% of contact centres have competency 

frameworks that are properly defined and aligned.

Only 74.0% of the framework requirements in place are regularly 

reviewed for relevance, equating to 64.2% overall. This includes contact 

centres with no role definition.

Asia Pacific performs the best in this area, with 96.3% accurately defining skills and competencies, 87.7% of which are aligned 

with roles and 84.0% are regularly reviewed.

The Americas (79.2%) performs the worst at role definition, with 72.8% aligned with the roles. Europe performs the worst at 

requirement reviews, with only 63.1% of contact centres regularly doing so.

While 65.7% of interactions use the telephone, it’s not surprising that contact centres focus on training voice agents. Most 

non-voice interactions are via email, at 15.5% of all interactions. Email is a relatively well-established channel and can be 

improved through the use of templates and processes that allow for the checking of messages before they’re forwarded to new 

team members. Consequently, the training time can be reduced. However, as more customers embrace digital channels, more 

complex web chat, SMS, and social media, it’s important to adapt training to cover these channels. We believe this hasn’t been 

factored into the training programmes at the majority of centres, and therefore requires greater focus.

Competency frameworks for contact centre roles

Figure 5.6 – Do you have competency frameworks in place for roles within the contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658  

Yes

No

Skills and competency
requirements are

regularly reviewed

Role skills and competency
level profiles are aligned

to the actual role

Role skills and
competency levels

are defined
86.8

78.9

74.0 26.0

21.1

13.2
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Recommendations

It’s concerning that so many contact centres have managed to define and align competency levels, but aren’t regularly reviewing 

them. As these results show, we’re working in a rapidly changing environment. Technology is changing, the channels used for 

interactions are changing, and contact centres’ expectations of their agents are also changing. If your role expectations  

aren’t reviewed in line with these changes, it’s possible that your people are no longer doing what you need them to do 

in the way that you need it done. You may also end up recruiting the wrong people, as inaccurate role profiles invite 

inappropriate candidates.

Most effective training methods

Figure 5.7 – Please indicate which of the following training methods are most effective for your contact centre? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658  

Open/distance learning

Use of external courses

Roving trainer/
coach – feedback

on ad hoc basis

E-learning

Learning zone
(replicating live

environment)

On the floor
(side-by-side live agents)

Classroom based
(with trainers) 84.7 46.5 7.6

52.6

43.3 41.5 33.6

75.4 6.1

28.0

21.6

11.1

8.7 26.9 69.2

54.3 41.2

67.3 24.6

63.1 29.9

Induction training

Ongoing training

Not used

Classroom 
environments 
preferred for induction 
training 

Side-by-side (on the 
floor) the most popular 
method for ongoing 
training needs 

Results

Classroom-based training is by far the most effective for induction   

courses, both globally and regionally; on-the-floor training is the   

second best method.

The order of effectivity for induction training methods is the same across  

all regions. Only Middle East and Africa differs slightly, reporting that 

e-learning is the fifth most effective, rather than fourth, as in the rest of  

the regions.

For ongoing training, the on-the-floor method is rated most useful in all 

regions except Asia Pacific, where it’s positioned second after the use of  

a roving trainer/coach.
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Globally, e-learning is now the third most popular technique for ongoing training. There are some regional variances, as 

e-learning is rated fourth in Asia Pacific and fifth in Middle East and Africa.

Recommendations

The 28.0% of organisations using e-learning could be a compensation for the reduction we saw earlier in the time spent 

training agents. This is supported by the 5.1% increase in e-learning compared with 2013/14 results.  

While e-learning can’t be used for the more common coaching and contact monitoring interventions, it can be very effective 

in compliance, process, or product training. There, it can be used in conjunction with online assessments to confirm the 

understanding of hard facts. In addition, e-learning assists in training during shifts, as it allows for agent scheduling in order to 

receive training at different times and have marking automated and logged into a system.

Classroom training can be costly due to the need for a trainer, and because agents aren’t productive when they’re being trained 

in this way. However, it’s still the most effective at introducing new concepts. While classroom training is best for new recruits, 

it still doesn’t tick all the boxes. As it takes on average 12 weeks for an agent to become fully competent, there’s nothing to 

replace on-the-job training in a live environment. Heavily supported incubation zones for new agents to handle live interactions 

can help. As they become more comfortable, side-by-side coaching and a roving coach can handle any aspects the agents’ still 

need assistance with while learning.

How is the benefit of training measured?

Figure 5.8 – Following training, do you measure changes in: 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658  

We don’t measure
benefits of training

Reducing absenteeism/
attrition

First contact resolution

Agent engagement/
satisfaction

Customer experience

Improving agent
productivity

Improving quality
performance 65.5

55.6

42.1

38.2

35.1

30.4

22.8
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Following training, 
companies are more 
likely to monitor 
changes on quality and 
productivity than the 
end-customer experience 

But measurement  
levels are up almost 
across the board

Results  
Of all contact centres, 22.8% don’t measure the benefits of training. 

This is the second year in succession that we’ve seen a decrease.   

On a positive note, those who are measuring the benefits of training  

are doing so more intensively across four of the six review areas.  

Curiously, the overall customer experience – cited as the most 

important strategic performance measure – is getting less attention in 

terms of the way performance is impacted by training. In 2012, 58.4% 

of operations measured the customer experience impact after training. 

This dropped to 51.7% in 2013/14, and is now down to just 42.1%. 

This suggests a disconnect between board-level focus and operational assessment in gauging the effectiveness and impact of 

training. Instead, organisations are more likely to monitor changes in quality and productivity metrics.

There’s no difference in behaviour between provider types, nor between in-house or outsourced centres in terms of their 

top three focus areas. There is, however, a notable pattern change among service types: IT helpdesks place first contact 

resolution as their second priority, relegating productivity to joint third place with customer experience. At a sector level, 

there’s not much variance, but utilities and energy stand out by rating customer experience as only its fifth most important 

review focus.

Recommendations

This information highlights a stark disconnect between operational performance measures and strategic drivers.   

Of all contact centres, 74.9% state that customer satisfaction is their top strategic driver. However, only 42.1% measure 

improvements in customer experience as an indicator of their training’s effectiveness. The fact that contact centres focus 

more on productivity as an outcome of training than on the impact it has on customer experience, indicates a misguided 

emphasis on metrics rather than the customer.

In most cases, unless there’s a positive impact on customers, training and other activities have little purpose. Internal 

measures may be good, but that doesn’t indicate what customers feel about the contact centre’s service to them …  

and, ultimately, customers pay salaries. 

The fact that contact centres focus more on productivity as 
an outcome of training than on the impact it has on customer 
experience, indicates a misguided emphasis on metrics rather 
than the customer.
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Automated decision-
making more than 
doubled in last year

30% of companies don’t 
trust their agents to make 
financial decisions

Results

Almost one in three (29.8%) contact centres don’t entrust their agents  

with the ability to make financial decisions when interacting with 

customers. Asia Pacific is the least likely region to empower agents on 

decisions with financial consequences at 38.3%, versus 23.6% in the UK.

More companies now rely on automated decision-making techniques, as 

those using  information systems to regulate the process has more than 

doubled in the last year, rising from 7.8% to 16.7%. 

Agent empowerment (financial decisions)

Figure 5.9 – In what way are agents empowered to make financial decisions during customer interactions?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658 

Other

Decisions are
automated via pre-set

information systems

Supervisor override is
required for all

financial decisions

None –
 we don’t allow agents
to make decisions with
financial consequences

Use own judgement
within agreed parameters

29.4

29.8

13.0

17.5

7.8

16.7

6.8

49.1

46.1

51.2

2015

2013/14

The business and professional services sector has made the strongest advance in this area and reports that 33.3% of its 

centres use automated systems.  

Following a slight increase in the number of people reporting that their agents can use own judgement within agreed 

parameters, more than half of companies have empowered their agents to some extent. That’s good news for the agents 

as well as for the customers they handle.
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Of contact centres in the financial services sector, 21.0% don’t allow their agents to make decisions with financial 

consequences. This is in contrast with the media and entertainment (71.4%) and travel and transportation (69.5%) sectors,   

the two verticals that empower their agents the most.   

Recommendations

With the increase in call complexity, it’s a move in the right direction to empower staff more if they’re not yet able to make 

decisions. If problems take longer to resolve, it results in increased administration for the team leader, frustration for the agent, 

and greater customer dissatisfaction.  

The use of automation in supporting financial decisions is a positive trend. It offers the agent the satisfaction of helping the 

customer immediately, and reduces the organisation’s risk while maintaining productivity.  

Ultimately, agent empowerment and related training is the best way to go. This will increase agent satisfaction and speed up 

resolution times. Once the fear of relinquishing control is conquered and there’s greater trust in your agents, loyalty increases 

while agents make better decisions and operate more effectively.  

Initiatives to improve staff satisfaction

Table 5.6 – What are your top three initiatives to improve staff satisfaction?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658   

Ranking 2015

Career development opportunities or pathing 1

Employee engagement (staff recognition, employee surveys) 2

Salary growth mechanisms (bonus, performance-related pay) 3

Strength of management (regular comms and engagement) 4

Staff empowerment levels 5

Working hours/shift patterns (incl. ability to swap/bid shifts etc.) 6

Common purpose (clear understanding of company goals and purpose) 7

Role variety 8

Physical work environment (office layout/site location) 9

Recreational facilities (good amenities) 10

Other 11

Opportunity and 
career planning has 
biggest impact on staff 
satisfaction 

Employee engagement 
followed by salary growth 
mechanisms are next

Results

The most popular way to increase employee satisfaction is through career 

development paths and associated opportunities. Along with employee 

engagement promoted via employee recognition and feedback, career 

development activities were selected by nearly twice as many contact 

centres as any of the other options. 

As contact centres evolve, it seems that the actions taken to increase job 

satisfaction among employees are also changing. Establishing a common 

purpose by communicating clear company goals has been deprioritised 

from the first to the seventh most prevalent initiative. 
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Regionally, the Americas and the UK stand out as the only two geographies to select employee engagement as their highest 

priority. Europe votes it as a joint first.

Only two regions, Australia and New Zealand (rating it eighth) and the UK (placing it sixth) didn’t select ‘salary growth 

mechanisms’ as the third most important initiative.

Staff satisfaction initiatives that focus on the development, empowerment, and remuneration of staff are now considered the 

most important. For these initiatives to be effective, organisations need to align their activities with their own employee groups 

and ensure that initiatives are delivered as planned.

Recommendations

When considering staff satisfaction, it’s interesting to note that almost all of the initiatives listed don’t cost anything directly, 

with the notable exception of salary growth mechanisms.  Agents and team leaders are either a contact centre’s greatest asset, 

or its largest liability, because they deliver a service directly to the customer. So, it’s imperative that their needs are catered for.  

We see high levels of attrition in the industry, and many of the employees who leave, move within the industry for a relatively 

small salary increase. With a little more management focus and time spent in those areas that impact satisfaction levels, contact 

centres can reduce training and recruitment costs and ensure the loyalty and high performance of its agents.  

Employee communication (content and frequency)

Figure 5.10 – How often does your organisation communicate to employees about the following?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658

Information on
changes within

our industry

Performance
versus target – at

organisational level

Purpose, aims,
and values of

the organisation

Performance
versus target – at

employee level
76.5 17.9 5.6

63.4

55.6 38.2 6.2

34.0 2.6

40.0 48.5 11.6

Regularly

Occasionally

Never

Agents and team leaders are either a contact centre’s greatest 
asset, or its largest liability, because they deliver a service directly 
to the customer. So, it’s imperative that their needs are catered for.
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Results

This question was adjusted for 2015 to not only gather information 

about whether respondents get any communication in these areas,  

but also to review how frequently such communication was offered.

It’s interesting that, last year, organisations were more likely to share 

the purpose, aims, and values of the organisation than any other 

information, including individual performance. The latter is now  

placed first. 

77% regularly 
communicate 
with employees on 
performance versus target 

63% do the same on 
purpose, aims, and values 
of organisation

Encouragingly, it’s now more likely that each information type is communicated. Of all employees, 94.4% can now expect to 

receive information about their own performance, while 97.4% can expect to receive content about the purpose, aims,   

and values of the organisation, and 93.8% will be provided with updates on the organisation’s performance.

At face value, these results indicate that a solid framework is in place. However, a closer analysis reveals that many of 

the communication processes appear to be unstructured, and that communication is only issued on an occasional basis. 

The numbers drop quite dramatically to an average 58.9%, if we consider only what’s shared regularly. There’s clearly an 

opportunity for companies to do better.

The common approach is to first establish an organisational vision 
and use that to create a common purpose. Some see this as best 
achieved through corporate induction when an individual first 
joins the organisation.

Recommendations

The common approach is to first establish an organisational vision and use that to create a common purpose. Some see this 

as best achieved through corporate induction when an individual first joins the organisation. This may be the case, however, 

purpose and values evolve over time and must be reiterated to ensure sustained alignment.  

Although it’s important to know the organisation’s objectives, regular discussion regarding individual performance is paramount. 

The contact centre is measured on effectiveness and efficiency, and one of the primary ways in which to influence these factors 

is individual performance. Only by discussing performance and stimulating improvement on a regular basis, will the contact 

centre’s efficiency and effectiveness increase.  

It’s encouraging to see that the majority of centres are communicating regularly about purpose, values, and individual 

performance. Communication is one of the simplest areas to change, yet makes one of the strongest impressions on people.  

So there’s no excuse for senior managers not to communicate about performance indicators, both regularly and in a  

structured way.  
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Workforce optimisation systems (current and planned)

Figure 5.11 – What systems are used to enable workforce optimisation in your contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658

Agent screen capture

Agent analytics

Knowledge management
(e.g. e-learning)

Voice and/or data logging
(storage and retrieval
of customer records)

Workforce management
(e.g. forecasting, scheduling

and adherence)

Quality management

Performance management 81.6 9.4

76.2

71.3 13.2

11.4

66.4 11.4 22.2

9.0

12.5

15.5

59.9 15.0 25.1

51.8 19.3 28.9

33.4 18.5 48.0

Currently use

Planned

Not used

29% of contact centres 
still without WFM systems 

48% without agent 
analytics systems

Direct relationship to 
contact centre size  

Results

Workforce optimisation is a critical area for contact centre managers. 

It’s been improving steadily and, in many cases, standards are now 

mature in traditional phone-based contact centres. As responsibility 

scopes broaden with the introduction of new, modern channels, 

there’s a danger that basic best practices aren’t carried across to 

ensure the same consistency in the emerging channels.

The good news is that we’re seeing some real progress. It may be that the new channels are providing both a catalyst for, and a 

more rounded business case to justify, the technology spend. Equally, we must recognise that new channels are often based on 

technology, rather than people and, as such, the systems aren’t optional.

Performance management systems are now in place across 81.6% of contact centres, up from 58.9% in 2013/14.  At the same 

time, it’s a concern that 18.4% of operations have no solution in place, even if more than half those operating without it are 

now planning such an implementation.
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Agent analytics receive the most attention from a planned deployment perspective. Of the 48.2% of contact centres working 

without any systems, 19.3% aim to close the gaps in their business intelligence capabilities.  

An additional 21.9% of businesses now leverage automated workforce management systems, but 28.7% still operate blindly. 

Of all contact centres, 40.1% work without a knowledge management system. 

Most regions rank performance management as their top measure. Only the Americas ranks it second, with quality 

management first. 

An additional 21.9% of businesses now leverage automated 
workforce management systems, but 28.7% still operate blindly. 

Recommendations

It would be easy to condemn contact centres that don’t plan to implement performance management systems, quality 

management, or workforce management. However, there are some that simply have no need for these systems. To purchase 

them would be a waste, for these reasons:

• A small centre can run a manual performance management system effectively.

•  Quality can arguably be based purely on the customer satisfaction score, so why waste money and resources   

on listening to calls?

• Outbound or small contact centres may have set operating hours, which negate the need for complex scheduling.

However, as the results confirm, these contact centres are in the minority.  

More concerning are organisations that use neither analytics, nor call and data logging, nor knowledge management. These 

tools will improve efficiency and, in the case of analytics, the retrieval of customer information can be used to improve or solidify 

the organisation’s market position. 

These systems aren’t useful only in the domain of the contact centre itself; they also put this division at the centre of strategic 

decision-making for the whole organisation. Most customer information touches the contact centre at some point or another. 

Organisations that employ tools to understand and use that information wisely will take the lead in the market.

Most customer information touches the contact centre at some 
point or another. Organisations that employ tools to understand 
and use that information wisely will take the lead in the market.
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None of the above

Agent satisfaction
with WFM process

Management satisfaction
with WFM process

Volume forecast accuracy
– non-voice interactions

Alignment of shift patterns to
contact arrival pattern forecasts

Schedule adherence levels

Volume forecast accuracy
– voice interactions

Service level adherence 65.4

64.0

56.7

46.4

35.1

18.7

16.4

17.3

Workforce management effectiveness (targets and measurements)

Figure 5.12 – Do you have targets in place to measure the effectiveness of the following workforce planning areas?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658 

Little progress in   
last year

Just 57% of operations 
manage schedule 
adherence targets

84% fail to check  
agent satisfaction on 
WFM processes

Results

There’s a direct relationship between contact centre size and the likelihood 

of the operation having workforce management (WFM) targets in place.  

For example, the global average for targeting volume forecast accuracy 

on voice interactions stands at 64.0% (showing little movement from last 

year’s 64.8%). However, the attention applied by contact centres with 

1,001 or more employees, ensures that targets are in place 84.1% of the 

time on voice call forecast accuracy. This falls to 63.6% for operations sized 

51–100 employees, and drops again to 37.0% for contact centres with up 

to 50 employees. 

This means that forecast accuracy targets (upon which high-cost/high-risk resource plans are based) are missing in 36.0% of 

voice-based operations. That figure almost doubles to 64.9% when we consider non-voice contact operations. 

Clearly, the impact becomes greater as the number of employees rises. But regardless of how the data is analysed, the pattern  

of targets versus size is replicated across every measurement area.  
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There are some variances when broken down by region or sectors, but the results are generally below acceptable standards. 

We’re concerned about the lack of progress in providing more structure and targeted outcomes in what we see as a key 

component of contact centre operations.  

Consider that just 56.7% of operations manage schedule adherence targets. As many as 83.6% of centres don’t bother to 

consult with agents about their satisfaction with the WFM processes (that includes highly emotive shift allocation systems). Just 

46.4% (even less than last year’s 58.0%) now target shift adherence, that is, the alignment of shifts scheduled to forecasted 

volumes. The results are undoubtedly affected by the non-application of robust forecast processes in the emerging non-voice 

interaction channels.

Recommendations

It’s hard to understand how large contact centres are coping without some of these basic measures in place. While 65.4%   

are managing service level adherence, just 46.4% are aligning their shift planning with call arrival patterns. That’s an indication 

that front-line teams are being set up for failure.  

The ability to adhere to service levels is a result of getting all the other aspects right. It’s about understanding what interactions 

occur across all media, when they’re occurring, and ensuring that you have sufficient people to manage them. Without a 

consolidated approach, a high service level can only be achieved by either over-pressurising the work environment or through 

costly overstaffing.  

Equally important is understanding whether your employees are satisfied with the processes in place. A harsh fact is that the 

unpopular shifts have to be handled by someone. However, if people understand and are included in the process, they’re more 

likely to support it, which also means they’re more likely to be offering a good service to your customers while on duty. 

Social media

Web chat support

Back office
admin team(s)

Email

Phone calls 61.7 39.5

32.8

19.3 14.6 72.4

57.2

13.8

8.8 7.3 86.2

10.9

21.9

31.5

79.6

Resource planning (incl. volume forecasts)

Schedule adherence

None of these

Automated workforce management systems across channels

Figure 5.13 – Which channels are covered by automated workforce management systems?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 658
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Digital channel WFM 
needs suffer from neglect

Room to improve phone 
interaction activity

Results
In line with the previous question, there’s a direct connection between 
contact centre size and the utilisation of automated workforce management 
technologies across all contact channels and support areas. In general, 
global figures are aligned to contact centres sized at 101–200 employees. 
Contact centres with 200 plus employees are more likely to have automated 

WFM systems in place; vice versa for those with less than 100 employees.

The results indicate a gradual improvement in automated solution techniques among the more traditional contact channels   

of phone and email, but not for other digital channels. These continue to suffer neglect.  

There’s much room for improvement across the board, particularly in channels other than telephone. Consider that in a typical 

contact centre of 200 employees, 57.8% still have no WFM technology solution in place to help manage the forecasting, 

planning, and adherence process on email. The situation is marginally better for the telephone, at 30.4%.  

The effective deployment of WFM systems represents a significant opportunity to boost efficiency at all levels.

Recommendations

Workforce management is one area in which the contact centre environment is clearly behind the curve … and losing efficiency. 

Some centres may be excused for their inability to handle web chat and social media due to the newness of the channels and 

the volumes they carry (although we’d recommend that plans are made to implement them better). But the same can’t be 

said for telephone, email, and back office. These are well-established channels, and all organisations – except perhaps the very 

smallest – should maximise efficiency through the automation of planning and scheduling.

For all of the different media and the back office, there are systems available to support monitoring, routing, planning, and 

measuring interactions. There’s a strong case for building an ROI model based on current and expected interactions, to justify 

investment in this area. If not, it’s likely that you’re overstaffing and suffering from low productivity.  

Attrition: by role

Table 5.7 – What is your annual attrition rate for the following roles?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 542  

2012 2013/14 2015

Agent 21.8 27.5 21.9

Team Leader/Manager 8.0 10.3 11.1

Support staff 9.2 10.9 10.9

Management rates worsen for second year, agent rates improve

Agent attrition still double that of other roles
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Attrition: high-risk periods

Figure 5.14 – Please indicate what proportion of staff attrition is experienced during the following periods?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 499 

During training

Within six months
 of going live

Between seven months and
 two years’ service

Beyond two years’ service

8.4

21.7

21.8

33.4

30.7

36.4

32.2

15.3

2015

2013/14

37% of attrition   
occurs in first 6 months 

15% fall off   
during training as   
roles become 
increasingly complex

Results

Agent attrition rates remain double that of any other role. These figures 

have stabilised in the last year. During the same period, management 

attrition rates have worsened, suggesting increasing pressures in those 

roles, which may filter down to agents in the forthcoming short term. 

This is something organisations should be wary of.  

Rates vary significantly by region, sector, and other areas, including 

provider type. Outsourcer results for agent attrition are now at 25.6%. 

In-house performance is slightly better at 21.3%. In industry sectors, attrition is managed most effectively by the automotive 

and manufacturing vertical and, at 17.6%, it’s almost 10 points ahead of utilities and energy providers with 27.4%.

Regionally, we’re seeing a spread of results ranging from 17.2% in Middle East and Africa to 28.0% in Asia Pacific.

With attrition having such a major impact on organisations, we’ve also investigated high-risk periods that management may 

want to be aware of, forecast, and manage better. Of all attrition, 37.1% occurs within the first six months of employment,  

and of that figure, 15.3% happens during training. Training drop-off has nearly doubled in one year, suggesting it’s becoming 

tougher for agents to qualify. Two-thirds of attrition occurs within the first two years of employment. If contact centres retain 

agents beyond that point, the risk of losing them drops by half to just one-third for the remainder of the time the agents stay 

with the organisation.
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Recommendations

The contact centre industry has traditionally suffered from high agent attrition rates. It’s concerning that attrition for team 

leaders and support employees is also increasing.  

The 2015 Report shows a number of trends which may help to put the high attrition rates into context. We also indicate 

possible ways of addressing them. Our results indicate that, on average, contact centres lose 37.1% of agents during training 

and before six months. In most cases, they wouldn’t have gained any return on their investment in these resources. Given 

the increase we’ve seen in multiskilling, the introduction of different media, and the reduction in training time, it’s possible 

that these agents are leaving because they can’t handle the contact centre’s stringent demands. 

In order to change the trend, start with the recruitment profile. Is it still the right set of skills that you want your agents 

to have? It’s also possible that salary scales for some of the roles may need to change in line with your requirements.  

Recruiting the right people at the right salary level may well be offset by a reduction in the 37.1% attrition rate.   

Once the right people are employed, they’ll need to be trained and assessed fully. Lastly, the agent’s KPIs should also be 

relevant to the new role and its deliverables.  

Attrition needn’t be such a bugbear for the industry. To address it effectively, contact centres should look at the way they 

engage with people, end to end, starting with the early recruitment phase.  

Attrition: employees transferring within organisation

Table 5.8 – How much of your annual attrition figure is actually staff leaving the contact centre for a new role elsewhere  
within the organisation?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 480  

 Percentage 2012 2013/14 2015

Global 21.3 21.2 31.9

Americas 28.7 23.2 36.1

Asia Pacific 17.4 17.8 23.9

Australia and New Zealand 27.8 23.3 37.4

Europe 20.6 17.4 23.7

Middle East and Africa 16.2 18.3 29.9

UK 17.4 29.7 38.2

Our results indicate that, on average, contact centres lose 37.1% 
of agents during training and before six months.
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Results

As contact centres broaden their scope of services and reach into the 

wider enterprise, internal departments increasingly appreciate the 

quality of employees available and use the contact centre as a resource 

pool. This provides fantastic career development opportunities for 

contact centre agents. It also raises the contact centre’s profile, as 

employees who started out in frontline customer-focused operations 

spread throughout the wider business.  

Growing number of 
contact centre employees 
lost to other parts of the 
organisation 

Accounts for almost 
one-third of all attrition

At the same time, it’s a risk for the continuity of customer service if agents move on too frequently. Internal ‘positive’ attrition 

now accounts for almost a third (31.9%) of all attrition. It’s even higher in the UK at 38.2%.

The 2015 results suggest that attrition rates should be closely monitored and managed with sound application processes and 

adequate notice periods. Perhaps the situation will eventually be reversed. The contact centre may well become the desired 

division in which to work, not just a stepping zone. As complexity grows and an increasingly skilled resource group is formed, 

high attrition rates will become cost prohibitive.

Recommendations

It’s a positive trend for both the contact centre and the rest of the organisation that people from the contact centre are 

moving into other roles within the business. The organisation will benefit from having people who understand first hand all 

the typical customer challenges. In addition, contact centre agents generally have a good grasp of the products and services, 

and their interdependencies across the organisation, and they usually have good communication skills.  

All of these elements make an ex-contact centre employee a valuable asset to other departments. It may also be seen as 

negative for the contact centre when people leave. However, if managed properly, it can bring a broader range of people 

into the environment. If a transfer to other parts of the business is marketed as an attractive career development possibility, 

valuable skills and resources can be recruited into the organisation.  

Solid agreements with other departments are crucial to make this work, such as determining how long the person is 

expected to serve in the contact centre before moving on, the results they’re required to achieve, and the notice period they 

need to give.  

The contact centre may well become the desired division in which 
to work, not just a stepping zone. As complexity grows and an 
increasingly skilled resource group is formed, high attrition rates 
will become cost prohibitive.
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Results

It’s encouraging that absenteeism for all positions has reduced, 

compared with 2013/14 results.  

Absenteeism rates for agents have remained relatively static over the 

last few years. There’s a lingering concern that agent rates remain 

much higher (more than double) than those of support staff and 

managers. As our other results show, agent attrition rates are also 

twice as high as those for other roles.

As with attrition, agent 
absenteeism rates are 
almost double that of 
other roles

Encouragingly, rates for  
all roles are down against 
last year

Absenteeism can significantly impact costs. It’s crucial that organisations provision their allowance forecasts by benchmarking 

results according to both geography and sector. For example, in Asia Pacific the contact centre would need to forecast and 

manage agent absenteeism of 21.2%. In the UK, a centre needs to provision for a yearly absence of only 8.6%. Similarly, the 

business and professional services sector can expect 18.6% non-attendance, whereas the consumer goods and retail vertical 

only needs to cater for 8.4%. These are significant differences which can have a major impact on operating costs and/or 

service levels.  

As a positive trend, there’s no material difference in performance levels between inbound and outbound contact centres. In-

house absenteeism (13.1%) is worse for agents, in comparison with outsourcers (11.7%). Although results are much flatter, 

management absence is the opposite.

Recommendations

Absence rates have long been a challenge in many contact centres. While it’s encouraging to see some figures such as 

manager and support staff absence stabilising over a few years, the high averages for all roles remain a concern. But, as 

absence and attrition are so closely linked, we’re unlikely to see these numbers improving. Many of the challenges we’ve 

discussed remain in play today.  

The training and motivation provided for contact centre employees may not be sufficient to retain them. In fact, it may  

even be pressuring employees unnecessarily, as they’re unsure of the expectations and aren’t remunerated in line with  

new requirements. This could be causing people to take additional time off: they may be ill, avoiding work … or looking  

for other employment.  

Placing more emphasis on establishing the reasons for absence through structured sickness reporting and back-to-work 

processes will help identify at least some of the issues contributing to this resource challenge. Getting your employees more 

engaged will be even more effective, as problem areas, frustrations, and complaints can be addressed effectively. Stronger 

engagement inevitably breeds greater loyalty.

Absenteeism by role

Table 5.9 – What level of absenteeism do you experience for the following roles?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 547 

 Percentage 2012 2013/14 2015

Agent 12.8 13.8 13.0

Team Leader/Manager 4.8 5.8 5.4

Support staff 5.1 7.2 6.9
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Summary

Operating models move beyond voice-only

Just 56.7% of contact centres’ agents remain voice-only, and this percentage will continue to fall. Year on year, centres with an 

ability to blend voice and non-voice contact increased by 32%. There’s also a significant move to upskill agents across different 

types of voice-only contacts, with 26.2% now doing so. A mere 3.2% blend on non-voice contacts only. This is owing to a 

greater diversity of skills necessary across non-voice channels.

Time for agents to become competent

Post induction, the average time for agents to become competent in their roles ranges from 8.5 to 10.1 weeks, depending 

on what channel is being trained. When the days spent in the classroom are added, the total time required from the start of 

training is 12.9 weeks for voice agents and 11.6 weeks for non-voice agents. In other words, it takes nearly three months to 

replace agents lost to attrition, and allowances should be made to accommodate the impact on productivity (and costs).

Competency frameworks for contact centre roles are lacking

Of all contact centre operations, 13.2% don’t have skills and competency levels defined according to roles, in any form. Of 

those that do, 21.1% say skills and competencies aren’t accurately aligned with roles. This means that only 68.5% of contact 

centres have competency frameworks that are properly defined and aligned. Only 74.0% of the framework requirements in 

place are regularly reviewed for relevance, equating to 64.2% overall. This includes centres with no role definition. Without 

clearly defined roles, time and money go to waste. It will also directly impact attrition during the first six months of employment, 

when the risk is highest and almost a third of agents are lost, many as a result of poor fit.

Benefit of training not measured well enough

Of all contact centres, 22.8% don’t measure the benefits of training. On a positive note, those who do, measure more 

intensively across four of the six review areas. Contact centres that measure the impact of training on customer experience  

have reduced for three years running. There’s a disconnect between board-level focus and operational assessment in gauging 

the effectiveness and impact of training. 

Slow uptake of workforce optimisation systems

Almost a third (28.7%) of organisations operate without any workforce management system and just 56.7% manage schedule 

adherence targets. As many as 83.6% of contact centres don’t bother to consult with agents about their satisfaction with the 

workforce management processes. Just 46.4% (even less than last year’s 58.0%) now target shift adherence. This will negatively 

impact efficiency, but does offer a considerable cost saving opportunity if addressed. 

Attrition still a concern

Agent attrition rates remain double that of any other role. These figures have stabilised in the last year. Management attrition 

rates have also worsened, owing to increasing job pressure, which may filter down to agents in the short term and is something 

you should try to prevent.  
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Mobility 1973
Motorola was the first company to produce a handheld mobile phone. 

Martin Cooper, a Motorola researcher and executive, made the first mobile telephone call from 
handheld subscriber equipment on 3 April 1973.

Today, there’s an estimated 2 billion smartphones globally and global mobile data traffic reached 
2.5 exabytes per month at the end of 2014.
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Have you added your voice to the social media choir yet?
Software decisions, not technology or vendor decisions

Finally, a choice in the matter!

Strategy, not technology

Seeing through the clouds 

Challenges remain

Opportunities abound

Here’s our advice
Results and recommendations
Moving to cloud-enabled contact centres – ‘when’, rather than ‘if’
Summary
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Top 3 contact centre technology trends Top 3 contact centre technology challenges

Cloud trending in 2015

agree cloud has  
Reduced costs

1.  Customer demand 
for emerging 
channels

2.  Integration/ 
consolidation of 
technology

3.  Single platform to 
enable omnichannel 
capability 

1.  Integration of 
multiple systems

say cloud improves 
speed to market 

feel cloud offers access  
to new functionality

agree it brings  
pay-per-use efficiencies

technology

#1 technology trend: 
Providing channel choice – powered by more integrated systems

88.8%

87.6%

84.2%

85.7%

while and

Challenges indicate system flexibility issues and integration problems

support home agents
17.9%

BUT

core analytics not 
integrated across 
the business

of technology 
remains separate 
from the enterprise 
architectures 

drop in direct 
ownership models 

of contact centres are 
planning a hosted solution 

provide customer 
service kiosks in 
remote sites

11.8%

60.6%

14.8%

22.6% 34.2%

offer video interaction
8.4%

Technology enables evolution of contact centres Risk of systems not meeting user needs increases 

2.  Inflexible service 
improvements

3.  New channels 
difficult to 
introduce

find technology doesn’t 
meet current needs 

feel systems won’t meet 
future needs 

1/5

78.7%

can

can

can

At least 

Average of 
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Have you added your voice to the    
social media choir yet?
We’ve all heard the call of social media, both personally and professionally. Whether 
we participate or not, there are prominent ‘hooks’ in media everywhere. On television, 
everything from game shows to reality series display call-in, text, online, or tweet options 
to vote for your favourite contestants. Even your local restaurant has a Twitter handle or a 
Facebook page. Like most businesses these days, they want you to engage online and tell 
all your friends and acquaintances where you are and what you’re doing. Organisations are 
inviting you to become part of the experience and add your voice to the choir. Social is here 
to stay. It’s affecting every aspect of our lives and it’s creating new ways for customers to 
make their voices heard.

If social media is nothing new, why are we still unsure of its potential impact on business? It’s because the majority of 

service providers haven’t yet embraced social media as a valid customer management path/tool. Mobility is enabling a 

new level of convenience and driving growth in digital interactions. Customers are controlling how and when they will 

engage. Social media is providing them with a communication shortcut. Today’s consumers are always online, and are 

increasingly impatient. Despite clear indications of growing consumer appetite for the use of social channels as a contact 

medium, contact centres are slow to react. In fact, our results for new media, in conjunction with customer preferences 

for digital channels, suggest that organisations are massively underprepared for the new digital age. If continued, such 

underinvestment will be a costly and potentially reputation-destroying PR nightmare, as perceptions of services can affect 

brand positioning very publically. 

Will the approach of organisations that invest in new channels differentiate them well enough from their competitors in this 

new online and increasingly globalised market? If products are becoming commodities, and the cost to produce and market 

them aren’t materially different, only their packaging and associated services will set them apart. Which organisations will 

truly stand out?

Software decisions, not technology or vendor decisions

Creating innovative ways of serving a new generation of customers through technology should’ve been the focus for 

everyone. Take the music industry, for example. A decade or two ago, we mostly purchased an artist’s entire album,  

rather than single tracks. Singles weren’t always available for every song we liked. More often than not, there were three 

or four tracks on an album that we enjoyed listening to. The rest we either ignored, or reluctantly embraced as part of the 

forced package. 

Since then, the delivery and consumption of music has evolved. With the dawn of digital music that could be bought 

as individual tracks, not only as full albums, the consumer gained greater choice. And along with the ability to purchase 

individual tracks, came control with the option of making customised compilations in the form of playlists.

Similarly, the ability to integrate various software applications, regardless of vendor, is now enabling organisations to create 

powerful hybrid solutions that are customised to individual environments and needs. As with music, this has been facilitated 

by evolving purchase and consumption options that are now available, such as as-a-service and pay-as-you-use.
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Finally, a choice in the matter!

For decades, organisations had little choice in how to invest in their voice environments and contact centres. They had to fill 

an entire room with mainframe computers, heating, ventilating, air conditioning, cabling, and usually full-time employees 

to keep their infrastructures up and running. There were large maintenance costs involved with little return in value other 

than uptime. Software patches didn’t necessarily cover the entire infrastructure, and integrating additional features to keep 

the organisation innovative was problematic. These massive machines did a good job for the purpose they had, but weren’t 

flexible enough to evolve with the organisation.

Figure 6.1: The journey to hosted cloud contact centres

Software patches didn’t necessarily cover the entire 
infrastructure, and integrating additional features to keep the 
organisation innovative was problematic.

We started seeing a shift around 2000, when technologies became more efficient and flexible, even though they weren’t 

perfect yet. We built solutions on servers a fraction of the size of their predecessors and often with a quarter of the features. 

Organisations began to see the value in consolidating their analogue/digital systems and moving them to IP networks. 

Then another shift occurred: the emergence of mobile workers. Networks that could facilitate mobile capabilities enabled a 

richer experience for those who worked from a variety of locations. End users started demanding more workplace flexibility. 

Consumer driven evolution Cloud

CCaaS
(Cloud)

Main frames

Client/server
applications

Virtualisation

Web hosting
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So, if video is already part of both our work and home life, why 
not our contact centres, too?

Whether an at-home, virtual worker, or an executive on the road – the need to support mobile employees grew. And with a 

growing mobile workforce, came a greater need for solution sets that could support the new way of working. Organisations 

struggling to keep up with the pace of this change began to see cloud as a way of filling in the rapidly growing gaps in their 

technology architectures.

The journey to the cloud also illustrates the consumer-driven evolution. As with music albums, consumers are realising that 

they’re not using all of the features they’ve purchased, and they only want to pay for those they use. Consumers are tired of 

taking the risk and investing in significant infrastructure that they may never grow into, or even grow out of too soon. With 

customer channels changing so rapidly that they’re difficult to support, organisations now see the value in open standards and 

the customisation of application programme interfaces (APIs). Offering customers the new channels they’re demanding is no 

simple task. Our research shows that organisations now rank the difficulty of introducing new channels as their third toughest 

technology challenge – up from ninth position in 2013/14. And that’s not even addressing the more complex question of 

seamless channel integration in an omnichannel environment yet.

Strategy, not technology

It’s important to approach omnichannel as a business strategy, not purely as a technology challenge. An ominchannel approach 

provides a multidimensional service offering to customers: they get service at any time, anywhere, and in any medium. An 

omnichannel solution is the hot ticket in the market today: everybody wants one, everybody needs one, but few have been able 

to obtain it. It’s difficult enough to maximise the effectiveness of individual channels, particularly when they’re new, let alone 

deploying them as part of a consistent and integrated customer interaction strategy that’s able to connect all contact channels. 

Servicing everyone at any time, anywhere, in any medium is an ambitious vision. Initially, it’s easy to take too large a bite from 

the apple and over-stretch your resources. Unless it’s based on a clear strategy and implementation plan that includes operating 

principles, it may not be the best solution for your organisation, nor for your clients. It will soon become evident that you’re 

not ready. Your service quality scores may actually drop, despite your feeling as though you’re adding to your services suite. The 

solutions need to work consistently. More importantly, if they’re to successfully meet the increasing demands of consumers, they 

need to be integrated seamlessly to allow for channel hopping.

The contact centre has software at its core, so it’s no longer about infrastructure, it’s about architecture. This is encouraging 

contact centre teams to be more invested in how the contact centre system drives customer experience, no matter who the 

customer is, or from which vertical.

Seeing through the clouds

Occasionally, some organisations use cloud solutions as an excuse for not having a strategy. This is ill advised. While cloud offers 

an appealing consumption model and will be the first choice for many organisations, it also needs to be properly designed, 

implemented, and cared for. Cloud needs to be part of a wider technology strategy and isn’t simply a basis for outsourcing 

your responsibility. The ownership of the outcomes created by the technology will always remain with the business, so in-house 

teams need to be allocated accountability for success criteria, the management of the deliverables, and performance.
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Challenges remain

As mentioned, very few vendors can provide an end-to-end omnichannel solution that’s integrated, reliable, and personalised 

to your business. A great deal of thought, discussion, research, discovery, and engineering is needed to provide a workable 

solution. It’s an ever-widening target too, as new media options become available each year. It’s best to work out what you have, 

in conjunction with what you need, and address any gaps. Our results show a significant lack of system readiness, particularly as 

organisations look to the future. Omnichannel will add another level of complexity to that.

Critical questions in establishing your omnichannel strategy:

•  Can you deliver a consistent message to the customer across different channels?  For example, is the social media team 

working with the same tools/CRM as your voice agents?

• What happens if you do nothing?  Can your business model sustain a standalone and silo-based model? 

Opportunities abound

Organisations have never had such a great opportunity to be in direct contact with a large portion of their customer bases as 

they do today. Previously, contact centres were used for ‘push-pull’ marketing purposes through clearly defined outbound and 

inbound calling. Now, there are many more ways to create proactive and productive relationships with customers. While these 

may seem like pure marketing efforts (and, in a sense, they always are), the contact centre can track and manage them more 

easily through the right mix of analytical information. 

The contact centre has software at its core, so it’s no longer 
about infrastructure, it’s about architecture. 

Here’s our advice 
Think about collaboration tools in the enterprise: how they’re used, how they’ve evolved, and how they’ve changed the 

way we communicate on a day-to-day basis. They’ve transformed our lives, both professionally and personally. For instance, 

videoconferencing has changed business forever. It helps us feel connected with our peers throughout the world, even though 

we may never have shaken hands with them ... we can communicate and collaborate wherever we are. We can get instant 

feedback on a working document, because we’re sharing it via Web conferencing. The tools to do all of this are now so integral 

to our daily lives that even our children demand to use them. So, if video is already part of both our work and home life, why 

not our contact centres, too?

Keep your organisation focused on consumers and their needs. Ensure that there are several ways in which your customers can 

communicate with you, and leave the choice with them. This comes down to delivering on the customer’s desired outcome. 

Imagine if you had Web or video capabilities every time you called into a contact centre for support? Could you get your 

question across more clearly? Would you possibly trust the agents more if you saw them face-to-face? Would you remember the 

experience as positive?

It’s true that not every customer will want video. Not every customer will want to share documents ... but how much more 

accessible and engaging would your agents be if they had that as an option?
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Worryingly, up to 88% of operations point out that their current, 
often telephone-centric systems won’t meet their future needs.

Figure 6.2: Considerations when selecting new technology

The biggest blockages to organisations’ advancement of their contact centres’ technology capabilities revolve around flexibility, 

the ability to integrate, and the costs linked to creating the required architecture. In many cases, the capital expenditure 

associated with the early replacement of legacy hardware has been prohibitive.   

However, the speed at which the digital revolution is affecting contact centres can no longer be ignored. Worryingly, up to 88% 

of operations point out that their current, often telephone-centric systems won’t meet their future needs, and many are already 

failing. Add new digital channels to the mix, and the picture could get worse.

It’s forcing vendors and consumers alike to explore new buying options and design innovative technology frameworks. The risks 

of migrating from an owned and/or rented model to a completely hosted/cloud solution has been a task too large and risky for 

many organisations.  

There needs to be a balance between maximising past investments and getting access to the new technologies you require. 

Contact centres will leverage cloud and other new buying options, but they’ll combine it with existing legacy architectures 

to create new hybrid models. However, these will require integration, and the ability to deliver new functionality will greatly 

depend on the quality of the implementation as you journey towards a connected, omnichannel experience. 

You may need multiple applications to get the result that you want with your customers. But don’t get left behind. If you fail to 

harmonise with the social media sing-along, your organisation’s voice may be silenced for good.

Does it 
offer easy, 
frictionless 
integration?

Does it come with 
open standards?

Can it operate within 
a mix of hybrid 
on-premise and 
hosted architecture
models?

Is the solution
partner focused
on innovation
and your 
customer?

Do the hosted
options offer 
rapid software 
upgrades?
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Results and recommendations

No. 1 Technology trend: 

‘Customer demand for 
emerging channels’ 
prioritised by contact 
centres

Results

Together, the top five contact centre technology trends as selected by 

organisations in 2015 form a reasonably well-grouped and focused set of 

priorities. If addressed as initiatives in this order, they will help to simplify 

and strengthen the contact centre’s omnichannel approach.

Notably, cloud/hosted solutions form the second highest priority for those 

in the technology vertical. 

If the feedback on cloud from current users are anything to go by, it won’t be long before other sectors catch up and prioritise 

similarly to adopt cloud as a proven enabler of cost savings, new technologies, and system flexibility.

Systems and data security remains a constant consideration, but at two positions lower in 2015 than in our previous review, 

it seems that organisations are becoming more comfortable in their approach. It’s also critical that security doesn’t become 

preventative and that, while it can’t be ignored, workaround solutions are sought to cater for customer needs, as well as for the 

desired business outcomes created by the digital age.

Recommendations

All evidence indicates that consumers who are 40 years old and younger will avoid the phone at all costs. There are several 

reasons for this, which may include anything from time constraints at work, to the convenient 24/7 availability of digital 

channels, to mistrust of telephone processes and a desire to create an audit trail or transaction record. 

That said, there’s a large proportion of individuals (which increases as the age profile reaches beyond 40) who prefer to speak  
to someone and have a more human interaction. While their preferences may also be evolving, these people aren’t going 

away. Is their preference pure traditionalism and habit, or can their problems be solved by increased collaboration that offers a 

personal touch, human interaction, and quicker resolution?

Top technology trends

Table 6.1 – What are the top three technology trends prioritised by your contact centre? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675    

Percentage 2015

Customer demand for emerging channels (e.g. social media, smart apps) 1

Technology consolidation/integration 2

Establishing a single platform to enable omnichannel capability 3

Business need to migrate voice traffic to other channels 4

Cloud/hosted solutions as a means of accessing technology 5

System and data security 6

High service availability and business continuity planning/DR 7

Migration towards service oriented architectures (SOA) 8

Video communications 9

Other 10

Voice biometrics 11
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Will these people be open to the concept of video or collaborative tools? We believe so. The key is to keep your focus on 

the outcomes generated via customers’ workflow behaviours.  More specifically, which systems can they use for which 

transactions, and which are they already using?

Delivering against your customer’s desired outcomes should be your main priority, but don’t try to be all things to all people. 

A few targeted solutions may be more effective than adopting too many in a scattergun approach.

Results

Integration, flexibility, costs, and legacy systems remain the most common 

technology challenges for contact centres today. Implementation issues 

emerging from the introduction of new channels have increased six places 

to enter the top three. This is alarming. As the speed of change accelerates 

in conjunction with the broadening of coverage areas, new technologies 

are introduced, many of which aren’t familiar to traditional contact centre 

employees. So, while the scope of required technical skills broadens, the 

lack of experience to support new channels grows. 

Top 5 challenges  
indicate system flexibility 
issues and integration 
problems

Cost of ownership   
and upgrading of legacy 
systems key

Challenges of technology systems

Table 6.2 – What are the most common challenges faced as a result of your contact centre technology systems?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675   

Percentage 2013/14 2015

Multiple systems are difficult/impossible to integrate 1 1

Lack of flexibility inhibits service improvements 2 2

New channels can’t be introduced easily 9 3

Cost of ownership/upgrades too expensive 3 4

Legacy systems inhibit progress (but can’t be replaced) 5 5

Technology has been poorly implemented 8 6

Return on investment in technology not achieved 10 7

Users lack skill to effectively utilise system functionality 6 8

System downtime is too high 7 9

Other Not asked 10

These challenges will only increase over time, as more new channels will emerge to further complicate an already   

extensive mix. This will drive even the most basic technology solutions to deliver more advanced, more innovative,   

and more differentiating services. 

As contact centre leaders again emphasise cost challenges for new implementations or legacy system updates, it’s surprising 

that ROI doesn’t merit a higher priority than its current seventh place. That is, particularly since we know from results 

elsewhere in the Report that ROI isn’t frequently measured, nor used to secure funds that will enable new digital channels to 

deflect calls and reduce agent costs. A small encouragement is that contact centres are paying more attention to ROI today 

than before, rising from tenth to seventh position in the last year.  
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Recommendations

Why are contact centres finding it hard to stay abreast of these changes? Because the systems they’ve been stuck with for  

years can’t keep up. Until recently, legacy infrastructures have proven inflexible and troublesome to replace. Some systems  

were built years ago and many of the associated processes for voice contact centres (including some CRM solutions) have  

also become dated. 

Now, new and hybrid architectures can enable the contact centre to be more aggressive in adopting new technologies. This is 

particularly true when the landscape changes as it currently does. Previously, the requirement was to run an efficient contact 

centre; now, it’s to be customer centric. There are fantastic, easily deployed niche solutions to meet your customers’ business 

needs. But you need open standards and strong partnerships to make this work as part of a fully integrated omnichannel 

strategy. Three core steps are:

1.   Focus less on the implementation of a solution and more on consulting. The design, build, short-, and long-term goals should 

be determined by working closely with a trusted advisor that’s vendor-independent.   

2.   The contact centre should be represented throughout the design and decision-making process. This becomes even more 

crucial as the enterprise takes hold and specific departmental needs may be overlooked.

3.   Look for solutions that are built to support third-party solutions. That way, if you do need to move beyond your existing 

technology and partners, future integration issues should be minimised. Also look for an open-standard platform on which to 

work with developers. 

Now, new and hybrid architectures can enable the contact centre to 
be more aggressive in adopting new technologies. 

14.8

37.8

47.4

Yes

Partially

No, it’s separate

Organisational integration of technology architecture

Figure 6.3 – Is your contact centre technology part of your organisation’s enterprise architecture?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675  
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15% of technology 
remains separate 
from the enterprise 
architectures 

47% is centred on 
enterprise solutions

Results

In 2013/14, 38.5% of that year’s participants reported that they were 

operating stand-alone technology architectures, versus just 14.8% in 

2015. Contact centres are less in control of their own technologies and 

the tendency to opt for some form of enterprise integration is gaining 

momentum. Of the 85.2% of contact centres whose technologies 

are now connected with the wider organisation, 47.4% can claim full 

integration; the rest are only partially linked. 

There’s a narrow range variation of 10% to 30% among sectors that report that their contact centre systems remain separate. 

Middle East and Africa has the most fully integrated systems, at 52.3%, but there’s not much difference among regions. 

Recommendations

As new channels focus more on the customer, contact centres will be less dependent on pure voice systems. Today’s contact 

centres deliver much more than that, as they plan to offer an average eight to 10 different channels in 2015. This expansion is 

increasingly based on the services provided by organisations. It’s not only the contact centre team that’s involved anymore, the 

list of stakeholders has increased to cover all areas of customer engagement. But that doesn’t make voice channels any less 

important; they’ve just been absorbed into the broader strategy and are no longer the sole focus.

Because more groups interact with clients, there are typically more systems to be accessed and maintained. The new challenge 

is maintaining collaboration across multiple teams, detailed data, and more integrated information systems. The dynamics are 

different, so approaches to managing them must also evolve. There’s no single answer for every contact centre. That’s why 

hybrid models with flexibility options will emerge as a standard.

Design

Sourcing

Not involved

Can influence decisions
but not make them

Prepares recommendations
for sign off at executive/

board level

Independently responsible 8.2

33.6

17.9 28.7

40.1 35.2

27.5

8.4

Contact centre involvement in IT sourcing and design decisions

Figure 6.4 – How involved is the contact centre in designing business requirements for, and sourcing, new   
technology solutions?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675 
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8% are independently 
responsible for the 
sourcing and design of IT 

18% are excluded   
from design 

Results

As technologies now span the entire enterprise in a more integrated 

way, there are many benefits to be derived. But the danger is also 

that some contact centres may be losing their autonomy, perhaps 

even their voice, in the sourcing and design of the very specific and 

intricate systems used to serve their needs.  

Just 8.2% of contact centres retain independence and full ownership 

for the design of their technologies. However, combined with those that prepare recommendations for board approval,  

41.8% have a strong enough control over decision-making. Another 40.1% can influence the process, even if they can’t  

make decisions themselves.  

More concerning is the 17.9% of operations (up from 10.8% in 2012) that have no involvement in selecting the systems they’re 

required to use.    

Sourcing decisions are also moving into the wider enterprise. Compare the 17.7% of operations that weren’t involved in 2012, 

to the 28.7% of 2015. This equates to a 62.1% reduction of contact centre representation in making sourcing decisions.   

Contact centres in Asia Pacific hold the least sway in their own fate: 22.9% have no say in the decision-making process, and 

37.3% have no involvement in the sourcing stage of new technology solutions.

Operational managers are basing change orders and operational 
drivers on customer interaction flow. As a result, they need to 
strive to become more invested in how the contact centre system 
drives the customer experience, and maintain their involvement, 
from instigating the business change order all the way to launch 
and post-deployment support. 

Recommendations

Looking at procurement patterns as a whole, contact centres often drive the initial discussion, but aren’t included in sourcing 

and product design decisions.  

Operational managers are basing change orders and operational drivers on customer interaction flow. As a result, they need 

to strive to become more invested in how the contact centre system drives the customer experience, and maintain their 

involvement, from instigating the business change order all the way to launch and post-deployment support. 

Cross-company collaboration and technology connectivity can only improve consistency. But it will only work if the contact 

centre is able to represent itself, and its interests are understood. 
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61% of core analytics 
systems aren’t integrated 
across business

21% improvement in 
the integration and user 
access to customer 
information systems

Results

Over three-quarters (76.3%) of contact centres’ customer information 

systems are now integrated with core business information management 

systems. This ensures that customer details, history, and product 

information are accessible to contact centre agents and, more importantly, 

to relevant management and back-office support teams. 

This shows good progress: it’s a year-on-year growth of 21.3% on the 

average level (62.9%) of accessible customer information data during our 

2013/14 review.

Unfortunately, access to pricing/financial data has faltered. Just over a third (36.2%) of contact centre agents have the  

required access levels, versus 47.2% a year ago, and 47.8% in 2012. There’s been virtually no change in service   

query/problem data updates.

Organisations have rated customer analytics as the factor that’ll do most to reshape the contact centre industry during the next 

five years. It’s therefore a concern to find that 60.6% of core business intelligence analytic systems aren’t integrated with contact 

centre systems yet. 

The service provider and telecommunication sector showed the best results with 57.9% of analytic intelligence systems 

integrated across the enterprise. It’s also interesting that 57.1% of contact centres handling primarily outbound contacts enjoy 

integrated business intelligence systems, versus inbound contact centres which report only 37.2%.

Yes

No

Other

Social media

Pricing/financial data
(invoicing/billing)

Business intelligence
analytic systems

Service query/problem
data updates

Customer information
systems (customer details,

history, products)
76.3

49.1

39.4 60.6

50.9

23.7

36.2

18.8

15.7 84.3

81.2

63.8

How integrated are core business systems?

Figure 6.5 – Are the following core business systems integrated with contact centre systems?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675 
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Recommendations

Integrated systems are core to a contact centre’s success. This year’s results are encouraging as far as stand-alone systems are 

concerned. Progress isn’t quite so strong when we dive more deeply into individual channel’s interconnected omnichannel 

solutions.

There’s more innovative thought in the industry about universal interaction engines which can route work cases and support 

the routing of voice calls, both inbound and outbound. These engines should also be able to route video contact, email 

messages, web chats, SMS interactions, mobile web interactions, and client web co-browse requests. In the near future, we 

hope to see additional integration to route Facebook updates, LinkedIn messages, Twitter messages, service desk requests, 

and NetSuite cases to a common management system that can assign the tasks in line with the engagement model. 

Large vendors are being challenged to deliver omnichannel solutions at the level of customisation necessary to meet 

individual clients’ requirements. Other niche players offer specialised products, often for selected verticals and specific uses. 

Whichever route you choose, the integration of systems should form an integral part of your approach.

Speech or text
 analytic systems

Interaction routing
 (distributor) systems

CTI applications

Workforce optimisation
 systems (WFM/recording

 systems, etc)

Business support systems
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Figure 6.6 – How well do the following infrastructure items meet your current and future needs? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675 
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At least 1 in 5 say 
technology doesn’t meet 
current needs (2 in 5 
for social media and 
speech) 

79% fear systems won’t 
meet future needs

Results

Depending on the infrastructure item, between 21.7% and 43.1% of 

contact centres say that their IT doesn’t meet their current needs. This 

range has grown since our last review, when only 16.2% to 22.0% of 

contact centres reported dissatisfaction.

In terms of future needs, the situation is concerning. More than three-

quarters of contact centres (an average of 78.7%, when including all 

the infrastructure items reviewed), don’t believe their systems will meet 

their future needs.  

Currently, the main concern is social media monitoring systems: 43.1% of centres highlight that system functionality doesn’t 

meet their requirements. Organisations are most comfortable with interaction routing or distributor systems: 78.3% are satisfied 

that they meet today’s needs.

The biggest challenge with future needs is business support systems: just 15.8% believe they have what they require.  

With technology left unchanged, the risk to the business is 
significant and the contact centre may even become irrelevant.

Companies understand that the contact centre landscape is changing, and technology will adjust in tandem with these changes. 

At best, just 27.5% of contact centres (that is, of workforce optimisation systems) are satisfied that an infrastructure item will 

meet their future needs. If this is the strongest result, it suggests that a significant technology refresh is imminent if organisations 

are to equip themselves with the right tools for tomorrow’s business needs. 

Recommendations

The influence of social media and the increasing choice and capability of digital paths are creating a new service environment 

that’s conducive to revolutionary approaches. Legacy systems and technologies that don’t meet your needs will increasingly 

become a blockage in the development of your business. The industry seems massively unprepared for the journey that lies 

ahead, particularly as disparate systems will need to be linked to create an omnichannel experience. With technology left 

unchanged, the risk to the business is significant and the contact centre may even become irrelevant. If the organisation  

doesn’t go digital to meet growing customer demand and save costs, it will find itself losing more and more customers – 

internally and externally.  

The focus needs to be on the consistency of the messaging that your customers receive across channels. Your engagement 

model needs to be proactive, not reactive. The focus falls on the consumer, and if organisations don’t respond appropriately,   

the consequences could be dire. Your technology should help you meet that demand; if not, it should be replaced. 
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Figure 6.7 – Which of the following technologies are you using to support assisted-service channels?  
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675
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43% don’t have 
queuing/routing 
applications for email/
web chat

Word spotting 
technology applied by 
just 20% of social media 
users, but small increase 
from 2012

Results

These results indicate that contact centres are, to an extent, flying blind 

in relation to understanding their core digital channels. Almost six in 10 

operators have no data analysis tools available for email or web chat.  

Even fewer (72.5%) have these in place for social media. Compared with 

email and web chat, social media interactions are still relatively immature 

service and/or sales channels. 

Of all contact centres, 57.5% have queue-routing applications in place 

to help manage email and web chat activity. We suspect that contact 

centres manually allocate social media interactions to agents, as just 13.2% 

leverage routing systems.

Sector results vary noticeably. Government and education, in particular, is quite far behind other industries. Centres in this 

vertical aren’t leveraging the cost-efficiencies and service enhancements made possible by automated assistance on channels 

which are increasingly popular with customers. 

Recommendations

We’ve already highlighted the need for contact centres to provide service consistency across channels. That’s only possible if the 

same management processes are followed, regardless of channel. Similarly, technology tools acknowledged as a prerequisite 

in traditional voice-based interactions (for example, monitoring or analysis systems) also need to be deployed as a fundamental 

standard for newly deployed and digital channels. 

For some reason, many contact centres had first secured a channel presence, and only then, as an afterthought, considered 

enabling the success of the channel (and higher deflected call volumes) through information. Be mindful of all the avenues that 

your clients can use to reach your organisation. Make sure all of these channels provide the same answer to the client’s query, 

and that similar systems are used to monitor the end-to-end contact experience.   

Consider the cost savings, if not the opportunities, missed when you neglect a channel by not managing individual interactions 

properly. Thereby allowing unresolved issues to create a PR situation, and end up inefficiently managing multiple channels.

Be mindful of all the avenues that your clients can use to reach 
your organisation. Make sure all of these channels provide the 
same answer to the client’s query, and that similar systems are 
used to monitor the end-to-end contact experience.
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Are knowledge 
management systems 
becoming too hard to 
maintain? 

Remains most commonly 
used systems, but usage 
levels dropping yearly 
since 2012

Results

As contact centres stretch their capabilities beyond the telephone and 

into new territories, it impacts IT costs and overall competency levels. For 

example, knowledge management systems that have been in place and 

developed for phone agents may not be suitable for web chat users. More 

than likely, new processes and content may be required to help agents 

access integrated information sources. Relevant procedure maps may not 

have been created. What used to be mature phone-centric systems are 

diluted as more channels are added to the mix. The result is that the total 

solution capability becomes less effective.  

Systems used for CRM/business support services

Figure 6.8 – What systems do you use to enable CRM and business support services in your contact centre?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675  
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This may explain the reduction in knowledge management systems (when reviewed across the ever-broadening array of channel 

offerings): from 53.7% in 2012, to 52.8% in 2013/14, and down to 46.2% in 2015. The same counts for CRM deployments 

which have fallen from 49.5%, to 47.9%, to this year’s 45.2%. In fact, the pattern is almost consistent across all technologies.  
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Again, there are significant variances across sectors. The automotive, service providers, and telecommunications and technology 

verticals are bucking the global trends in a positive way. Outsourcers are likely spreading the technology investment across 

multiple clients, and so enjoy easier access to desired products than their in-house peers.

Recommendations

CRM was a key focus for a great many businesses several years ago. As budget constraints and resource capacity are now 

pulling the focus to new and more pressing technology solutions, CRM isn’t that high on the agenda anymore. As a result, there 

are fewer CRM successes. 

The challenge is convincing corporate CRM developers/customisers/integrators to consider the contact centre engine as a tool to 

drive interactions to their systems. It’s not easy to convince executives of this view, but contact centre experts often understand 

the value of the interaction engine in driving system usage. 

The knowledge management score is surprising. Few organisations have the resources to deploy and maintain a formal 

knowledge management tool. Accurate content is crucial, however, and is usually the undoing of these systems. They require 

many resources to stay relevant.

IVR functions

Figure 6.9 – Users: what IVR functions do you have enabled? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 315  
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56% use IVR touchtone 
for simple transactions

34% also have capability 
for complex transactions

Results

The capability gaps between IVR touchtone and IVR speech are closing, 

but speech is deployed as a niche solution and in much fewer instances.

Customers in the Americas are the most likely to encounter an IVR 

system. Two-thirds (65.9%) of contact centres use touchtone solutions 

and 57.1% use speech-based technology. 

Conversely, contact centres in Asia Pacific are the least likely to offer consumers any type of IVR-based self-service system.

There’s a major range variation across sectors. Contact centres in automotive and manufacturing are the least likely to offer 

an IVR solution (just 23.8% are doing so). They don’t mind absorbing the extra costs incurred to speak with customers during 

highly valued and emotive transactions in order to help improve conversion rates and/or loyalty.

The most popular usage areas for IVR include caller identification/verification (51.4%) and simple transactions, such as 

balance enquiries. Advanced designs, in conjunction with back-end support integration, means that companies are now also 

using IVR systems to accommodate complex transactions, such as orders and payments: over a third of users (33.5%) are 

already doing so.

Recommendations

Thanks to our digital culture and the prevalence of short messaging, we’re now comfortable with ‘typing’ on devices, and 

that’s helping to grow comfort levels and subsequent usage of touchtone IVR. Speech IVR can work superbly in the right 

environments, but it’s generally a more complex tool to refine and get right. Touchtone is simpler, typically faster, and therefore 

more popular. 

Organisations should, however, reconsider their touchtone IVR workflows. Knowing that consumers don’t mind using 

touchtone, contact centres should think about putting more workflows into this channel. It would be worth also exploring 

SMS-utilising opportunities as part of the review. Establish where it may be incorporated into the IVR sequence as part of an 

outbound, proactive, and value-adding element of the engagement.

Thanks to our digital culture and the prevalence of short 
messaging, we’re now comfortable with ‘typing’ on devices, 
and that’s helping to grow comfort levels and subsequent usage 
of touchtone IVR. Speech IVR can work superbly in the right 
environments, but it’s generally a more complex tool to refine  
and get right. 
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19% don’t use and have 
no plans for CTI 

Significant deployment 
variations at sector levels

Results

One in five organisations (19.0%) doesn’t use, nor plans to install, 

computer telephony integration (CTI) applications. There are significant 

variances in deployment across sectors and regions. Consider the 37.5% of 

contact centres in media and entertainment that have no plans to leverage 

CTI, versus the 9.5% in the automotive and manufacturing sector. 

CTI applications: current and planned

Figure 6.10 – What CTI applications do you use? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675  
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UK companies (27.3%) are most averse to deploying CTI, while those in Middle East and Africa are most likely to do so,  

with only 11.4% opting against it.

The primary focus for organisations planning to invest in their CTI capability, is transfers. Of all contact centres, 16.3% have 

plans to enable the transferring of callers back to a specific location within self-service channels (with data attached). Another 

15.4% are considering more general call transfers (with data attached), meaning that almost a third of companies (31.7%) are 

investigating opportunities to enable two-way transfers to self-service. These centres want to be able to transfer users back to 

appropriate channels after they’ve either spoken to an agent, or previously dropped out of a self-help channel.

Integrated automatic call distributor (ACD) reporting is the top ranked CTI application for the third consecutive year. The pattern 

is similar regionally, except in the Americas, and Middle East and Africa where soft-phone CTI systems are the highest ranked 

applications, at 60.0% and 61.4% respectively.  
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Recommendations

In the age of the customer, it’s surprising that major opportunities are still missed when defining the customer interaction 

workflow. Screen pop-ups are an obvious starting point. Agents and management need to be equipped with as much 

information as possible to enable a better customer experience. Contact centres aren’t using call data recording in 56.6% of 

cases. These centres are missing a major opportunity for training, quality management, and interaction analysis, to understand 

why customers are calling.  

As end users, we all know how frustrating it is to repeat information multiple times. Only 32.1% of contact centres use call 

transfer with data attached. This figure improved only slightly in the last three years.   

It may be that your systems have the right functionality, but that it hadn’t been switched on and was then lost as part of a wider 

IT project. As mentioned above, accessing the right information is a basic requirement for many interaction types. So, if it’s 

absent, a gap analysis of where it’s missing, as well as a review of your systems would be a logical starting point that may not be 

too costly to implement.

Outbound business systems: current and planned

Figure 6.11 – What systems do you use for outbound interactions?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 675
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Manual dialling 
dominates, but future 
plans lie elsewhere  

Large focus now on 
developing outbound 
via online engagement 
models

Results

Manual dialling is again the method most often used for outbound 

customer contact. However, overall percentages have dropped by almost 

ten points for the first time since 2011, suggesting a phased approach to 

implement more automation.

Specialised systems are most often implemented in outbound centres. 
While these centres will continue to use manual techniques where required, 
the uptake of automated systems is generally more than double the 
global benchmark. Of outbound centres, 52.4% are already using power/
predictive/progressive dialling schemes. Exactly the same percentage of 

them are using screen or preview dialling systems, although only 9.5% are considering new implementations in that area. That 

is almost three times fewer than those looking at introducing the more popular power/predictive or progressive dialler solutions.

If plans are realised, 27.3% of all contact centres will have online initiated call-back functionality enabled across combinations of 

website, mobile app, and/or web chat initiated call-back systems within the next year.

The percentage of centres that plan to implement online-initiated 
call-back solutions is high, and is expected to double in the short 
term. It shows the stronger focus on creating an omnichannel 
contact centre.

Recommendations

The percentage of centres that plan to implement online-initiated call-back solutions is high, and is expected to double in 

the short term. It shows the stronger focus on creating an omnichannel contact centre. It also emphasises the importance of 

avoiding the need for customers to move channels in order to achieve their desired resolutions. You give your customers a 

choice, without being overbearing, intrusive, or presumptuous.

Video will become an option within this call-back functionality and it will be interesting to see which verticals adopt it first. 

Currently, the rise of video in the contact centre is more evident in the medical arena, where we’ve seen very innovative 

deployments, as well as in the financial services industry. Given the capabilities of video-enabled phones, browsers, and 

endpoints, the possibilities are endless. The more personal nature of the engagement will add an interesting twist to outbound 

channels that are generally difficult to employ effectively.
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Moving to cloud-enabled contact centres – 
‘when’, rather than ‘if’ 

A momentum shift is occurring in cloud-based contact centres. More and more organisations are either adopting, or 

planning to adopt, these types of infrastructures. And it’s no wonder. The case for the cloud is well known due the flexibility, 

elasticity, reliability, and accessibility of new functionality it offers. It’s also more cost-effective and faster to deploy. Given 

these compelling arguments, moving to the cloud is fast becoming a case of ‘when’ rather than ‘if’ for most contact centres. 

What’s driving this momentum? Will those staying on-premise become a small minority over time that wants to retain control 

of assets and/or requires high levels of customisation and integration owing to legacy investments?

Predictability in a world of uncertainty

The main driver of cloud is predictability. Businesses need cloud to help them reduce risk and provide more agility to  

meet future customer demands for improved experiences across every engagement channel and in an ever-more  

competitive landscape.

From a commercial perspective, the calculation of total cost of ownership requires an organisation to forecast its needs 

accurately, typically over a five-year term. This should take into account all the fixed and variable costs associated with:

• technology

• internal and external resources

• licences

• maintenance

• support

• training

• development

• administration 

All of this occurs against a backdrop of uncertainty around capacity over time, the growing tendency to move away from 

traditional voice to more sophisticated digital channels, and a workforce working more remotely.  

Deviation from forecasts gradually becomes more likely. This is coupled with the introduction of newer software applications, 

especially in areas such as workforce optimisation, business intelligence/analytics, and omnichannel, which are essential in 

driving customer engagement strategies. To select the right solution today, and commercialise it, is almost impossible and 

carries a high risk. 
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Lack of skills, new technologies

Given the human capital required to select, implement/integrate, maintain, and support new and more complex digital 

solutions, finding appropriately skilled resources is a major challenge. Increasingly, these skills can only be found among 

specialist vendors responsible for developing the new applications, but they’re often expensive and unreliable. This underlines 

how critical it is to move away from isolated, ‘best-of-breed’ solutions. It’s best to look for fully integrated and feature-rich 

solutions from single vendors or cloud operators that have already assumed the skills responsibility and can offer a complete 

service management capability. 

This is further justified by how regularly software is released – whether through patches or major upgrades – as well as the 

uncertainty of how these new releases will interact with other mission-critical applications. Each application is developed 

independently and isn’t likely to be tested for every configuration across a best-of-breed architecture.

Economies of scale dictate that cloud providers are more likely to implement advanced infrastructure platforms, integrate 

feature-rich functionality, and invest in new technologies faster and more seamlessly than individual organisations driven by 

cost reduction and hampered by legacy systems.  

Moving to CCaaS reduces risk

In today’s cloud model, all major commercial and human resource risks posed by the latest technology have moved from 

the client to the service provider. New commercials are based on consumption which, in turn, is based on usage and service 

levels. Lower set-up and infrastructure costs are being realised by contact centre organisations everywhere. The major appeal 

is that cloud-based contact centre-as-a-service (CCaaS) offers rich functionality, is fast to deploy, and easy to administer, 

provision, and manage. It also scales up and down to meet demand more rapidly and easily. 

It’s no surprise that CCaaS is fast becoming the standard for new contact centre deployments. Agility, cost-efficiency, and 

customer focus are often contradicting, yet critical success factors vying for the attention of today’s operator. It’s just a 

matter of time before nearly all operators will rely on cloud to reduce the risk, as it offers both commercial and functional 

predictability in a world beset by uncertainty. 

This is further justified by how regularly software is released 
– whether through patches or major upgrades – as well as the 
uncertainty of how these new releases will interact with other 
mission-critical applications. Each application is developed 
independently and isn’t likely to be tested for every configuration 
across a best-of-breed architecture.

by Richard Melrose, Managing Executive – CCaaS, Dimension Data Communications
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Technology provision/maintenance: current and planned

Figure 6.12 – How do you provision/maintain your contact centre technology (both infrastructure and applications)?
Percentage of contact centres | n = 674
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The focus should be on the customer interaction workflow and 
not the infrastructure it runs on. When you move the risk of 
infrastructure to the vendor, it leaves the organisation to focus on 
the customer journey. 
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23% drop in direct 
ownership models

34% of contact centres 
without a hosted solution 
are planning for it

Results

As specialist application service providers (ASPs) drive innovative 

solutions and pricing models, we’re now also seeing ASP products move 

ahead of telecom provider offerings for the first time. In fact, contact 

centres’ propensity to utilise telecom provider solutions has dropped by 

73% when measured against 2013/14 results and now represent only 

8.9% of the overall market. ASP solutions have taken the lead in every 

surveyed geography, in terms of both current and future deployment plans (Australia and New Zealand – considered as one 

region – was excluded). 

More than a quarter of companies (27.6%) still plan to move forward with pure ownership models. A further 15.0% are 

considering an own-rent split, while 18.3% are exploring solutions with ASPs, up from just 5.0% in 2013/14 and 4.2% in 2012.

The emergence of cloud and hosted technology platforms are offering new choices to contact centre providers. We’re starting 

to notice significant changes in how organisations are both provisioning and maintaining their technology systems. In the last 

twelve months, there’s been a 22.6% reduction in contact centres choosing pure ownership models.

Of contact centres that aren’t using hosted/cloud solutions yet, 34.2% are now considering using a hosted technology model in 

the near future. Add this to the existing user base, and it’s apparent that hybrid cloud solutions are gaining popularity across the 

industry, and are complementing the existing range of solutions, to help meet each unique client requirement.

Recommendations

Hosted solutions have emerged in the last five years, and contact centres were among the first to be interested.  

The contact centre foundation is increasingly software-based. It needs to be agile. It needs to expand or shrink. The focus should 

be on the customer interaction workflow and not the infrastructure it runs on. When you move the risk of infrastructure to the 

vendor, it leaves the organisation to focus on the customer journey. A full system replacement may sound troublesome … and 

it could be! Organisations have invested heavily, not only in the software and infrastructure, but also in people, adoption, and 

training. Losing all of that in one fell swoop may be asking too much.  

In this instance, the contact centre is the consumer and it’s a buyer’s market. Contact centres no longer have to consider 

such a black and white commitment anymore. They can mix applications, whether hosted or on-premise. Most often, 

complete solutions can’t be bought off the shelf anyway. For now, the level of detail is just too complex. Until such time as full 

omnichannel packages with bespoke capability become widely available, be open to new models enabled by software-centric 

solutions, as well as the benefits that a hybrid, partially hosted capability may present.
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We do not use
hosted technologies

Benefits not realised,
being removed
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Impact of hosted/cloud technologies on the business

Figure 6.13 – How has the use of hosted/cloud technologies affected your business? 
Percentage of contact centres | n = 673 

89% of current users 
with an opinion agree 
cloud has reduced costs

88% of same highlight 
it offers access to new 
functionality

Results

Current users of hosted/cloud technologies are reporting a powerful  

impact on their businesses. As a relatively new model for many, a range  

of organisations are still undecided about the various influences they  

can expect as they continue to review the return on investment over a 

realistic period.

Of users with an opinion, 88.8% agree that they’ve reduced costs, which 

are partially linked to the 85.7% saying it allows them to pay for only what 

they use. 
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As many as 90.8% confirm that it offers improved flexibility, while 84.2% report that it increases agility and   

speed-to-market.  

The most common challenges for hosted cloud solutions are reliability and technology uptime, but concerns and negative 

experiences fall far short of positive feedback. There are generally four promoters to every negative rating. Of all users,  

4.5% have decided pay-as-you-use services are not for them, that the benefits aren’t being realised, and are having the  

systems removed.

Recommendations

While there are some compelling results from existing cloud users about the benefits of hosted solutions, it’s important to 

acknowledge that cloud isn’t an excuse for having no strategy.

To ensure that you get the best from a powerful cloud solution, it’s important to understand the potential pitfalls and recognise 

these cloud myths:

•  Is cloud cheaper? The analogy of either buying or renting a car is relevant here. Is renting cheaper than buying? Do you 

want to own the vehicle, or are you satisfied with returning it after some time? The question is how do you want to 

manage the solution you put in place, or would you prefer that it’s managed on your behalf? Do you want to make an 

inflexible investment, or do you want to be able to scale up/down to meet your needs?

•  Cloud is always quicker to implement. Planning, design, implementation, and adoption should still be considered in 

the decision. It’s crucial that the business plays an integral part in the process, otherwise potential savings based on the 

provider’s expertise will be lost through repeat reviews when the implementation fails the first time.

•  New software will be implemented every week. While this may become a reality, you need to ask yourself if your 

organisation is ready for this. Can your business keep up? Does it have a choice? With software-defined networking 

making an impact in the communications space, it’s exciting to be able to rapidly adapt and change technologies 

according to an organisation’s needs.

So, should you explore a cloud strategy for you contact centre? Yes, but your organisation should understand why you’re 

investigating a cloud solution and ensure that there’s a strategy in place. Cloud isn’t an all-or-nothing decision. You need   

to know where, when, how, and why you want to leverage its benefits.

While there are some compelling results from existing cloud 
users about the benefits of hosted solutions, it’s important to 
acknowledge that cloud isn’t an excuse for having no strategy.
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Summary

No. 1 technology trend is emerging channels
The top technology priority for today’s contact centres is customer demand for new channels. It surged by five places in the 
last year. The consolidation and integration of technology are core dependencies of linking expanding channel offerings. 
They remain a top-three priority, along with establishing a single platform to enable omnichannel. Integration, flexibility, 
costs, and legacy systems remain the most common challenges. Implementation issues emerging from the introduction 
of new channels have increased six places to enter the top three. This is alarming. As the speed of change accelerates 
in conjunction with the broadening of coverage areas, new products are introduced, many of which aren’t familiar to 
traditional contact centre operations. Pressures and responsibilities are mounting. Delivering against your customer’s desired 
outcomes should be your main priority, but don’t try to be all things to all people. A few targeted solutions may be more 

effective than adopting too many in a scattergun approach.

Both current and future needs hang in the balance
At least one in five say technology doesn’t meet their current needs (two in five for social media and speech), while 79%  
fear their systems won’t meet their future needs. This range has grown since our last review, when only 16.2–22.0% 
reported dissatisfaction. In terms of future needs, the situation is concerning. Legacy systems and technologies that don’t 
meet your needs will increasingly block your organisation’s development. The industry seems massively unprepared for the 
journey that lies ahead, particularly as disparate systems will need to be linked to create an omnichannel experience. With 

technology left unchanged, the risk to the business is significant and the contact centre may even become irrelevant. 

Analytic systems aren’t integrated across the organisation
Organisations have rated customer analytics as the factor that’ll do most to reshape the contact centre industry during the 
next five years. It’s therefore a concern to find that 60.6% of core business intelligence analytic systems aren’t integrated 
with contact centre systems yet. The situation deteriorate when we isolate results from core digital channels, where contact 
centres are, to an extent, flying blind. Almost six in ten operators have no data analysis tools available for email or web chat. 

Even less (72.5%) have it in place for social media.

Drop in direct ownership models
The emergence of cloud and hosted technology platforms offer new choices to contact centre providers. We’re starting to 
notice significant changes in how organisations are both provisioning and maintaining their technology systems. In the last 
twelve months, contact centres choosing pure ownership models have reduced by 22.6%. Of contact centres that aren’t 
using hosted/cloud solutions yet, 34.2% are considering a hosted technology model in the near future. Add this to the 
existing user base, and it’s apparent that hybrid cloud solutions are gaining popularity across the industry. These solutions 

complement the existing range of options to meet each client’s unique requirements.

Cloud reduced costs
Current users of hosted/cloud technologies are reporting a powerful impact on their businesses. Of users with an opinion, 
88.8% agree that they’ve reduced costs, which are partially linked to the 85.7% saying it allows them to pay for only what 
they use. As many as 90.8% confirm that it offers improved flexibility, while 84.2% report that it increases agility and speed-
to-market. The most common challenges for hosted cloud solutions are reliability and technology uptime, but concerns and 
negative experiences fall far short of positive feedback. Of all users, 4.5% have decided that pay-as-you-use services aren’t 

for them, that the benefits aren’t being realised, and are having the systems removed.
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The social era 2004
In January 2004, Mark Zuckerberg began writing the code for a new website, known as 
‘theFacebook’. 

It signaled the start of the social era, and today more than a billion Facebook users instantly 
connect and share information globally.
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Global Benchmarking Manager, Dimension Data Communications

Richard joined Dimension Data in January 2000 and performed a number of roles in the 
organisation prior to being appointed Global Benchmarking Manager in early 2011. Richard 
is a specialist in developing methodologies and technology platforms for the benchmarking 
research programme. His role encompasses data management, product development, and 
production elements of the Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report. He has extensive 
operational experience, which he drew upon in a management consulting role through 
which he assisted numerous clients. He’s passionate about exceptional service delivery and 
exploring innovative ways to achieve the best possible results.

about the author – Richard Holmes  
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B2B

66.6%

B2C

18.0%

Sales

9.9%

IT helpdesk

5.5%

inbound

Highest participation sample in 18 years 
provides a comprehensive global overview

Representation by industry

Size of company
Contact centre type

Service type

Interaction type

Financial 
services

26.1%
Service providers and 
telecommunications

12.9%
Government (public 
sector) and education

9.6%
Consumer  
goods and retail

8.8%

51-100 101-200

201-500 501-1,000 1,001+

0-50 

29.6%

15.6%

16.3%

13.8%

9.4%

15.3%

72.5%

outbound

6.3%

In-house 

Outsourced

85.5%

14.5%

Australia & 
New Zealand 

13.6%

UK
19.3% Europe 

16.4%

Asia Pacific 
11.6%

Americas 
20.3%

Middle East 
& Africa 
18.8%

901 participants

72 countries

12 industries

balanced representation 
of 6 regions

1. 2. 3. 4. Other

equal split

21.2%

8 additional 
sectors

42.6%
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research methodology

The findings of the 2015 Report are based on responses from 901 participants from    
72 countries across Europe, Asia Pacific, Australia, Middle East and Africa, and the Americas, 
and cover 12 industry sectors. 

We attempt to go further than other reports of this kind and don’t focus on observational analysis only. We provide specific 

guidance on solution paths, via impact assessments and recommended actions, towards achieving best practice standards  

across all aspects of multichannel contact management.

The Report comprises six core chapters. We analyse over 400 data points across more than 81 charts.  

Our information analysis is performed at eight different levels, as we consider results by industry sector, region, contact centre 

size, provider type, history, and – for the first time in the history of the Report – also by service type.

We review the benchmarking questionnaire annually, and refresh survey topics, questions, and response options to balance 

historical reference points with the latest focus areas and emerging trends.

Research methodology

The 2015 benchmarking questionnaire comprises 81 questions 
that consider all aspects of multichannel contact interactions. We 
collected the data from June to August 2014.

Our information analysis is performed at eight different levels, as 
we consider results by industry sector, region, contact centre size, 
provider type, history, and – for the first time in the history of the 
report – also by service type.

Data collection
The 2015 benchmarking questionnaire comprises 81 questions that consider all aspects of multichannel contact interactions. We 

collected the data from June to August 2014.

Survey navigation is intelligently routed for our participants, based on their responses and the services they offer. We provide 

respondent sample numbers for each question. 

Results are validated during a robust data analysis process. Integrity checks include survey response validations, separate outlier 

assessments of each data point, and result authenticity, before submission towards a final dataset.
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Privacy and data security
Your privacy

We stringently protect all data and ensure the privacy of all participants’ information. Survey respondents can elect   
to remain anonymous – we only publish the company names of participants who provide us with express permission  
to do so. 

Our full privacy policy can be accessed via our Benchmarking Report website: www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking

Data security

The security of participants’ data is extremely important to us. To ensure confidentiality and security, the data is hosted in 
secure data centres. We use only encrypted HTTPS communications and standard Microsoft® Windows Server login access 
controls. Data is used only for the purposes of research and is accessible only by the benchmarking research team, in line 
with our privacy policy.

The Report is designed to provide context and easy-reference access to the information sets:

• Each chapter begins with a summary overview infographic.

• These are followed by an introduction and thought leadership insights into the findings.

• Feature articles on trending topics enrich the content.

• Detailed analytical findings follow each chart and table, with recommendations on how to implement   
best practices.

Typically presented as global statistics, all of the data in the 2015 Benchmarking Report can also be accessed interactively on 
our online Benchmark Comparison Portal for a more customised view. The Portal enables multidimensional filtering of the 
data, for example, by sector, size, and region, or by a single filter at a time.

The security of participants’ data is extremely important to us.  
To ensure confidentiality and security, the data is hosted in secure 
data centres. We use only encrypted HTTPS communications and 
standard Microsoft® Windows Server login access controls. 

www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking
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Benchmark Comparison Portal

The online Benchmark Comparison Portal was established to enable a much deeper analysis of the annual 
benchmarking results. The portal is available to qualifying survey participants, or with the purchase of the Report. 
Access the 2015 Benchmark Comparison Portal at http://portal2015.ccbmsurvey.com/launch.asp?t=ccbr to:

•  view and filter multiple annual data cuts by region, sector, contact centre size, service, provider, and  

contact type  

• view 400 performance metrics

• convert all of the charts in the Portal to data table format

• export the relevant graphs straight to your desktop

•  ‘ask an expert’ and receive guidance from our subject matter experts, if you need additional information  

or context

If you completed the full survey, you can use the Portal to view your results against selected benchmarks.

New features for the 2015 Benchmark Comparison Portal include:

• improved design and user experience 

• a new filter to split out results by contact type

• an added ‘Advanced’ filter option, that offers access to even more regional and country-level data splits

The online Benchmark Comparison Portal was established to enable 
a much deeper analysis of the annual benchmarking results. 

Support our research
Participant benefits

Each participant completing our annual benchmarking questionnaire receives:

• a free electronic copy of the latest Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report, valued at USD 1,500

• access to our online Benchmark Comparison Portal

•  access to year-round benchmarking outputs in different formats (PDF, single-chapter, and single-question   

analysis summaries)

Register now at:  www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking

www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking
http://portal2015.ccbmsurvey.com/launch.asp?t=ccbr
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Year-round benchmarking information    
and updates
Subscribe for updates at www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking to receive year-round updates and access to:

• regional summary reports

• presentation style overviews

• previous Reports

• trending topics: regular white papers, opinion articles, video bytes, and webinars

• Benchmarking bite series – 52-part series of single-subject reviews 

Latest news and additional benchmarking updates are available via:

Twitter: @DDContactCentre

LinkedIn: Global Contact Centre Benchmarking - discussion group | 

LinkedIn: Dimension Data Contact Centres - showcase page

Reference the benchmarking results

Copyright

We want our benchmarking content to be accessible and easy to reference.

Any part of the Report may be reproduced or used in extract form as long as the material is appropriately credited 
and referenced as being extracted from ‘Dimension Data’s 2015 Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report’. 
Please refer to our copyright statement on page 2 for full details.

www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking
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WAN wide area network
WFM workforce management
WFO workforce optimisation
XaaS X-as-a-service
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http://www.ccma.org.uk
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www.callnorthwest.org.uk
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https://ccng.com/magnet-program

contactcentres

http://contact-centres.com

Contact Centre Association of 
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http://ccas.org.sg

Contact Centre Guru

http://contactcentre.guru

Association for Data-driven Marketing  
and Advertising (ADMA) 
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http://www.auscontact.com.au

BPeSA

info@bpesa.org.za

BPeSA Western Cape

http://www.bpesawesterncape.co.za 

Call Center Planet

www.benprise.ning.com

Dimension Data thanks the following industry associations and groups that support our research  and broaden the Report’s 

reach by sharing it with their membership communities. To benefit from their great services, please contact your local 

association by visiting their websites below.

http://www.adma.com.au
http://www.ccma.org.uk
http://www.auscontact.com.au
www.callnorthwest.org.uk
info@bpesa.org.za
https://ccng.com/magnet-program
http://www.bpesawesterncape.co.za
www.benprise.ning.com
http://ccas.org.sg
http://contact-centres.com
http://contactcentre.guru
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Contact Centre Management Group (CCMG)

www.ccmg.org.za

Contactcentres.be
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http://www.customercare.com

Customer First (South Africa) by Proserv

www.proserv.co.za
www.customerfirstsa.co.za

www.ccinz.org.nz
http://www.customerfirst.org/
www.ccmg.org.za
http://www.ccam.com.my/
http://www.contactcentres.be
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Klantenservice Federatie (KSF)

www.klantenservicefederatie.nl/

The Middle East Call Centre Show   
(MECC) 2015

http://www.insights-me.com/

NASSCOM

http://www.nasscom.in 

Northern California Contact Center 
Association (NCCCA)

http://www.norcalcontactcenters.org/ 

Polish Marketing Association (SMB)

www.smb.pl
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Professionals (SWPP)
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Swiss Contact Center Association

http://www.callnet.ch 

UK Contact Centre Forum

http://uk-ccf.co.uk/events/mccf-events/

The Welsh Contact Centre Forum

http://www.welshcontactcentreforum.co.uk 
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systems partner

InsightNow

InsightNow is an innovative company that aims to help its clients design and implement customer 

experience programmes that improve operational efficiency, drive customer advocacy and employee 

engagement. Its proven methodology is supported by a range of solutions that:

1.  provide real-time, structured and unstructured feedback from customers

2.   identify the underlying drivers of a positive and negative customer experience and link these 

drivers to key business outcomes, quantifying cause-and-effect relationships

3.   drive improvements in operational efficiency and cost-to-serve while improving   

customer satisfaction

4.   identify the wider enterprise-wide policies, processes and pricing that drive a negative  

customer experience

InsightNow’s ultimate ambition is to work closely with its clients to define and implementcustomer 

experience programmes that provide significant return on investment byeliminating the causes of 

customer dissatisfaction throughout the service delivery chain.

The organisation actively seeks to engage in risk–and-reward-based contracts.   

InsightNow operates in Europe, Africa and North America.

For more information, please visit: www.insightnow.co.uk
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for generously giving their time to participate in our 2015 Global Contact Centre Benchmarking research study .
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LOT Polish Airlines
Makro Nederland
Marketing Resultant
Metro de Madrid
Montepio
N-Allo
OCTA+
OPM Sp. z o.o.
Ostsõchsische Sparkasse Dresden
P4 sp. z o.o.
PerkinElmer Shared Services
Personen- en Zorgvervoer Nederland
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Portima
Provident, IPF Group
RBI - Raiffeisen Bank International
Santander Consumer Finance
Schindler Aufzuge AG
SEC Servizi
Securitas Direct
Siemens
Sitel Nederland
SkoFIN s.r.o.
Sonae
South African Airways
Steria
Teletec Sp. z o.o.
TNT Benelux
TNT Express (Ireland) Ltd
TNT Express Cyprus Ltd
TNT Express Denmark
TNT Express France
TNT Express Romania
TNT Express Slovakia
TNT Express Worldwide Poland
TNT Express Worldwide Spain
TNT Finland
TNT Norge AS
TNT Portugal
TNT Swiss Post AG
Top Class Insurance SPA
TSYS Managed Services EMEA
TUI Nederland
UAB Lintel
UMG
UPC Poland
Vaillant
VIG Ekspert
Vlaamse Infolijn
VUB, a.s.
VvAA Groep BV
Webhelp NL
WoningNet NV

Middle East and Africa
1st Central
5 Star Reservations (Pty) Ltd
ABSA
afb
African Bank
Altech Autopage
Arabian Business Machines Company
Automobile Association of South Africa
Avis Rent A Car
BAGCO Division of FMN Plc
Barclays Shared Services Africa
Bytes Technology Group

CallForce Direct
Callus Bilgi ve Iletisim Hizmetleri A.Ì.
Capita
City of Cape Town
Collective Dynamics
Conexus
Coronation Fund Managers
CSIR - Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research
Daly Credit Corporation
Dandemutande Investments
Danone SA
DHL Express
Digital Solutions Goup
Direct Axis
Discovery Health
EE Ltd
Emirates NBD
Enhance Consulting
EOH
eThekwini Water & Sanitation
ethio telecom
Etisalat Nigeria
Europ Assistance
Fairheads Benefit Services
Festo
FinChoice
FNB
FNB Credit Card Division
Food and Chatter
Foschini
Garanti
Gijima
Gistics Group
iChoices Call Centre Outsourcing
Infoline LLC
Innovation Group SA
Jasco Enterprise
JD Financial Services
Korbitec
Lafarge
LexisNexis
Liberty
LikeMinds
loveLife Trust
Mango5 Call Center
Medscheme Limited
Merchants -  Mercedes
Merchants - Asda
Merchants - Avios
Merchants - Campaigns
Merchants - Cell C
Merchants - SAA
Merchants - SBSA Business Banking
Merchants - TYME

Merchants - Vodacom
Metropolitan Health
Ministry of Education and Skills 
Development - Botswana
Ministry of Foreign Affairs -  Nigeria
Miracle Communications
Montage Cable Network
Moov CI
MRI Botswana Limited
MTN Business
MultiChoice Africa
National Contact Center Bahrain
Nedbank
NSFAS - National Student Financial Aid 
Scheme
Nutriflex Mozambique
Orange
PPS - Professional Provident Society
Protea Hotels
Raneen
Saflok SA
Sanlam
Sanlam Sky Solutions
Santam
Shell
Smart Burundi
Solluco
South African Post Office
Telesure Group Services
TFG -  The Foschini Group Financial 
Services Customer Services
The Address Central Reservations Office
The Foschini Group
TNT - Saudi Arabia
TNT - South Africa
TNT Express - Turkey
TNT Express - United Arab Emirates
TNT Express Worldwide - Kenya
Total Facility Management Company
Trudon (Pty) Ltd
Turkcell Global Bilgi
UCS Solutions
Ukuthola
Ulwembu Business Services
Velociti
Vodacom (Pty) Ltd
VWSA - Volkswagen South Africa
Wataniya
WesBank
Western Cape EMS
Xceed
UCALL
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UK
A2Dominion Group
American Extress
ASDA
asra Housing Group
Avios Group (AGL) Limited
Babcock International Group
BMI Healthcare
bpha
Brakes
BT Plc
Bupa Health Funding
Capita
Carnival UK
Cathay Pacific Airways
Charles Novacroft
Chaucer Direct
Cooperative Bank
Covea Insurance
DAS
Dimension Data
Direct Line Group
Domestic & General
Dovetail Services (UK) Ltd
Durham Constabulary
DVLA
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water
Echo Managed Services
Fusion Contact Centres, BGL Group
glh.Hotels
Gradwell Communications Ltd
Guinness Northern Counties Housing 
Association
Harley Medical Group
Harrow Council
Hastings Direct
Hegarty Associates
Home Retail Group
Home Retail Group Customer Services
Iceland Foods Ltd
Impact Call Centre
Ingenico UK Ltd
Kirklees Council
Legal and General
Lego Company
Lincolnshire County Council
Liverpool Direct Limited
LV=
Marie Curie Cancer Care
Miele UK Ltd
Minster Law
Molson Coors
National Grid Metering
National Savings and Investments

Nationwide Building Society
NewVoiceMedia
Nominet UK
Office Depot
P&O Ferries Ltd.
PCMS
Percepta
Prolog
Pruhealth
Renfrewshire council
RSA
Rural Payments Agency
Sage UKI
Santander
Screwfix
Severn Trent Water
Slowhit Ltd t/a Carpeo
South West Trains
Stoneridge Electronics Ltd
Sussex Police
Telefonica UK O2
Teleperformance
Tesco Bank General Insurance
The Contact Company
The Student Loans Company
thetrainline.com ltd
Thrive Homes
Transport for London
TSYS Managed Services EMEA
Tyco International
Unilever
Vax
VELUX Company Ltd
Virgin Holidays
Virgin Money
Vodafone
Waitrose
Webhelp UK
Which?
Yorkshire Ambulance Service
Yorkshire Building Society
Zen Internet
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order, participate, subscribe

Ordering a report

To obtain your personal copy of the 2015 Global Contact Centre Benchmarking Report, please complete the order form on our 
website www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking or email us directly advising us of which version of the Report you would like 
to purchase.

Report pricing

• 2015 Report – USD 1,500 (20% discount for partner association members)

• 2013/14 Report – USD 495

• Benchmarking Comparison Service – from USD 2,950

Participating in next year’s survey

If you would like to register your interest in participating in future Reports, or would like to update your contact information, please 
submit your details to cc.benchmarking@dimensiondata.com.

Subscribe to updates

To ensure you receive regular updates such as white papers, opinion pieces and, newsletters please subscribe via our website  
www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking.

Find out more

If you would like to know more about Dimension Data’s Benchmarking Report and services,     
please contact cc.benchmarking@dimensiondata.com.
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contact details

Global Contact Centre Benchmarking

Andrew McNair
Head of Global Benchmarking, Communications (Global)
Tel: +1 778 991 0055
andrew.mcnair@dimensiondata.com

Richard Holmes
Global Benchmarking Manager, Communications (Global)
Tel: +44 7812 009 588
richard.holmes@dimensiondata.com

Global

Robert Allman  
Principal Director, Communications (Global)
Tel: +44 7964 194 643
robert.allman@dimensiondata.com

Paul Scott  
Consulting Executive, Communications (Global)
Tel: +44 7812 009 569 
paulm.scott@dimensiondata.com

Regional

Americas
Scott Cruikshank 
Director, Communications
Tel: +1 919 791 1058
scott.cruikshank@dimensiondata.com 

Asia Pacific
Nagi K
General Manager, Communications
Tel: +65 9785 9297
nagi.k@dimensiondata.com 

Australia
Michael Slip
General Manager, Communications
Tel: +61 2 8249 5426 
michael.slip@dimensiondata.com

Europe
Neil Louw
Chief Technical Officer, Communications
Tel: +41 795 727 936
neil.louw@dimensiondata.com

Middle East & Africa
Jay Reddy
Executive, Communications
Tel: +27 82 411 2258
jay.reddy@dimensiondata.com

UK
Chris Nunn 
Head of Architecture, Collaboration
Tel: +44 7920 501 493 
chris.nunn@dimensiondata.com

Merchants – A Dimension Data 
Company

Lisa Roos
Business Development Director, Merchants
Tel: +27 83 395 1309
lisa.roos@merchants.co.za

Nexus – A Dimension Data Company

Amy Reynolds Smith
Director, Collaboration Practice
Tel: +1 858 427 2678
amy.smith@nexusis.com

Social

@DDContactCentre

Global Contact Centre Benchmarking

Dimension Data Contact Centres

Websites

www.dimensiondata.com/ccbenchmarking
www.dimensiondata.com
www.merchants.co.za 
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